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NATIONAL UNION CONVENTION.
TUESDAY, JuNE 7rn, 1864.

National Union Convention to nominate Candidates for the
offices of President and Vice-President of the United Stutes, met this
morning in the Front Street Theatre, Baltimore, Md., in r esponse to the
following call :
THE

UNION NATIONAL CONVENTION.
The undersigned, who by original appointment, or subsequent designation
to fill vacancies, constitute the Executive Committee created by the National
Convention held at Chicago, on tl10 16th day of }fay, 1860, do hereby call
upon all qualified voters who desire the unconditional maintenance of the
Union, the supremacy of the Constitution, and the complete suppression of the
existing rebellion, with the cause thereof, by vigorous war, and all apt and
efficient means, to send delegates to a Convention to assemble at Baltimore, on
Tuesday, the 7th day of June, 1864, at 12 o'clock noon, for the purpose of
presenting candidates for the offices of President and Vice-President of the
United States. Each State having a representation in Congress will be entitled
to as many delegates as shall be equal to twice the number of electors to which
such State is entitled in the Electoral College of the United States.
EDWIN D. MORGAN, New York, Chairman.
CHARLES J. GILMAN, lUainc.
E. H. ROLLINS, New Hampshire.
L. BRAINERD, Vermont.
J. Z. GOODRICII, Massachusetts.
TlIOMAS G. 'l'URNER, Rhode Island.
GIDEON WELLES, Connecticut.
DE:NNING DUER, New Jersey.
EDWARD McPIIERSON, Pennsylvania.
N. B. S:mTHERS, Delaware.
J. F. WAGNER, Maryland.
THOMAS SPOONER, Ohio.
H. S. LANE, Indiana.
SAltmEL L. CASEY, Kentucky.
E. PECK, Illinois.
HERBERT M. HOXIE, Iowa.
AUSTIN BLAIR, "Michigan.
CARL SCIIURZ, Wisconsin.
W. D. W ASHBuRN, Minnesota.
CORNELIUS COLE, California.
WM. A. PHILLIPS, Kansas.
0. IT. IRISII, Nebraska.
JOS. GERHARD'!', District of Columbia.
W ASlIIN;lTON, February 22, 1864.
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A splendid band, from fort M~Uenry, anirn:ited the crowded theatre
with national airs, aud the assemblage was graced by the presence of
many ladies, who were accommodated in one of the tiers of boxes.
Major-Gen. LEw. WALLACE, who is in command of the Department,
and Staff, the Hon. JouN LEE CIIAPMAN, Mayor of the City, the First
and Second Bmnches of the City Council, officers of the Army and
Navy, and many other distinguished invited guests were spectators of
the proceedings. The Delegates and Alternates were afforded facility
of entrance by a side door, and the arrangements for their accommodation and for the officers of the Convention reflect credit on those gentlemen to whom that duty had been entrusted. The local press give
especial credit to :Messrs. WrLMOT, MEYER, and FonE.MAN, of the City
Council Committee, and Mr. SAMUEL 11:L Ev ANS, the Sergeant-at-Arms
of the Convention. The newspaper press was numerously reprc:oented
and suitably accommodated.
The President's desk was placed on an elevated platform on the
stage, which had been enlarged to the extent of the parquette, which
was boarded over, thus giving ample room for all the members in the
discharge of their duties.
The Hon. Enwrn D. ),fonGAN, of N. Y., Chairman of the National
Union Executive Committee, called the Convention to order at the prescribed hour, and spoke as follows :
l!ferribers of the Oonuntion-It is a little more than eight years since it was
resolved to form a national party to be conducted upon the principles and
policy wliich had been established and maintained by those illustrious statesmen, GEORGE w ASllINGTON an<l THOMAS JEFFIJ:RSON. .A Convention was held
in Philadelphia, under the shade of the trees that surrounded the Ilall of Independence, and eandidutes--FRE)lONT and DAYTON-were chosen to uphold our
cause. But tbc State of Pennsylvania gave its electoral vote to JA.'1'.EB
BuCJL<\.NAN, aud the election of 1856 was lost.
Nothing daunted by defeat, it was imn1ediately determined "to fight on
this line," not only "all summer," [applause,] but four summers and four winters ; and in 1860 the party buuncr wns again unfurled, with the names of
AnnAIIAM LrncoLN [applause] and flA}."NlDAL IIA)fLIN inscribed thereon.
'l'his time it was successful, but with success came rebellion ; and with rebellion
of course came war; and wnr, terrible civil war, has continued with varying
success up to nearly the period when it is necessary, under our Constitution, to
prepare for another Presidential election. It is for this highly responsible purpose that you are to-day assemlJlcd. It is not my duty nor my pmpose to
indicate any general course of action for this Convention; but I trust I may be
permitted to say that, in view of the dread realities of the past, and of what is
passin~ at this moment-and of the fact that the bones of our soldiers lie
bleaehmg in every State of this Union, and with the knowledge of the further
fact that this has all been caused by slavery, the party of which you, gentlemen,
are the delegated and honored representatives, will fall short of accomplishing
its great mission, unless, among its other resolves, it shall declare for such an
amendment of the Constitution as will positively prohibit African slavery in
the United Statl)s. [Prolonged applause, followed by three cheers.].
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In behalf of the National Committee, I uow propose for temporary Presidont
of this Convention, Robert J. Breckinridge, of Kentucky [applause], and appoint Governor Randall, of Wisconsin, and Governor King, of New York, as a
committee to conduct the Pl-esiuent pro tem to the chair.

•

The nomination was enthusiastically concurred in:
Dr. BnECKINRIDOE having taken the chair, ami<lst enthusiastic grect,ings, three cheers were given for the" Old "\Var Horse of Kentucky,"
and he spoke ns follows :
I

Gentlemen of tl1e Oon'l!entiqn,-You cnooot be more sensible than I am, that
the part which I have to perform here to-day is merely a matter of form; and
acting upon the principles of my whole life, I was inclined, when the suggestion
was made to"llle from various quarters, that it was in the mind of many members of the Convention to confer this tUstinction upon me, to earnestly decline
to accept; because I have never sought honors-I have never sought distinction. I have been a working man, and nothing else. But certain considerations led me to change my mind. [Applause.)
There is a class of men in tile con.utry, fur too small for the good of the
country-those men who merely by their example, by their pen, by their voice,
try to do good-and all the lllore in perilous times-without regard to the
reward that may come. It was given to many such men to understand, by the
distinction conferred upon one of the humblest of their cla..'-S, that they were
men whom the country wouJu cherish, and who would not be forgotten.
There is another motive relative to yourselves and to the country at large.
It is good for you, it is good for every nation and every people, every State and
every party, to cherish all generous impulses, to follow all noble instincts; and
there arc none more noble, none more generous than to purge yourselves of all
seJt:scckers and betrayers, and to confer official distinctions, if it be only in mere
forms, upon those who are worthy to be trusteu, and ask nothing more. [Applause.]
Now, according to my convictions of propriety, having said this, I should
say nothing more. [Cries of" go on."] Ilut it has been intimated to n1e from
many quarters, and in a way wnich I canuot disregard, that I should disappoipt the wishes of my friends, and J>erhaps the just expectations of the Convention, if I did not as briefly, and yet as precisely as I could, say somewhat
upon the great matters which have brought us here. Therefore, in a very few
words, and as plainly as I can, I will c11clcavor to clraw Jour attention to one
and. another of these great matters in which we arc all engaged.
Io the first place, nothing can be more pl11in than the fact that you are here
ii.'! tbe representatives of II great nation-voluntary representatives chosen without fom1s of law, but as really representing the fcelin~, the priuciplcs, and if
you choose, the prejudices of the American people, as if it were written in Jaws
and already passed by votes-for tbe man that you will nominate here for the
Presidency of the United States, and ruler of a great lJeoplc in a great crisis, is
just as certain, I suppose, to become that ruler as anything under heaven is certain before it is done. [Prolonged cbecriug.] And, moreover, you will allow
me to say, though perhaps it is hardly strictly proper that I should-but as far
as I know your opinions, I suppose it is just as certain now, before you utter it,
whose name you ,,.,.m utter, and which will be respo!lded to from one cud to
the other of this nation, as it will be after it has been uttered and recorded by
your Secretary. Does any man doubt that this Convention intends to say that
Abraham Lincoln shall be the nominee 1 [Great applause.] What I wish,
however, to call your attention to, is the grandeur of the mission upon which
you arc met, and therefore the dignity and so1cmnity, eamestness and conscien-
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tiou~ne«~ with whif'!1, repl'("'entinp: one of the grcatcst, nnd ccrtninly one of tho
fi.n<t people of the worl,l, yon oup:ht to discharg(' these clutie-. [ .\.pplan~e.]
Now, l,c•qi<Jes the nominntion of Pn·si<lcnt and Vice-President, in r<'gnrd to
which secon,l offi<'c I ,\;JI ~ny nothing, b('cau~,. [ know there is more or le~~
difference of opinion among yon; but, hc·~ick~ these nominations, you have
othtr most solemn duties to perform. You li:n-c to organize this party thoroughly tl1rongho11t the United State!<. You hnve to put it in whatev<'r form
your "is !om ,lill su:igest that will unit<• nil your wisdom, energy and determination to guin the victory which I have 11lreacly i-riid was in our power. Moro
than that, you have to lny down with clcnruess and prrciRion the principlcR on
which-yon i11trml to carry on thi~ p:rcat political conte;;t, anrl prosecute the war
which is undl'rnenth them, and the glory of the country which lies before us if
wo succeccl,-plainly, not in a <1ouhlc S<'llRL~brii-fly, not in u tn•ntise, with the
cli~nity 11111\ precision of 11 great people to utter, by itR rcpr~nt:\li.c~. the
political prineiplcs hy which tht•y inten i to liH, anrl for the '11,ke of which
they 11rc willing to die. So that all lllCJl, everywhere, may undcr.stnncl precisely
whnt we llll':tn, aml lay thut furrow so ci!'<'JJ!y tm<l clearly, that while rverJ man
who is worthy to 11~i:lte with freemen may ,;ec it and p:1;.s over it, cwry man
who i~ unworthy, m:1y he either uniihlc to pass it, or m11,y !1e driv,,n far from us.
"\Ve wnnt none but tho~e wl10 arc like us to he with nR. [Applause.]
.Xow, among these principles, if yon will ullow me to ~ay it, the tin;t und
mol\t di~tinct i~, that we do not intend to pcn11it. thi~ nation to lie ,k,troyed.
I.\ pphrnR<•.] We arc a nation-no douhi a peculiar one-a nation formed of
Stnk$, an,\ no nation cxr,·pt as thrsc St:ites fonn it. Anrl tbe,c St:1tcs ore no
Stnres except as tlwy arc St:1tes in that nation. They hnd no more ri~ht to r~1m,1inte the• nation than the nation has to repudiate them. None of tlwm hnd
crcn the gliadow of a rii.:-ht to do thi~. an,], Go•l hclpin~ uq. wt• will vindicnti>
that trutl1 so that it sbll never he disputed ,my more in thi~ worl<I. [Applause.] It is n ft•arful ,ilf<ornativc that ill set I1cforc u~, hut there nro g1·eat
co111pcns,1tions for it. Thog,, of you who have 11ttc-nrletl to this sultiect know. or
OUJ.!ht to lmow, that from the foun,fation of the pr,•<ent Government, before
an<l since our prc•scnt Conijtitutiou was formed, there hnrc 11lwnys been parties
thul had no fo.ith in our Govcrnmmt. The men thnt formed it were doubtful
of it:1 succ!.'Ss. an l the men that oppo3e(l its fommtion di,l not cle:;ire it, ~ucces.,.
And I nm bole.I to sav, without clctuining yon on this suh_jcct, thnt, with all the
outcry about our violations of the Con~titution, this prc,cnt living generation
:met thil! present Guion p1rty arc more thoroughly devoted to th11t Constitution
than any gcucr,1tion that hM ewr lived 11ncler it. f~\pplnusc. I ,n1ile I say
that, nncl R<>kmnly believe it, and helicYc it is capable of the ~trongcst proof, I
111>1::- :il,-o :, le! that it iH n great cmll· which is h••iug propn~nted in our LmcJ, to
;-a~ th11t our national lifo ck-pends mere!~· u1ion tll<' sustaining of that Constitution. OUI fother::1 made it, tmd we 10\'e it. But if it Huits us to change it, wc
can do so. [App'.:m,ie.] A•ul w!lt'n it "nits U>' to clrnnl-!C it, we will l'11:inge it.
[.1ppl111L-•;.j If it m:re tom into ten thou,nnd piece~, the nation woul<l be as
mudt II ll!ltion as it wal! hcforo the Constitution was mndc-a nation ulways,
tlrnt <leclarul its indepcmlcncc a.s a unitc<l people, and lin••l :i.s a unit1>• I people
until now-n nation in<lcpcn,ll'nt of all particular institution~ under which
they li,ed, and capable of modeling them precisely as their iotcrcstR require.
'We ought to hnvc it cli~tinctly un,lcrstood by fric•nds nncl encmic~, tbnt while
"e loYc th:it in~trument wo will rn,iintaln it, and will, with undoubted certainty,
put to dcn,h frlcncl or fo,· who unclcrtakc~ to tmmplc ii under foot; yet, bcyoml n clouht, we 11ill rc,.crve the right to niter it to suit our:scln~ from time
to time and from !'Cncrntion to ~cneration.
pplau,c. l One more i, lea on
that ~object. Yi·,. h:t,e incorporukcl in thnt in8trument the right of revolution,
which gil'c~ us, witlaout ii doubt, the ri1rht to ch:mge it. It never exi!lkd boforc the .\.1.aurican States, and, bf, the rii.:ht to cl11mi?c, there is no nccrl of relellion, in.~urrcction or civil wur, except upon n deniul of the fund!llllental
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principles of all free governments-that tlie major part must rule; and there
is no other method of carrying on society, exceP.t that the will of the majority
shall be the will of the whole-or that the will of the minoritv shall be the
will of the whole. So that, in one word, to deny the principles· I have tried
to state, is to make a dogmatic assertion that the only form of government that
is possible with perfect liberty and acknowledged by God is a pure and absolute despotism. The principles, therefore, whicli I am tryiI1g to state before
you are "principles which, if they be not true, freedom is ilnpossihlc, nnd no
government but one of ;pure force can exist or ought to endure among men.
But the idea which I wished to carry out, as the remedy for these troubles and
sorrows, is this : Dreadful as they are, this fearful truth 1·uns through the whole
hiitory of mankind, that, ,vhatever else may be clone to give stability to imtho~ity, whatever else may be clone to give perpetuity to institutions-however
wise, ho,vevcr glorious, practicable and just may be the philosophy of it-it
has been found that the only enduring, the only ilnperishable cement of all
free institutions, has been the blood of traitors. No govennent has ever been
built upon imperishable foundations which foundations were not laid in the
blood ?f traitors. It is a fearful truth, but we may as well avow it at once ;
and ency blow you strike, and every rebel you kill, every battle you win, dreadful as it is to do it, you are adding, it may be, a year-it may be ten yenrs-it
may be a. century-it may be ten centuries to the life of the Government and
the freedom of your children. [Great applause.]
Now, passino- over that idea-passing over many other things which it
would be right 'ror me to say, did the time serve, and were this the occasion,lct me ndd, you are a Union party. [Applause.] Your origin has been referred
to as having occurred eight years ago. In one sense it is true. But you are
far older than that. I sec before me not only prilnitive Republicans and prim- ·
itive Abolitionists, but I see also primitive Democrats and primitive Whigs-primitive Americans, 1md, if you will allow me to sny so, I myself am here, who •
all my life have been in a party to myself. [Laughter and applause.) As a
Union patty I will follow you to the ends of the earth, and to the gates of
death. fApplause.7 But as an Abolition party-as a Republican party-as a
Whig party-as a Democratic party-as an American party, I will not follow
you one fo(Jt. [Applause.) But it is true of the mass of the American people,
however you may divide and scatter, while this war lasts, while the country is
in J?eril, while you call yourselves as you do in the call of the Convention, the
Umon party-you are for the preservation of the Union and the destruction of
this rebellion, root and branch. And, in my judgment, one of the greatest
errors that has been committed by our administration of the FederaJ Gov.ernment-the Chief of which we are about to nominate for another term of office
-one of its errors has been to believe that we have succeeded where we have
not succeeded, nnd to act in a manner which is precisely ns if we had succeeded. You will not, you cannot, succeed until you have utterly broken up the
military power of these people. (Applause.]
I v.ill not detain you upon tl1ese incidental points, one of which bas been
made promment in the remarks of the excellent Chairman of the National
Committee. I do not know that I would be willing to ,go so far ns probably
he would. But I cordially agree with him in this-I think, considering what
has been done about Slavery, taking the thing as it now stands, overlooking
altogether, either in the way of condemnation or in the wny of approval, any
act thtt has brought us to the point where we are, but believing lll my conscience nnd with all my heart, that what has brought us where we are in the
matter of Slavery, is the original sin and folly of treason and Secession, because
you remember that the Chica~o Convention itself was understood to-day, and
I believe it virtually did explicitly say, that they would not touch Slavery in the
Staus,-leaving it, therefore, altogether out of the question how we came
where we are, on that particular point, we arc prepared to go further than the
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original Republicans themselves were prepared to go. We are prepared to
demand not only that the wl10le territory of the United States shall not be
made slave, but that the General Government of the American people shall do
one of two tirings-and it appears to 1ne that there is nothing else that can be
done-either to use the whole power of the Government, both the war power
and the peace power, to put Slavery as nearly as possible back where it was-for, although that would be a fearful state of society, it is better than anarchy;
or else to use the whole power of the Government, both of war and peace, and
all the practical power that the people of the United States will give them, to
externtlMte and extinguish Slavery. [Prolonged applause.)
I have no hesitation in saying, for myself, that if I were a pro-slavery man,
if I believed tl1is institution was un ordinance of God, and was given to mm,
I would unhesitatingly join those who demand that the Government shoul<l
be put back where it was. But I am not a pro-slavery man-I never was. I
unite myself with those who believe it is contrary to the l1ighest interetts of
all men and of all Government, contrary to the spirit of the Christian religion,
and incompatible with the natural rights of man. I join myself with those
who say, away with it forever [applause]; and I fervently pray God ti-kit the
day may come when, throughout the whole land every man may be as free as
you are, and as capable of enjoying regulated liberty. [Prolonged apr,tausc.)
I will not detain you any longer. One single word you will allow me to
say in behalf of the State from which I come, one of the smallest of the thousands of Israel. We know very well that our eleven .votes are of no con,.;cqucncc in the Presidential election. We know very well that in our present
unhappy condition, it is by no means certain that we arc here to-clay representing the party that will cast the majority of the votes in that unhappy
State. I know very well that the sentiments which I am uttering will cause
me great odium in the State in which I wus born, which I love, where the
bones of two generations of my ancestors and some of my children ,ire, and
• where, very soon, I shall lay my own. I know very well that my colleagues
will incur odium if they indorsc what I say, and they, too, know it. But we
have put our faces toward the wny in which we intend to go, and we will go
in it to the end. If we are to perish, we will perish in that way. .All I have
to say to you is, help us if you can; if you cannot, believe in your hearts that
we have died like men.

TEMPORARY SECTIETA RIES.
Mr. N. B. s~nTHEns, of Delaware. Mr. President: In order to
pertcct aic temporary organization, r move that the following gentlemen
be appointed temporary secretaries, viz.: GEORGE A. S,uw, of J'lfassachusctts; R. II. DuELL, of New York; Hcv. M. C. BRIGGS, of California.
The question being put, the motion was agreed to.

PRAYER.
The CnAmMAN.-It has been usual on such occasions, gentlemen, and
it is ·most proper in itself, to have the blessing of Go», in whom is all
our hopC', invoked, at this stage of the proceedings, upon our conduct,
and the result of it. The Chairman of the National Committee will
now introduce to you, therefore, the Rev. McKENDREE REILEY, of the
Methodist Episcopal Church, who will lead us at the Throne of Grace.
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)fr. REn,Et mnde a prnycr in the fullowing 1:mgungc:
Our Fath<'r which nrt in llcnvcn, hallowed be tliy nnmc. As taught hy Thy
Son Jesus Christ, we rccognfae the filial relation in which we i-tand to-<lny; and
approach Thee as cl1ildren approaching their pnr<:nt; and 3·ct, at tho same
time, we rcco:-,rnize the fact th11t Thou urt the Infinite God, the Gm ,·rnor of
Worlds, the King of Kings, nnd the Loi·<! of Lord~. We• nppcar hcforc Thee
to let Thy bl<•HSing rest upon t!JcRC Thy ~crvants, who bave here met together
os din,ctecl hy the people, to u,-ccrtain oncl to give to them for their ,mlfmgC8
proper pencons to take the positions an<l perform the duti!'N of Pru;iucnt and
Vice President of the United States. We thank Thy holy lltlme for this Convention, for the henlthy indicntion it gives of the fact that we still have u
government. Xoh1itl18tnnding our nationnlity hns hccn a,-.•ailed, c, t·n in the
home of its profei:sctl friend~; noh.,;thstanding plans of trca~on hove been
concocted with great ingenuity, nnd long matured; noh.,;th~tanding the noble
fabric built l>y om fathers, undrr Thy gnirlance, has been t1Hsailccl hy armed
hnncls. CX<'<·e•lingly numerous, Wt'll equipped, and well man<haled, we J)rnisc
Thy name that. after t brce years of tum1oil, of wnr, of bloo<l~hcd, uncl of commotion, there is still the fact before us, un:mswcrnblc, that we have II government. We praise Thy namli that, notwithstandiu~ the sympntl1it'H of tho
world, of the other nations of the earth, hn:rn hcen for the most pnrt ngainet
ul<-the 5)1llpnthies nt least of tho~ higl1 in power-we still demon:;tn,tc to
them the fact that we have a govemml'nt. We thank Thee that it holds it~
sc~~ions in the State of Marylnn<l, upon whose original soil Btands the capital
of the Cnitcd State~, but which, n short period ug:o, Reemcd $0 near 1hr yortcx
of seCl-sion. We praise Thy nnme that this ConHntion holds its ;;c:<.,ion in the
city of Baltimore, from 11·ho:;c hrcczei,, hut n short time ago, <•nrly in the present
struggle, tlw banDer of our common country wnR exiled. We thank Thee that
that banner floats in triumph over our State and over our c-ity; and we thank
Tlu.'c that the ConYcntion wbicb, compo,-·,l of the rcpre~l'ntath-es of tl1c people, i. to indicate the next President un•I Vicc-Prc~i<lent ol' the 17nitc<1 States,
holds its scs8ion here. We 1>my Thee to grant to these Thy servants wisdom,
thut tbev mny conduct their plans all in the fear of God, und for the promotion
of the be:=t purpose~. )[ay they gclect the right men to take the responsible
po~ition~ that are now so intcr('sting to u~; and gmnt when they hanJ selected
the men ns candidates for tho;.e positionR, that the people may come up and
roll in an overwhelming mnjority that sl1111l forever Hettie the question that the
authority of the Unit<-d States Govennm•nt is the ~upremc hw of the land.
"\\'c pray Thro to let thy ble,sin~ re:st upon the Presiclcnt of the Cnitc<l Statffl,
upon the members of hi~ Cabinet, ancl upon our Congressmen, and npon all
who are in authority. Wilt thou give to them the wisdom that they now eminently need; and we pray Thee to let Thy hlc.,~ing rest upon our country, once
so hi~hly favored, but now so wur-stirrc,J, whose soil is now blood--tuined.
Oh, do Thou lift this curtain of darknc,;s on which we behol<I the an!!ry trncca
of 'Thy wrath, and mny the sun of peace early shine forth upon 11 united and
happy n:ition. We pray Thee to blei:~ our soldiers in the tkld and sailors on
tho '1Ct'an, und give them great succe.-;,; in their enterpri..«ci!. ,ray Yictory perch
upon their hnnner, and may we, aB a nation, come forth from this war purified,
nnd tcstifv in a scnP-C such as we have never testified before to the nations of
the <:arth in favor of human frct•dom. Grant, we heseech 'J'IH'P, that when we
shall pas~ through thi~ ordeal, it shall JI(>, while the fin-s of the funincc have
not lctt their smell upon our g:innent~, they have melted off the clrnin of tho
ll1st slave. All of which we usk in Christ•~ nuruc. Amen.
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ORGA:-;IZ.\TION.
Tho CnAIRMAN.-\Vhat is the further pleasure of tho Convention
with regard to the t·arlic·st possihlo permanent orgnnization 1 Divers
committees, I find, were appoiuted at the last Couvention, the proceedings of whic-h I ha,e before me. I think the 1wxt business which wns
tmn~aete<l four years ago, was the calliug of the Statc-s for the purpose
of sd(•eting a Committee to report o/lic('J·s for the Convention. Is it the
will of tho meeting that the States should ho now called for that purpose?
:Mr. S1MON CAMEJtoN, of Pennsylvauia.-1 move that the list of the
States Lt• (•ailed, anJ that some 11wml1er of the delegation from each
State furnish tht• Sec·rctary with a list of its delt•gatcs.
The motion, being second1·d, wns put and carried.
The C11un~1.\N.-In what ordt•r shall the list he called?
:Mt·. CAMERON.-'l'hc Secretary has a printed li:st of the States, and
he ha,\ better call them accoriling to his roll. \Vhen the Stat<'s arc
callecl, some del<•gatf' from each State ran furnish the Sl'cretary with a
list of the names of the delegntcs from his StntP.
Tht• C11uR~1.\x.-The Secretary will pl<-ase proceed to call the list in
the ol'Clor mentioned.
The S"cRETARY.-The first State on the list is :Maine.
Mr. LOT M. MonRII.L, of "\foiue.-1 bl'g to suggest that there is a
misapprehension i11 regard to the motion ju~t adopted. I think, perhaps.
it will be impracticable to carry it into execution.
The C11A1R?t.\N,-lt is not in or<lcr to discus~ it now. It hu-s already
been adopted.
1\1 r. LoT 1\1. Mo1rnn.L, of \fainl'.-l rise to obviate the diniculty by
n motion whieh I shall submit, if the Chair will entertain it. l move to
reconsider the ,·otc Ly which the list of dl'legatcs was directed to bP
called for, with n view of submitting a motion to raise a Committee to
receive the crc<lcntials and report a list of delegates.
The C11.>.1R)1Ax.-That motio11 is in order.
Mr. SrnoN CAM1moN, of l'ennsylvania.-\Vith great dl'feri.:nce to the
gentleman from 1foinc, I think he cou!J not have under,;tood my motion
corrt•ctly, or he would not object to it. My motion was that the roll of
Sta\t•s sh()u]d be culled over, and that, as each Stute wus cnllcd, some
gcntlc·man of the ddegation should present such a list of dekgatlis as
has been made out by the delegation. After that, of course, a Committee will be formed from all the Stutes for the purpose of invcstigAting
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those rolls, seeing if there arc a~ contested scats, anrl deciding 1Jetwcm
the contestants ; or, if there 1)C none contested, the list will come back
in ft.tit. That will save a great deal of timC', and then• ean be no difficulty in carrying it out. I trust there will be no rcconsiJcration.
Mr. L. M. Moaa1LL, of )fainc.-1 perceive that bctweC'n the gentleman from Pennsylvania and myself there is no ditforence as to the object to be attained. But, in a body where the delegates are unknown,
where, possibly, some of the scats are contested, it Sl'ems to me utterly
impmcticalJlc, at this time, to present a list of the delegates from the
several States; and my purpose is, if this vote shall be reconsidered, to
propose that the roll of States be called; and that each delegation be
requested to propose one name from its delegation, to constitute a Committee on Credentials, to 1d10m tho Cr<.'dc11tials of the delegates from the
several States shall be refcl'!'cd.
Mr. THOMPSON CAMPBELL, of Califomia.-I think the course suggest'-'d
b? the gentleman from Pennsylnmia is the course ordinarily pursued in
sueh convmtions, and I sec no dHlicultJ in it. \Vhcn the State of 1foilw
is called, I apprehend tho delegation from that Slate "·ill he prepared tu
p1·csent their credentials. There arc no self-constituted delegatPs in this
Convention. They all come by authority, as repl'CS<'ntativcs of the constitue11cies which have elected them. I apprehend, therefore, there will
be no difficulty in carrying out the rnotion alr<.'acly adoptc<l, and it is the
best and speediest course of ascertaining who arc the members of this
Convention.
t
The CnAmM.rn -put the question on the rnotion to reconsider, and decillcJ that it was agrcud to, and that the question recurred on tho original
motion of .M r. CA,11moN.
Mr. SrnoN CAMERox, of Pcnnsylvonia.-)fow, Mr. Prcgiflent, I submit another motion. I move that a Cornmittl'P, composed of 0110 delegate from each State, be appointed, for the purpose of receiving a list of
dclC'gatcs, and deciding who arc cntitlecI' to be present.
The CnAmMAx.-L'oes the gentleman ofter that as a substitute fur
the other motion 7
ilfr. S. CAMERON, of P11.-Ycs, sir.
illr. JAMES II. LANE, of Kansas.-Is that to apply only to States
whcr<.' there is no contest?
Mr. S. CAl1ERON, of Pa.-No; I mean that it shall embrace all.
l\fr. GEonoE 1-V. PA1'1'ERSON, from N. Y.-1 think it is the most simple thing in the world, when :t State is called, for the chairman of tho
delegation from that State to rise in his place and send to tho Chair a
list of tho delegates from that State. I cannot but think that some dele-
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gate from the State of Maine has a li;:;t of all the delegates from that
State, and if he has, he can send it to the Chair. [Order.]
The CHAIRMAN.-Allow me to remind the gentleman that the house
have not only reconsidered the question to which he is speaking, but arc
considering another motion which has been substituted for it by the gentleman from Pennsylvania.
l\'Ir. G. ·w. PATTERSON, of N. Y.-I move to amend that motion by
inserting in place of it the original motion that was made, that the delegation from eac-h State, ns the States are called, furnish to the Chair a
list of the members from that State. The State of N. Y., J believe, has
about as many delegates as the State of Maine, and the Chairman of our
delegation will be able, when the State of N. Y. is called, to present a
full list of the delegates from that State. Now, Sir, I move you that, as
the States are called, one delegate from each State furnish to the Chair a
list of the members from that State.
Mr. S. CAMERON, of Pcnn.-To save time, I accept the proposition to
amend.
Mr. A. BnANDAGEE, of Conn.-1 have an objection, for two reasons,
to the proposed amendment of the gentleman from N. Y. In the first
place, it is not an amendment at all; in the next place jt is not germane
to the resolution offered by the gentleman from Pennsylvania; it is a
substitute for it, and therefore not in ordor. I insist upon the original
motion being put.
'
t Mr. G. W. PATTERSON, of N. Y.-The gentleman from PennsylYania
l1as withdrawn his motion, and the question now is on mine.
The CHAIRMAN.-Thc Chair will state the position of the case as he
understands it. The House passed the resolution offered by the gentleman from Penna., and then reconsidered it. The effect of the reconsideration was, to !eave the motioa that was originally passed standing
upon its passage. Thereupon the mover of the resolution, nobody objecting, offered a substitute for it. · ·whether or not the substitute and the
original motion were so different that the substitute could not properly
be received, as has been suggested, I shall not now undertake to say;
but, under the cii·cumstanccs, l decide that it was properly presented. I
have doubts, howover, whether, after that has been done, the gentleman
from Pennsylvania, or anybody in his place, can offer again the original
resolution for which he accepted the substitute as an amendment to it;
scoing, in fact, that it is not an amendment but a totally different thing.
There is the embarrassment that I am in.
Mr. I-bNRYJ. RAYMOND, ofN. Y.-1 desire,Mr. Chairman, simply to
make a suggestion for the consideration of the Convention whioh may pos-
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sibly facilitate business. ·we are here now simply as a mass mcetiug.
We have appointed a tmnporary Chairman for the purpose of organi;1ing
that mass meeting, and converting it into a convention of delegates. The
first thing, therefore, to be done is to decide what States have sent delegates
here; the next thing to be decided is wl1at delegates they have sent; and
the third thing to be decided is by what authority do those delegates come
from those States, and appear here as their representatives. It seems to me
that is the natural order in which we arc to make ourselves a convenLion
instead of a mass meeting. Now, as I understand it, ~he motion submitted
by the gentleman from Pennsylvania is, that we iippoint a Committee
on Credentials. Well, sir, in the first place, we have 110 credentials before this body, and in the next place, we have no delegates officially known
to this body, from whom to make up that Committee. The first thing
to be done, it strikes me, is to call the list of States belonging to this
Union, and, as each State is called, if there is any one here present who
can say for that State that she has a delegation here, it is his business to
rise and say so, and to present to the Chair the credentials on which that
delegation claims seats. If there are _contesting delegations from any
State, I take it for granted that it is the duty of some one from that State
to present the list of both claimants. Then when that has been done, a
Committee can be appointed to examine the credentials thus handed in.
Mr. S. CAMERON, of Peun.-Allow me to say to the gentleman from
New York, that my original resolution was precisely what he is now
advocating, but there were objections to it, and I withdrew it for the purpose of saving time. I offered my fir$t resolution because I thought it
was the quickest way of bringing the mass meeting, as the gentleman has
called it, into a convention; and I intended to follow it up by offering
another resolution, that a Committee on Credentials be appointed, of one
from each State represented here, an.<l let that Committee examine the
papers presented under the first resolution, and determine who are entitled to scats. It could all have been settled in a few minutes if my hon.
friend from Maiuc had let it go ; the effect of his motion to reconsider
has been to waste more time already than would have been occupied in
organizing the Convention.
Mr. IL J.
of N. Y.-1 suppose the only difficulty has
arisen from the fact that, owing to the somewhat feeble voice of the gentlemen who made these motions, their exact tenor was not fully understood by the whole body of the Convention. If, now, the gentleman
from Pennsyll,ania will renew his motion, I have no doubt, with the explanation he has ma.de, it will be promptly acceded to; if not, I will
make it myself.
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)fr. S . CA~n:uoJs, of Pa.-That motion is now hcfore the house .
RAYMOND, of N. Y.-Thut motion, as I understand it, is
that the Secretary of this ffil'Ptiug call the list of StalC's, and thnt, as the
name of each State is callcc1, some one on behalf of that State shall
rcspowl to it, nnd present tho list of dcll•gutes claiming scats from that
Stall', together with their crc1k11Lials.
.Mr. S. C,rn1mo:-;, of Pa.-1 have those of Pennsylvania ,in my hand
now, n·,uly to prc:scnt.
The CnA.IRMAN.-:rhe question is on the motion of the gentleman
from Pennsylvania, us it hm; hcl'n just stated.
Tht> motion was ngrccJ to.
1.lr. S11AW, tho Secretary, proccedl·tl to call the roll of St:iks, and
lists of Jclegatcs W(•re hauJe,! in from :Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont,
tifossal'ht1<\etts, Hhoc1c Island, Connecticut, New York, ;\l'W J erscy, Pennsylvania, Dcl1nrnr<', J\faryland, Kentucky,•Ohio, Indi1111n, Jllinois, .Miehigan, '\Visconsin, Iowa, :Minnc!lota, California, Oregon, \Yest Yirgiuin,
and Knn~as.
From 11issouri two lii;t~ of J~lc•gates wcl'c prescnkd, one clectC'<l by
the naclical Union Convention, an<l the othl't' hy the Unconditional Union
Party of Missouri.

.Mr. IT. J.

CONTESTED SEATS.
i'\fr. TnADDEt'S STEVEi-s, of Penn.-I move that all contested <"!l~cs
be l:titl 0'i'Cr, and that the dl'i<'gates from such States shall not he rntcrcd
on the roll until the credentials shall have hecn sent to a Committee on
Cred<•ntials and r,,portcd back.
The motion was ugrecJ to.
The District of Columbia" as also culled, and it "as announced that
there were two :sets of delC'gatc~ from the District.
Tht\ CuAIRMAN'.-A 11 the States em braced in tlie call of this Convention ha\·o been <"llllccl by tho Secretary. Is it the mi11cl of the Clmvcntion that he slrnll stop there, or shall he call the other Statt•s.
)fr. T11ADDEt:8 STEVENS, of Penn.-! move, Mr. Chairman, that if
th<'ro arc any rcpresentative>1 here from States wl1ich have not been
culled-and I understand that some of the States in ,wccssion claim to
be repn-~ented here-they present their crcdentials'to theCommitt('C on
Credentials when appointed, hut that th<'Y lJc not c,1llcJ in this ord(•r.
.Mr. J. IL LANE, of Kansas.-! move to amend the motion of the
gentll•1111m from Pennsylvania, by dirl'cti11g tho Sl'trctnry to proceed
with the call of the States an<l Territoril•t;, with the understanding that
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the credentials which may be presented shall be referred to the Committee on Credentials.
Mr. TnADDEUS STEVENS, of Penn.-I am afraid that that will be some
recognition of the right of the States which now belong to the Southern
Confederacy to be represented here, and, of course, to be represented in
the Electoral College. I think we ought ·to march with great caution in
this matter; for, although I have no uoubt there are many very excellent men here from such States, yet it is a question which ought to be
settled before we commit ourselves at all, whether they arc entitled to
be represented here or not. I may as well say at this point-though,
perhaps, it has nothing to do with this question-that, in a meeting of
the Union Republican members of the House of Representatives, they
have unanimously declared that uo such States can be represented in
Congress, or ought to be represented in the Electoral College, or, in their
judgment, ought to be represented hero, as that would give them a right
to be represented in the Electoral College. I do not want to ha,·c that
question now discussed, or now decided. I have, therefore, made a motion, which I thought would leave it open for consi<leration, to refer it
all to the Committee on Credentials, who will carefully examine the
whole question, and report to this Convention, so that the business may
not now be interrupted by what may be a protracted discussion. I hope
the gentleman from Kansas will see the proprictJ of this proceeding
being taken, as it will decide nothing, but simply place tho question in a
position for adju<lication hereafter.
Mr. J. II. LANE, of Kansas.-It will be time enough to decide against
the claims of Nevada, and Colorado, and Nebraska, who expect to
cast electoral votes for our candidate [applause], after an examination by
the Committee on Credentiuls. It will be time enough to decide ag:iinst
the free State of Arkansas, whose S, ·11ators and Represontati vcs arc knocking at the doors of Congress for admission, after consideration by the
Committee on Credentials. It will be time enough to decide against the
gallant Free-State men of Louisiana [applause], who propose to elect
Senators and ReprcsentatiYes so soon as they can, under their amended
Constitution, afte1· an examination by the Committee on Credentials.
These States are here with thGir di)legates. All they ask is the poor
boon of being ranked in the call with their sister States [ applnuse]. They
are willing to abide the decision of the Committee on Credentials, and
the decision of this Convention. The State of Missouri has two sets of
delegates here: there is a question to adjudicate, and we have received the
credentials of both sets of del('gates, and referred them to the Committee
on C1·edentials for adjudication. The 'delegates from Arkansas, the dole-
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gall's frnm Louisiana, the dPl<'gates from Tcnnesset•, nnd the clclcgates
from Nevada, Nc•hraska, ancl Colorado, lmve a question to be adjudicated.
SclHl their credentials to the Commitkc on Cre<lcutials, as you have
do111• in the case of the cnnt,•stants from the State of 1fissouri. Let me
add, the dclrgates from Ncrncla, Nebraska and Colorado especially, ask
recognition hP1'0 for the purpose of strengthening the State movement
within tho-.;c tN·ritorics; :md I hop<', as a matter of policy, if not ns a
matte1· of justice, that you will permit their credentials to be reccirnd
and rl'forred lo th<' Committee on Credentials.
l\fr. IIoRACJr. MAYNA1w, c,f Tenn.-1 rise to say that I appear as tho
Chairman of tho clclegation from the Stnte of Tcnncs~we, sent hert>
the
loyal U11ion portion of tho population of that old State, extending a-.; they
do from the mountains to the banks of tho .Mississippi river. I presume
that, as to tho nwro mattrr of their rredcutials, there can be very littlo
dispute. The question for the Com·entiou to decide is, as I understand it,
whcth,,r the Stal\' of Tenm•-ssue, by her loyal, Union, libcrt.v-Io,·ing population [11pplausl'], :-hall haw a position and n voice in the deliberations of
this l>otly. .. \s a right, wc arc free to concede in one sense that we have
it not; but this, as it has been very appropriately 1-tylcd by the Chairman,
i~ a voluntary rC'prc,sentatin• body, not provided for either by the: Con.stilntion or the laws of our country, but growing up hy cstablislwd party
11~ngc~ for a pc•riod of almost one generation. A11y body of men who
choose to a!-lscmhlo thcm~elvcs withiu the limits of the U.S. to designate
can11idates for the high oflices of Presiclcnt and Vier-President, undoubtedly have the right to do so, and haw <'qually the right to s.-iy who shall
and who shall not assemble \I ith them. \V c concede that fully. \Y c come,
making no such claims. In auother scmie, and if I may be permitted to
say, inn much larger and higher srnsr, they who havr sent u-; here do
clnim that they have a right to be represented in this body of American
citizens [ npplallS(:]. "What is the as~(•ml1lage? \Yhat docs it purport
to he? An assemblage C>f delegates representing that portion of the
American people who arc now, by their efforts in the ficl<l, and by their
sustaining and co-operating efforts at home, att<>mpting to sustain the
honor and the nxistcnce of the goYernmcnt against the men who nre in rebellious array, <'ndeavoring to J.,reak it up and ornrthrow it. Assembled
here under thnt symbol which typifies our common nationality, we, the
loynl people of Tennessee, claim the right to be. represented in any
such asscmhlagc, wherever upon this broad Continrnt it may be met
[applause]. You have decorated and a<lorncd your hall most beautifully
and most appropriately by that flag which is the symbol of our common
nationality, Count, I be!<cech you, hefore you pronounce upon this ques-
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tion, the stars that emblazon it [great and continued applause]. That, sir,
is our argument; that, sir, is our appeal. The sixteenth star in that constellation symbolizes the existence of Tennessee. And we intend, God
helping us, and by the assistance of the loyal arms of tlie loyal men of
our country, that that star shall never set.
I do not propose, in this preliminary period of the deliberations of
the Convention, to enlarge on this topic. I rose simply for the purpose
of entering, in behalf of those much-enduring, long-suffering men who
sent us here, a protest that you should not pass us by, or forget or ignore
our existence. Let me say that, for you that drink in the cool breezes
of the Northern air, it is easy to rally to the flag to sustain the honor of
your country; and, if we had not melancholy evidence to the contrary,
I should say that it was impossible that any of you should do otherwise.
But w~ represent those who have stood in the very furnace of the rebellion, those who have met treason eye to eye, and faee to face, and fought
from the beginning for the support of the flag and the honor of our
country. [Great applause.] I will not repeat the story of that people.
It has been told many times. All I have to say is that if, after the accumulated evidence that has been thrust upon the country, any man is
still ineredulous of the !-UL!ime, romi1ntic pati-iotism of that noble
people, I beg that he will return with me, and see for himself; let
}1im put his hands into the very print of the nails, and he will have
such demonstration as shall satisfy him. Sir, that people sent us here
because they are interested in the great question to be decided here.
They are interested with you in sustaining and upholding the common
government of this country, and they have sent us here to attest, by an
additional act, their devotion to our common country, and their desire to
be reckoned among those who are ready to maintain, at every cost, our
common honor and nationality. Their sons are dying in the field under
the national flag. Their blood has scarcely even now dried upon the
sand. It was spilled the other day in the defiles of Georgia, and it has
marked all the mountain passes in Tennessee. l•'l'Om an humble beginning, at Mill Spring, to that glorious encounter above the very clouds,
their blood has been shed on every field. In the name of thei;e heroes
we call upon you to receive us among the friends of the Union here assembled. [Great applause.]
Mr. HANKS, of Ark.-On the western side of the Mississippi River
is the State of Arkansas, which, although almost blotted out, has sent
here·a full delegation of true Union men. We have suffered for three
long years; we have been trampled down beneath the heel of despotism;
many of our people have been carried off to captivity, but we are here
2
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to-Jay to represrnt true Union men, friends of the government. ,vithin
our limits wa~ fought the battle of' Pea Ridge.
Applause.] Having
pa.c1scd through the fiery or1k•al, we come here as representing twelve
thousand loyal men of Ark:msas, who have put down that uisturbing
clement which was the source of all our woes. [Applause.] \Ve are
lwrc; we claim to be a paret•l of you; nnd we claim that we have yet a
star in the glorious galaxy of the Am<'rican Union.
Mr. L. II. Cn ,xnu;11, of Va.-Beforc this question is put, I desire
to say a worcl in behalf of the delegation from Virginia. I wish to
know the n:iml1 of the Inst State or Tl•t-ritory that was called before the
motion was Rubmittcd hy tho gentleman from Pennsylvania.
The SEc"i,;u11Y (:\fr. Sn.rn").-Thc last name called was the District
of Columbia.
Mr. L. IT. CHANDLER, of Ya.-Now, I wish to know, Mr. Chairman,
why the District of Col um hia should be called, and the State of Virginia
le~ out. \Vhy, sir, the District of Columbia never enn be hatched or
piped into a State. [Laughter.] Act ns you please, vote as. you please,
decide as you plense h<>re, with all respect for the District of Columbia
-and I brlicvc I am st:rnding almost within sp<>aking distance of herhow can she ever throw an l'i<'etoral vote 1 But the State of Virginia
ha.s contributed 2;;,000 men to the Uuion army. [:\pplau,;c.] She is
this <lay rcprcsl•nt<>d in th<' Senate of the United Statl,s, and, but for the
inscrutable dispensation of Divine Providence in the death of the la' mcnted Bowo~;,;, would h<> fully represented; and she would, to-day,
J..\Ve three Hcprcsentati\·e~ on the floor of the House of Repn·scntatives
t,ut for the fact that tlw Committee of Elections decided, not that she
was not a Stnt<>, hut that the vote of the respective districts was not
sufficient if scattered owr the district~, or, in olhl•r words, that a sufficient numhcr of counties in <>i1eh di--trict had not votP<l. Is that State to
l,e shut out? The member from Pennsyhani:~ who submittc,l that motion has hiins(')f recognized the State of Virginia n,; one of the States of
this Union. [ A pplausc. J
Mr. T. STEVENS, of Pa.-~far I ask the gcnth•man wl1en I ever
Yirg-inia, since h<>r Ordinance of Scccs'iion, as bl'ing in the
Union ? \Vest Virginia, <'lit off from Virginia, l voted for mJ mitting
into the Union as an in<l<•1wndent State, and the gt•ntleman will <lo me
tlw justice to say that I then declared that Virginia herself ha,l no business to be consi,lcrc<l in tlw l'nion. I wns very soi-ry, when the gentleman wns himself lately an applicant for a scat in Congress, that I was
obligccl to 1rotc agninst him, because I believed that Virginin and all
other States in Secession-although I knew some of their men were
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loyal, and although I knew there is no better Republiean than the gentleman to whose voice we have been listeuing with pleasure-all States
which, by a regular majority of their votes, have declared themselves
out of the Union, have no right to he recognized or represented in the
Union. I am sure I never a~mitted such a doctrine as that. The applause which I have heard o.f the principle of such recognition has alarmed
me more for the safety of this nation than all the armies of tlw rebels,
[ Applause.)
Mr. L. II. CnAKDLER, of Vn.-I will answer the gentleman from
Pennsyh·ania, and will tell him how and why and when he l"N'.ognized
the State of Yirginia. Tlc admits the fact that he ,otcd in favor of
making ,vest Virginia a new State. Pray, how did he do that unless he
in the first place aeknowh,dged Yirginia as a State? [ 1\ pplause.] Sir,
that gentl1•man is too well posted in regard to the Constitution not to
know that no new State can he can·cd out of an old State san by the
consent of the old ~tatc, and then Congress passes on the <JUestion; so
that, wl~n t-hc gentlema11 vot<'d in fa rnr of making \Yest Yil'ginia a new
State, he either recognized the State of Vir!.(inia, or he voted for a measure which he himself believed to be unconstitntioual.
The CnAnnr.\N.-I h,we Yer~· great doubts whether any part of this
discussion that is purely personal is in order. I doubt whether it is in
order or for edification that personal que,;tions of trhis sort shoukl be intl'Oduced, not germane to the issue; mid, unless the House ordl'r otherwise, [ shall hold that, no part of this sid<'-<liscussion is in order.
Mr. L. II. CnANDLER, of Va.-Sir, there was nothing p<'rsonal intended. The gentleman from Pennsylvania knows 1·ery well indeed that
the personal relations between us haYe always been of the mo,;t pleasant
character. I was simply putting the question in a strong way to the
Convention.
Mr. T. STEVENS, of Pa.-'the gentleman allow me 0•1c word?
and it is all I have to say. I clid not consider the gentleman as making
any reflection on me personally. I wish to explain, however. one difficulty which the gentleman is under. I 1n·csumc he did not read the poor
remarks which I made when \Vest \'irginia was admitted as a State of
the Union. It was proposed to admit her upon the ground th,,t Old Yirginia hacl given her con~cnt, and that new 'IVest Virginia should come in
with that consent. I expressly said that f hoped nobody wonl<l consider
me so ignor.mt as to suppose that VirgiBia was divided accol"(ling to the
principles of the Constitution ; but thnt "' est Virginia, being conq uercd
by our armies, acco1·ding to the laws of war we had a right to do with
the co11quercd territory just as we pleased [applause] ; and I voted for

,vm
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her aJmission, disclaiming the idea that the division was according to
the forms of the Constitution, but under the laws of wa1· and the laws of
conquest. The gentleman did not read that, or he would not have
charged me with having admitted the existence of Old Yirginia in my
vote in l'egard to West Virginia.
Mr. L. IL CnANDLER, ofVa.-1 will remov~all difficulty with regard to
the question of order. I say nothing with regard to the political action of
the distinguished gentleman from Pennsylvania. It is enough for me to
know that the House of Representatives and Senate, at '\Vashi11gton, decided in favor of admitting West Virginia, and could do it upon no other
ground than that she was part and parcel of the State of Virginia. Tt is
enough for me to know that every department of the Government, legislative, executive, and judicial, the President, with every head of each department under him, has recognized and to this day recognizes Virginia as
a State. The only difference between the gentleman from Pennsylvania
and myself is, that whilst he wishes a remarkably large slice to be
overrun by our armies before he can acknowledge that slice as a territory, Jam a little more moderate, and I ask that a slice twice as large
as Rhode Island, and much larger than Delaware, that has been conquered by our armies, and that my associates anu myself here, shall
have the simple boon granted of having their names called over side by
side with those of the- District of Columbia [laughter and applause]. It
is a q nestion of degree: the gentleman and I recognize the same principle.
Mr. A. H. REEDER, of Pa.-Allow me to ask a question? Docs the
gentleman from Virginia contend that the delegates from Virginia being
entitled to seats here, the people whom they represent woulu therefore
be entitled to an electoral vote i
Mr. L. II. CHANDLEH, of Va.-" Sufficient unto the day is the evil
thereof."
Mr. A . II. REEDER, of Pa.-Will the gentleman allow me to finish
my sentence 1 Because it seems to me a logical conclusion that if you
:illow the people of Virginia to participate in the selection of a candidate
for the Presidency, you must also allow them to participate in his election at the polls. How, \hen, you can escape the reception of the votes
of the people of the city of Richmond, I cannot understand.
Mr. L. II. CnANDLER, of Va.-Calling our names here settles nothing.
,Our credentials go before the Committee; when that Committee shall
have reported on them it will be time enough for those of us who are
from Virginia to give our views to this Convention in relation to that
question. All we ask now is that our names shall be called, that our
credentials shall be sent before the Committee; then that question and
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other quc::;tions will properly come up. And uear in mind, sir, that we
have been very modest, we have not sent here any delegates representing
the Richmond congressional district [laughterJ. We have only sent two
delegates here as delegates at large, for the two senators that Virginia
had when the present Senate assembled in December last, and three
delegates from three congressional districts in which elections were regularly held. W c offer here to give only five votes. Now, I ask, when
the State, as I have said, has been recognized by every department of
this Government, why we ought not at least to be called in the roll of
States. I do not wish to say a single word that may be considered as
going towards making a speech [laughter]. Strike out all these States,
if you please, Jct them be like the lost Pleiads, seen no more below :
only give us a fair show: that is all we ask before the Convention.
The CJIAIRMAN.-The question is on the amcndmentofthegentlcman
from Kansas.
Mr. J. II. LANE, of Kansas.-My amendment is, that all the Statc.s
having delegates on this floor be called, and that the credentials handed
in uc referred to the Committee on Credentials; and that the Territories
of Nebraska, Colorado, and Nevada, who arc now engaged in organizing
State governments under enabling acts from the Congress of the United
States, whose electoral votes will be cast for our candidates for the J>resideHcy aml Vice-Presidency, be called, and that the credentials of thci~
rcprcscntati ves bj referred to the Committee on Credentials.
The amendment was agreed to.
The CrrAIRMAN.-The Chair wishes now to state (what he forbore to
state during the discussion) that the calling of the District 9f Columbia
was an oversight, and he would have stopped it if he had been aware th,it
it was on the list; and he will now give instructions to the Secretary to
strike it out unless it be put in by an order of the House. He considers
that it should go with the T~rritories, and it will not be called unless the
House so orders. The Secl'etary will now call the roll of tl1osc who have
'
been ordered to be called by the motion just adopted.
The roll of the remaining States being called, delegates l'<'S})Ollded
from Virgiuia, South Carolina, l•'loricla, Louisiana, Arkansas, and Tcnuessee, and their credentials were ordered to be referred to the Committee
on Credentials. Delegates responded from N cvada, Colorado, and Nebraska, and their crcdeatials received the same reference.
The CnAIRMAN.-It now remains for the House to give what order
thcy see fit, if any, in regard to the remaining Tenitorics, including the
District of Columbia. They will not be called unless by order of tho
House.
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Mr. J. II. LANE, of Kansas.-I move that thPy be called, and l desire
to state that the Chicago Convention in 1860 reecivccl the delegation
from the Territory of Kansas, and permittcJ. them to vote. I move that
the remaining Territories and the District of Columbia be called, an<l
that the credentials of the delegates be refened to the Committee on
Credentials.
The motion was agreed to.
The roll was called, and delegates appeared from the District of
Columbia, and the Territories of New Mexico, 1Vashington, Dakota,
ldaho, Arizona, and Montanii.

RULES OF ORDER.
Mr. J. A. J. CRESWELL, ofMaryland.-Tn order to facilitate the business of the body, I move that the rules of the House of Representatives
of the Unitcu States be adopted for the government of the Convention
so far as they may be applicable.
The. motion was agreed to.

CO}[MITTEE ON CREDENTIALS.
Mr. J. II. LANE, of Kansas.-I move now that the roll of the States
as to whose delegates here there is no question be ea.lied, and that as each
State. is called, the delegation from that State rcpor, one member to
compose the Committee on Creuentials. I excluile from this motion
the State of Missouri, anu every State the credentials of whose delegates
are to go before the Committee.
The motion was agreed to.
The roll of States was called. As eacli State was nameu, the chairman of its delegation reportcu the name selected for the CommittC'e on
Credentials. The Committee was thus constituted:
.iJ(aine ................• . ...... . B. W. Nonms.
New Hampshire..... ............ BENJAMIN J. CoLE.
Vermont ...................... . EDw~ HAIDfOND.
Massachusetts..... .......... . ... JAMES T. ROBINSON.
Rh(}ile Isl,and .................. . IlENRY II. FAY.
Oonnecticut .................... AUGUSTUS BRAN.DAGEE.
Neu, York .................... PRESTON KING.
New Jersey ....... ............. JosEPll Cour,T.
Pmnayl'/Jania ......... ......... ANDREW II. REEDER.
Delaware ..................... . EDWARD G. BRADFORD.
Maryl,and ......•.... , ......... 1-IE:NRY fl. GOLDSilOROUGll.
Kentucky ...................... SAMUF.L LusK.
Ohio ......................... . G. Vo1,NEY DoRsEY.
Indiana ....................... ,JESSE J. BnOWN.
Illinoia .. ........ : . ........... J. Wn,so1- SrrAEFFER.
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J[icltigan ........ .............. :MA:RSII GIDDINGS.
Wisconsin ..................... . J.B. CASSIDY.
Io1ca ......................... . GIWRGE D. V{ooDEN.
MinnCS()ta ..................... . l'II. G. BUTLER.
Oal{fo1'1iia .................... . JOHN BIDWELL.
Oregon . ....................... HmAM SmTH.
°WC8t rirgird.a .. ................ WILLIA'l E. STEVENSON.
Kamas . ....................... M. II. INSLEY.

COMMITIEE ON ORGANIZATlON.
Mr. J. A. J. CRESWELL, ofMd.-I move that the States just called
he again called, in order that one member may be designated from each
State to constitute a Committee for the Permanent Organization of this
body.
The motion was agreed to.
Mr. J. A. J. CRES":ELL, of Md.-And I would suggest that that permanent organization consist of one President, and of one Vice-President
and otie Secretary for each State.
T)rn CnAIRMAN.-Will the House adopt that suggestion, or leave it
to the Committee 1
SEVERAL DELEGATES.-Leave it to the Committee.
Mr. J. A. J. CRESWELL, of Md.-Vcry well ; but let States whose
seats arc contested name members of the Committee when those contests shall be decided. [" Agreed."]
The roll of States was called, and the following delegates were
named as the Committee on Permanent Organization :
Maine ........................ . JAMES DmnnroND.

Nein Hampsliire . . . .. . .......... SIIBPBERD L, BOWERS.
Vernwnt . ...................... AnRAII.\M B ..GARDNEn.
Nassacltusetls . . . . .............. GENNERRY TWITCIIELL.
Rlwde Isl,and . .................. Jorrn J. REYNOLDS.
Oonrwcticut .................... OLIVER H. PERRY.
Ne10 York .................... - CLARK B. COCl!RAJ\'E.
Ne10 Jersey .................... SOCRATES TUTTLE.
Penn.vylvania .................. . ALEXANDER K. McCLURE.
Delawai·e ...................... WILLIA.~ CmnrINs.
ltfrtryland ..................... JonN A. J. CRESWELL.
West Vi?-ginia . ................. ,JOIIN M. BoYD.
Kentucky ..................... . JoIIN A. Pn,\LL.
Ohio .......................... RonERT SIIERRARD, Jr.
Indiana .................... . . . JESSEL. WILLIA){$.
Illinm ....................... . J. Y. ScA)!MON.
./J-[ichigan .................. -... EDWIN LAWRENCE.
Wisconsin ..................... . J.M. GILLET.

Iowa . ......................... FR.U."K

STUEE"r.

Jfinnesota ..................... . DAJSrEL CAMERON.
Oalifo1•ni.a .. ................... WILLIAM S. McMunTnrn.
Oregon ....................... . JOSEPH PnAILLINO.
Kansas ....... ................ MARK W. DELAHAY.
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CO:;\f.\IITTEE 0~ RESOLUTIO:'{S.
Mr. S. CAMERON, of Pa.-1 now move that the States be called over,
an<l that one mem b<'r be namccl by each <lclcgation, those thus name<l
to constitul<' a. Committee on Platform and Resolutions.
The motion was agreed to, and the roll being c.1llcd, the following
delegates Wllre named as the Committee :
Jf"i11,., •.....•....•••.•.•.. ...•. Jo~un H. Dm:nrnoxn.
.1.Yelt! IIampbMre .•..... ...•...... D.\YID CROS><.
Ver11umt ....•.........•....... . B. P. WAJ,TON.

J.(11.~Hacl1usctls ... ..•.•••.....•.• .'l'APPA...'< \V1rn1'WORTll.
Rhode L~lantl .................. . Et>WL'< H.uuuR.

l'o1111,rtit:11t •......••••.•.•.•.. WILLIA)! T. :\hXF.R.
~Yt,~ York .•.................. . IlEXRY J. HAnI0~7>.
Nc·,o ,TerSCJJ..•• •......••.•••.••. C11AltLES R W Auon.
I'< llnkylcania ................... Monnow B. LOWRY.
Ddmmre .......... .......... ,JACOB MOORE.
,lf,,rylaml •..•.......•......... lh;ou LExxox Boxn.
J(, 11/ ,11:ky . ..••••. ...•.•..•..•.. J \\ms S:ri-:1m.
O!tio .......• , ................ . AAHON F. P1mnv.
I111/iana .......•... •.•.......... \VrLLIAlC lfcK1rn DUNN.
Jlli11ois .................•...... J-:1.111nA P. FnlltY.
Jfirl,i'j11n •••• ••..•.•••••••.... 0. D. CoxGr:n.
l1"i., u11si1L ... •..... ..•.....••..• J-;t>W\RD f\ \l,CmOX.
J,,1rt1. •.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . \Vrr,1,IA.\{ M. SToxm.
.lfiunesota . . . . ............•... \VAl!m:::,; 131\IH'l"OE.
Califor11fo ...•................. TUOl!PtiOX C.u1:rnu.1.•
Ort'jl>/1 •..•••••.....•..•.....• TJIO)!AS II. Pt: \JlXF..
lVr.-t VirrJiida . .......•......... G1t.\XYILLE I>. HALI,.
Ka11~a.~ . ..... ... ..... .... .. . ... A. OAHTEH \VrLDER.
0

)fr. J. IT. LAXF., ofK:rnsas.-In the hope ofsavin~ the Con,n,ittee on
Ht•solutions some trouhlt>, I am directed h)· the dck•gation from tl,e State
of Kansas to offer a series of resolutions, to be rrfcncd to the Commitkc without reading; and I moYe tha.t nll resolutions r~latin• to the
l'l,ttform be referred to that Committee, without tl•ntling nut.I without
debate.
The motion wns agreed to.
On motion of )fr. U-. BERG:-.r.n. of Pa., at 3 o'eloek P. )f. the Convention adjourned to meet at half-pa~t sevm o'clot'k P. J'if.

EVE'ilNG SESSIO~.
The C11.\mMAX t'alicd thr Con\"ention to order at 7 1-2 o'clock

P.M.
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PEU~fANENT ORGAXIZATION.
Mr. A. IL :McCLURE, of Pa.-I am directed by the Committee on
Permanent Organization to report the following list of officers:
PRE~fDENT.

WILLIAM DENNISON, of Ol<io.
VICE-PRCSIDEN'l'S,

Jfnine ........................ . NATITAN A. F,\RWELL.
New Hampshire. . . . . . . . . . . ..... ONSLOW STEARNS.
Vermont ....................... HENRY STOWELL.
Jfaswchusetts .................. . MosES KnmALL.
Rhode Islmul .................. . ,JAMES DE WOLF PERRY.
0Mnecticut ..... ................ liE?\'RY A. GRANT.
New Y01·k ..................... LnrAN TREMAINE.
Neio Jersey ..................... WILLI,UI A. NEWELL.
Pe1m$ylvania .................. . WILLIA}! W. KETCHUM.
1Jela1oare ...................... GEORGE Z. Trno::rn.
Nnrylrmd ...................... A. C. G1tEENE.
l{entucky ..................... . J.C. RECORD.
Ohio ......................... . DAVID TOD.

Intluma ....................... JOHN BEARD.
IllinO'i.~ ....................... . JAMES 111. BnoWN.
Muhigan ...................... CnA1.u,Es T. Gomr,ur.
Wisconsin ..................... . JorrN F. POTTER.
Iowa .......................... G. W. 1\!cCRT<;ARY.
Jlinnesota .............. ........ CnAnLJ,s M. DATLY.
Califoi-nia... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... ROBERT GARDNER.
Oregon ...................... _ . FnEDERIC){ Crr,11n1AN.
West Virginia. ................. CnEBT~;R D. IlunnARD.
Kansas ....................... . F. W. POTTER.
SECRETARIBS.

}faine ........................ NATIUM 1\fonnrr,r,.
New IIr1mpahil'e ................ . EDWARD SPAJ,DINO.
Vermont . ...................... IlORACE FATRHANJ{S.
}[o.~sachusetts .. ................. GEORGE A. SnAW.
Rhode Ialand . ................. Jof:L M. SPENCER.
Connecticut .................... SAMUEL S. WARREN.
Neio Yo1·k ..... , , .. , ........... ,vILLT.Dl R. STEWART.

Neio Jerse,1/ ... .................. EDWARD BET'l'LE.
Pennwlvaniti . .................. J OIIN S·rEWART.

DclatNl1'e ...................... BENJA,'-IIN BURTON.

J,faryland ............... • ..... LEVIE. ST:ttAUOllN.
J(entudcy ...................... A. G. HoD0ES.
Ohio .......................... J. C. DRVIX.
Indiana .......... ............ Jo1rn W. RAY.
Ill incis . ....................... LomsNz BRENTru"'i:O.
,1ficMgan ...................... Wn,LuM L. NoYEs.
Wi$con1rin .. ................... , C. C. Snor,Es.
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I,,,r,, •. .••••....•••........••.. G. D. 8Tunns.
Mi11111,,ofll •...••..•...••.••..•. Crr,\Itr,ES TAnon.
Caliti,rniH .....••...•••....... . ,J.\,rns Ons.

. . . . . .•.•......•.......•J. ,r. Sot,TRER.
1Ye.,r Viryiuia ... ............... GnANVn1.1-i D. lIAT.T,.
Ka1,xa11 ....•...••••.....•...... W. H. II. L~wm:.xcE.
Or- :7""

The rPpol't wns adoptc•d by acclamation.
The C11 \I1D1\x.-I appoint the Hon. GovERXOR LA:-F., of In,1:ana, and
the Ilon. nlr. Gnow, of Pennsylvania, to conduct the Prc~iclcnt tu the
chair.
:ilfr. D}::-1x1sox was rondnctrd to the chair hy Hon. IfENR\' S. LAN~,,
of Jud., amt lfon. G Hl'811.\ .A. Gnow, of Penns) lva11ia; and on t:iking
the chair, a,hlrc~sc,l th,, Convt•ntion as follows:
I thank you for the honor ~-ou ha,c conferred upon me, :md while I shall
hrin~ to tl1e di,charge of the dntic~or the Ch:1ir littll' c:q><'ricnce in parlinmcntnry rule~, it will ht· my pl1•asun•. ns my duty, to spare no effort in contriliuting,
to thu extent of my ahility. to the facilitatin:? of tho hu,inc.:,s of the Convention, and s,·uuin~ !lnch result~ from your deliberations as will, meet the loyal
cxpr<'tntions of the cc>1mtr,r.
We med here all rc])l't'•Clltath-es of the trm• friend~ of the Government and
ofimpnrtial lihcrt~·-of 1hnt large portion of the 1woplc who grate:fully npprcciatc the u111Mt!'11t•<l blcssin:?5 which flow from our institutions "Tll u,huinisterc,I, nnd rtjC'd :rn~· fonn of human cnslnvcmcnt, not in punishment of <'rime,
ns no le;;s inC'nmpalihlc "·iU1 the right:1 of hmn:mity than with the genius and
the pc11ccful worki11g11 ofH1•puhlic~1'1 Qnycrnmc·nt. [Pro1oll!!<'d :q1plau~c.]
In no ~•nsi.> ,lo we n1cct as mcml-.enl or rcpresentath·cs ot' either of tlte old
political par:ies wl1ich houn,1 tlio proplc•, or 11:1 the chnmpions of 1111y principle
or doctrine peculiar to either. The extraordinary condition of tl1c country
since the outbreak of the rl'bellion bn~, from ncccssitv. taken from the issues
of these parties th<•ir prnC'lical signiflcnnce, 11ml ronipcllccl the formation of
substantial]~• n,·w politic·1I or:::ani,:ations: henc·e the origin of the Union partyif party it c·au be cullc<l-of 1{hid1 this ConvC'ntion i:; for the 1iurpo;.P of it~
nsscmhling, the nc<'reditl'd rcpr1•&·ntatil'r, and the only te~t of nw111bc1'l<hip in
which is :m unr~s<'rre• l uncomlit i,mal Joya!ty to the Gm·crnmcnt um I the l' nion.
T,ct ml' con"''?Utulnt<> ,1 ou upvn tht: favorable auspice.; of your meeting.
Whilt• the rlc-t·pC'st ,mxic-ty is fo!t hy 1111 patriotic men us to the 1·,,~ult of the
war unjustitiubly fortc<l upon the Gon,,nncnt by the hacl, amhitious men aml
tl1cir <lt·cci1·cd follower~ in the rcl.x:lliou,; Stutc•, and tl1c cvuntry i~ filled with
diatrcs.q and mourning over the loss of so rn:iny of our hmve IIIPl\ who have
fallen in battle. or dictl in ho,pitat, from wounds n•ccin~l in clcfcnce of tl1c
constitutionul authorities of the Government, we yet haH', in whnt hn!! he,·n
nccomplishc1l to\l'ards the snppt·c,sion of the rchcllion nncl the extinguishment
of it, can•<'-in the heroic dee,l~ of our nohlr. urmies and gallant navy-in th"
renewal of the p:itrioti~m of the country that almoM scenwd to ht• 1>aralyzccl
under the intlncnce of om Nationnl prosperity-in the unprc1:rdente<l generosity
of the J)('npl,•, aw:ikmc<l hy the wunt, ot' the Om·ernmcnt urn\ tho necc,«itie,; of
its c!Ptcnder+-mneh, very much of the hight'Ht felicitation, :incl for which the
country is irrnteful to Almi.!.{hly God. I Applause.]
Anc.l may I not a,Id to thc-;c cat:sc, of coni.,"l'atul:1tion the fonnntion of thr
politic:11 or~:mizntion of which this Convention is a representative, which l1a-;
so nobly SU8ltiined the Govemnwnt in it~ effort~ to put down the relicllion, nncl
to the cou1plctc nccom1>li.sluncnt of which its energies arc consccmtctl; the
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patriotic harmony tl1at b!lS marked our a~~mbling nnd will chnr:lC'tcrizc nil our
proce<'llin;..r;i, and presenting that hamiony which ,viii di:-play it elf in the unnnimou~ nomination, for the Prc~idency of the United Stnte.s, of the wise an<l i?ood
roan whose un•eHi•h rlcvotion to the country, in the :1dministrntion of the Government, has secured to liirn not only the ndmiration, but the w111mc~t affection
of every friend of <·onstitutionul liberty? [Applause.]
I nec·d not rt·miml you of the very wave rcsponsihilitics that devolve upon
you a~ mcmbeN of this Conwntion. The loyal people of the country ha,·c
authorized :mcl mqwct you to n•new on tlt<'ir part th(• pledge of their faith to
support the Gov<•mment, in the 1nost ,·igorous pro~ccution of the war, to the
complete suppn·s.,ion of the Hcbellion, rci?nrdleR~ of the time or the rc:;ourccs
requil\:11 to that <•ml, and th<'y equ11lly l'XJX'Ct and c.<ill upon )·ou to declare the
cause and the support of the Hehellion to he Slavery, which,11~ well tor its tnasonl\hlc offences ngainst the <.lovcrnmcnt, as for itt1 incompatihility with the
right~ of humanity, and tlic pmnancnt peace of the country, must, with the
termin11tion of the war, nnd a~ much spc•(•dicr as pos.•ihlc, he mnclc to cease forever in cnrv St,1tc and Tcrritorv of the Union. But I must not refer to other
suujcct8 of interest that -will duillenge your attention.
Let, me repeat my thanks for your e,7irc,;sions of confidence in rue, in having
selected me to prc~ille over your dclibcr:1tionR. [.Applause,]

Thr. Y1c.:-Pn•;s10E~Ts nnd SEc1a:TAlllES took thc~r sc•ats on tho plat-

form.

The Pi;.:smRsT.-Grnth•mcn, I ohscrved to-(lay that no Committee
was appoint,•il on the onh•r of businrs,. Su<"h a Commilk,• i,; iudispcusa\,L . lo the c•1ul that a rule may hc e,:;tahli~lw<l as to the mamwr of
voting and vai-ious other questions tl1at will have to be c·,msidrrcd. If
some g<'ntleman of the Convention will he so kiml as to ~ulunit a rnolion
for the appointment of s 1ch n Committe", the Chair will tnke very great
pleasure in submitting that motion to tho Couw11tio11.
Mr. C. DEL\No, of Ohio.-1 ha<l obserwd, sir, tho failure of the
Co111 rnlion to provide a Committee to report perma1w11t rules and an
ord<•r of bu~iuc,s, and was ahout, b('l<,rr thc sug~estion of the Chair, to
movp its appointment. Now in pursuance of that :suggestio11, concmdng
as l Jo in the 1wcessity of eompl) ing with it, I 11101·c the appoinlmt11t
of a l'ommittet• for that p1irpo,e, rousisting of one from c•ac-h State, to
be iwll•<•tcd in the mannl'l' that the otlwr Committees ha\'e hcen.
1'1w motion was agreed to, and tho Committee was constituted as
follows:
)loin~ ......................•.. GEonm-: K. JEWETT.
New llnmpshire . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. E. L. C'm,DY.
Vrrmmit ....................... . A. P.111·.:-TON.
j}faSBltd1111!f(t8 ...••••••..••.••••. Cn.1111.Fs R. TnA1.:-.
Rlwrl~ 18/,md.... ................ GEonui; D. Cno~-.:
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Conne,cticut .....•.........•.•... CAt,vurDAY.

Neio York .•..............•.•.•. }}I.T,lS n. ROBERT~.
J,e,n Jersey ...•...•...... • .•... , J. T. C,'nowf:LL.
Pe111u,yb:<lfti,1 .................... S. F. Wn.soN.
Ddaware.. . . . . ................ W11,u.u1 CUM):[I:-;H.
J,farylanrl .••.......•.....•.... . Ancum.H.n STm1.i:m, Jc:s.
Kr11tucky .. .•.......••...••..... II. 0. BuuoE.
Oltio .......••................. K F. DRAK~).
Indiana ........................ CYRUS L. ALLE.."f.
Illiiwi.s ........................ I. A. PO\n:r.r..
J,firhiga11 .. .............. , ...... CuARLI;;S D. )ftTtm,LL.
Wi.i<wnsin .•..............•..... A Nous CA,nmoN.
Io1rri ..................•....... J). \V. E1.1,r~.
Miw1e11Qta ....•••. • .• • .•..•.•.. . D. G. Snt1.1.oa.
Cal(fornia ....•................. 0. H. BnADBURY.
Orer1on ........................ M. Ilmseu.

1Vr.,t Virvilliti . .... , ...•......... D. )1. Frn:OERALD.

J{w,;KZ8 • . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . T.

M. Bow Ex.

SPEECH OF REV. :MR. BROWXLOW.
The P1n:SrnEx1•callcd for reports from the Co111mittcc on Cn,dcntials
and the Co111mittcc on Resolutions, but no n•sponse was made.
Mr. T11ADDEUS STEvt;Ns, of J'C'lln.-As it would Le improper to
trnnsnct business of nny importimcP except what relates to the org;aniza.
tion until the Committee on Credentials have rq1orted, and in order that
all g;entlemm who may he admitted to seats may hav(• an opportunity
of participating in our proe1•rdings, I mow that this Connntion adjourn
until to-morl'Ow morning nt nine o'clock.
~Ir. G.
PATTERSON, of .N<·w York.-1 hop<' the gentleman will
with,lraw that motion. I understaml that a ge11tl<>man who has exprricnct'<l some of the trials of Teunc~see is in tho house, and wc shall be
glad to hear the Rev. ~fr. Brownlow [applause).
J.Ir. T11ADDEUS STEYE:,,;~, of Prnn.-1 h,n·e no clt•sirc to deprive the
Convention of the pleasure of hearing so distingui!,hcd a gentleman, and
I \I ithdraw my motion.
Mr. G.
PA1'TERSoN, of Nl•W York.-I move that tho Rev. \V. G.
Brownlow he requested to ad<lrrss this Convention.
The motion was agrec<l lo una11imously.
The nwmbers of the Convention rose to thl'il' feet and gave thrco
cheers for" Parson Brownlow'· ns he n<lrnnccd to the stage.
The P1rns1D~;:sT -Gentlemen of the Co11vention-I have the honor of
prc~cnting to you one who has done the country much service, who has
b<>en gallant and true-Par:-on Brownlow, of East Tenncs~ce. [Grcnt
applause.]
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.Mr. Brownlow spoke ns follows:
Ge11tl1>m1·n 1/.f the Ov1mmtim1-I aA.qnrc you you have to-night waked up the
wrong pn,.scnger. I nm n very sick mtm, and ougl1t to he in my hed and not

here. I have journcyc<I on, howcn•r, through gn·at tribulotio11, to meet you.
The last n•gular mcul I took was on 8nturday, upon n boat, nml upon the Ohio
river. I nm 8ick-sick-and suffering-and I come forward lwcau,;e so enthu,iastieally culled for, to make my how to Jou, aud my apology for not attempting to t1}l('nk; but, ht'forc I take my ~(•at, I know you will tnke of me kindly
,my suggt•~tion I mny 11111kt', or any n'1n1ke I may nttcmpt to administer to you.
I am one of the elder hrethrcn-onc of the olrl apostle><. [Lnul,!hkr.) I have
hcaru since I came to town that vou lmd some douht in ,our minds about the
proprirty of admitting n clelcgaiion from Tenm•s<,t•e-a"state in rehellion, I
hope you will ,parum, gentlemen, before you commit Ro rash un act M that, and
thereby n•cogmze Secession. We don't rccoi:,ihc it in Tennc~~cc. [Applause.I
We deny that we arc out. [Applun(;(•.] ,ve deny that we l111ve hecn out.
f Applau,>t•.J We maintain that a minority :fin;t voted us out, nncl then a majority ,\ J,ippccl the minority out of the State with Layoncts, winning o.cr a.
portion of our men to their ronks. But we nre here to participate in your deliberations nnd toils, ancl to share your honors. I pray you not to exclude us.
We have a full delegation from Tcnn,•sscc, a patnotic dclcgation, a talented
delegation, ulwuys excc•pting the prc>'<'nt speaker. [ Lau~bter.] Our bcst men
ore here. Vi'e have in Tc·nnC'ISCC, u,i )Oil have in mo,-t ot the .:'\'orthcrn Statt"",
a Copperhead party, just heginnin~ to come into existence. They lrn,e existed
here a good while. I hnve fought tho vcnomou~ rc•ptiles for the lust two year,,
among you; but they 11re beginning to organize in 'l'ennessec, nnrl I confidcn1 ly
look for them to be repr!'~cntcd at the forthcoming Chica~o Convention, to
~nd up a <Mcgation there under the nose and S<'rnt of that pink of patriotism,
:ovelinc.,, and virtue, tllC' editor of the Chicago Tim,.•. [L:mghtc-r.] The dcl<'gation that our State iwnds up to you would ,C"orn to go to the Cbicago Convention; they would dcclin,e having nnything to tlo with the late Clcvclnml
Convent ion. [ Applau~P. I We arc for the Baltimorc-Lincoln-Armiug-ot~Negrocll
Convention. We arc for the Convention nnd the party that arc resolved to put
clown thi~ wicked, this infernal Rrl,eJlion, at all hnwrds, ancl 111! {'Ost of money
and li,rs; and our Convention instructed us, befon• we left home, to acl,ocatt•
und vote for Abralmm l,ineoln :fin;t, Inst and all the time. [Applause.) He
has got his htmd in; he hus learned the hang of the ropes, and we want to try
him for it ~e<"ond term. Let us gct nlong in htmnony. There need be no detaining tl1i~ Convention for two d11y11 in clisCU!<.~ions of various kinds, and the
idea I sugj.tc,it to you 11s an induermcnt not to C'Xclude our delcg11tion is, tlt11t
we may take it into our l1eads, before the thing i~ over, to pres~nt a candidate
from that State in n·hellion for the ~ccond office in the git\ of the people.
[Applau~c-.] We haven man down there whom it hus been my good luck and
bnd fortune to fight untiringly and Jl(•n<cvcrin~ly for the last twenty-five ye1m1
-Andrew Johnson. [Applause.) 1"or the first time, in the Providence of
God, tlirt'C years ago we got together on the ~,une platform, anti 'IC are fighting the de,il, Tom Wnlkcr and Jeff Davis side hy ,-1!le. [Apph1u.se.)
I again thank you, gentlemen of the Convcntion-fGo on, go on.) I never
refuse to ~pc11k wbcn I nm able to ~peak, nnd n1y old friend, Deacon Brol!.':I,
knows it well. I should like to help him canva~~ Illinois, nn<l ~ouge for him
among thr Copperhc-ltd~. If I were able to spcnk ond could mtcrest you, I
would; but I am sick, and I must be excused. I thunk you for tlte honor you
have done me.

On motion, the Co1wcntiou adjourned until to-morrow morning 11t
tC'n o'clock.
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\\'im:sEso.n-, ,Juio: 8, ]SH!.
The Pn&sIDENT called the Convcmtiou to order at ten o'clock A. M.

Pfl \.YER.
The RPv. 1\L P. GAoms, one of the dl'lt•gates from Ohio, offered the
following prayer :
Our Fntll<'r whirh art in Heaven, hallowed be Thy name; Tliy kingdom
com<': Thy will be done on enrth n~ it is ,lone in Hc11ven; grant us thi~ day
our claily lm•acl, an,! forgive u» our trcspa!-.~eR a~ we forgirn tl10RC who trcspas,1
again~t us; lead us not into temptation; but grant, 'l'hou Lore\ of Lords, and
King of Kings, Tl1ou who art the Infinite G()(l, of all right. of ull truth, nnd of
all lihcrty, grant to imbue our heart~ so with Thine own frc<' Spirit as to lead
us this moming in that way nnd manner that may confer honor upon Thy great
namr, nncl work out the good intemlecl by the Aoverei~n peopk of this <'Otmtry
in tllll~ tl!'..<1'111hling together in tbi~ NHtional Convention. Hear lL, tl1is morning, 0 our 1-'nther, us we thank Thc·c for the harmony of action and unity of
purpose that hns tlrns far attrn<led our sittings; grant to let 1hnt harmony continue. Grnnt to let 'l'hy Spirit opera!<' upon those wbo have \i('en thus honorahly selected to repr1·sent the wishe,, of II great and frC(• people, ,o that the encl»
and aims of this ConYCntion mtw he fully suh,.crved.
Hcnr us this moroin_g, Thon ·oo,l of iiherty, as we thnnk Th<>e for the fact
that Thou hnst ever made tl1i~ land th<> dwcllinir-placc of the g<'nins of frC'edom
aml of liherty. lfr:ir u, a.~ we thank Thee for the triumph tlint Thou di&it
give• to the nrrus of our father,; ns they broke the shackles of oppression nnd of
tyranny, nn1l erectc1l upon the~c ~horcs the light 'of freedom nncl of liberty.
Jfo:tr us. our 1-'athi.'r, 1t,, we th:tnkThcc for the prosperity that not on!~· ultcnde<l
tlll'ln in th1t hour, hut in thdr cffortq to found lwre a Republic who;:c intluence
and whose power Hhould ~o ,lown to the remotest period of coming time.
Ilcar us, our Father, ns we thank The<' for the prospt1rity th:it hnth attended
n~ fin,mci:ilh·, intrllcdually, momllv ,md socinll'\", throughout the len~th and
l 1 n·:1,lth of ihe T:nite<l States. Hl-~lr u~, 0 our Fath(•r, IIS W() thank Thee tbi~
morning for tho resp1•rt tlwt tho Uniktl States of Amc·riC',1 ha~ attnined throughout the known worlrl. Wh<:rt·vcr the white !<llils of her commcrt·e barn been
seen, wl1cn,.cr the starry hanncr hath l,cen unfolded 11t the m:1st-bc11cl of our
vessels as thl'Y have gone forth upon nil ocean~ nnd upon all scus, tbat Hug hath
been honoml, our country huth been rC«pcctc,l.
Hear u~. 0 our l-'11ther, ll!' we thank Thee for the many men thnt American
~cnius aml the genin~ of American institutions have dnclopccl, who huvc gone
torth to fill the balh1 of science, the ch:nnbcl'l! of literature, tht· councils of the
nution, aml gone to other lamlH to rcpre,icnt not only the dignity hut the power
and the intlm·nce of rcpubhcnn lihcrty. Hear us, 0 our Futhcr, as we thank
Thee for the rapid d1•vclopmt'nt Thou hast given to this mere !'hil<l of freedom,
thnt she ha~ gone on from the roc-k-boulHl shores of New England to the
Wc•tern wilds, and m:1<1e them to bloom and hlo.,'l<>m 11, then~- and toi;.•nd the
echoing shout~ oflihcrty acro,-s from the Pacific wakni to tho,, who bud ne'er
known it hl'forc. Ilcur us, 0 ow· Fnther, thi~ morning, ns we bless 'l'hce for
the ~ucc,•s.• that hat b attenckd us C'\'l'll in the midst of <listn·s,.
c repent
thi~ mornin~ of our sins; we how l,..forc 'l'hy )faj(';'ty in deep contrition of
he:,rt; we nclmit Thy judgmc•nts; hut we hie:<.'! Th1·c, our Father, thot in our
efforts to demonstrate that we "·ere upon Thy side, Thou hast thus far crowned
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us with succes.~. Let this success continue, and, to that end, bless the President
of these United States and all his constitutional advisers; may they be men of
clean bands and of pure hearts; may they consult with the Infinite Good. Let
Thy blessing rest upon all the plans and operations that they have devised for
the success of our arms.
Bless our army and our navy, from the Commanders and Commodores clown
to the noble men that fill our ranks and tread the decks of our gallant vessels;
and God grant that even in the midst of their present battles, while thundering at the gates of the rebel capital, to give them abundant success. And may
the time soon come, our Father, when Americas hall be free, when the Rebellion
shall be crushed, and when peace with its ten thousand hallowing blessings shall
again reign from ocean to ocean and lake to gulf. Ilasteu the hour when the
East shall embrace the West, when the North shall again kiss the South, and
America become indeed that nation whose Goel is the Lord.
Guide us and direct us in the operations of this day, in all the deliberations
of this Convention; and, 0 God, if we are right, grant that the nominees of
this National Union Convention may be elected by such a majority as has never
before been recorded in the bistory of our government. And Thy great name,
Father, Son and Holy Spirit, shall have ceaseless and everlasting praises
through a world without end, Amen.
CHAIRMEN OF DELEGATIONS.
The PnESIDENT.-1 shall be obliged to the chairmen of the several
delegations if, as tpe roll of States is now called, they will rise in their
places and announce their names; the object being that the Chairman
may be able to distinguish, from the location of the speakers from time
to time, the delegations to which they belong.
The S&cnETA1tY called the roll, and the chairmen of the respective
delegations answered their names as follows:

},faine ........................ LOT 1\1. 1\fonRTLL.
New Hampshire ..... ............ "\YILLI.ur !LULE,
Viwmont ....................... SoLO)ION FooT.
Massachmetts .................. . ALEXANDRR H. BOLtOCK.
Rluxk IHlancl ................... TIIOMAS DURFEE.
Oonnedic-ut ..................... Wrr.Lr.u1 T. Mn-'ER.
New York ..................... . JoirN A. Krno.
Ne10 Jwsey ...................... WILLIAM A. NEWELL.
Pennsyb;ania .................... SuroN C,\MElWN.
Delaware .............•........ N ATl1AN mL B. S)ll'l'IIERB.
Jfa1·yland ..................... . HENRY W. IloFJ,'MA.J.'<.
Kentucky ...................... R. K. WTLuA.us.
Ohio .......•.....•.•.......... C. DELANO,
Indian.a ....................... . DANIEr. 111AcE,
Illinois ........................ R. C. CooK.
Michigan ............•........ ,AUSTIN IlLAm.
Willconsin ........................ ALEXANDER

vr. RANDALL.

Imra ........................... D. D. CrrASJ':.
1,[inne.~ota ........................ JOJIN M'K usrcir.
Oalifon1ia ..................... 111. C. BB1GG$.
Oregon ........................ 'l'no)rAS II. PEA.n~'E.
· We8t Virginia .................. . L1moY C. K:n .....,rnn. •
Kansas . . . . . . . . . .............. J,urns II. LA~"'E.
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RULES A~D ORDER OF BUSINESS.
The PnESIDENT.-Is the Committee on the Order of Business ready
to report 1
Mr. CALVIN DAY, of Coun.-Tho Committee on the Order of Business are prepared to report, and I ask Mr. Drake, the Secretary of the
Committee, to road the report.
Mr. E. F. DRAKE, of Ohio, proceeded to read the report as follows:
Rule 1. Upon all subjects before the Convention, qie States shall be called
in the following order: Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, :i\fassachusetts,
Rhode Island, Counecticut, New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Delaware,
Maryland, Missouri, Kentucky, Ohio, Indiana, lllinois, :Michigan, Wisconsin,
Iowa, Minne.'lOta, Califomia, Oregon, West Virginia, Kansas, and other States
and Tenitories declared by the Convention entitled to representation in the
same, shall be called in the order in which they ru·c added by the Convention.

Mr. J. II. LANE, of Kansas.-! think it is improper to put West
Virginia before Kansas. We were born first.
Mr. E. F. DRAKE, of Ohio.-Allow me to explain to the gentleman
that blanks were printed for the use of the Clerk, and it was convenient
to name the States jn the order there found.
•
TI1e PitESIDEN'l',-The Chair supposes there is another reason. Kansas
has been so galJant, and her history so full of heroic deeds, that she cannot be damaged, place her where you may [applause).
Mr. J. II. LANE, of Kansas.-ln that regard Kansas claims no superiority over W cstcrn Virginia [ app1ause]. Iler children have been as
gallant and fought as bravely as the children of any other State. It is
a mere question of age.
The PRESIDENT.-The Chair will direct the Secretary to amend the
roll agreeably to the suggestion of the gentleman from Kansas.
Mr. E. F. DRAKE, of Ohio, continued to read tho report as follows:
Ru'le 2. Four votes shall be ca~t by the delegates at large of each State, and
each col).gressional district shall be entitled to two votes. The votes of each
delegation shall be reported by its chairman.
Ru'le 3. The report of the Committee on Credentials shall be disposed of
before the report of tho Committee on Platform and Resolutions is acted upon,
and the report of the Committee on Platform and R-csolutions shall be disposed
of before the Convention proceeds to ballot for candidates for President and
Vice-President.
Rul,e 4. That when it shall be determined by thi~ Convention what States
and 'rerritories are entitled t-0 representation in this Convention, together with
the number of votes to which they may be entitled, a majority of an ·the votes
so determined shall be requisite to nominate caJJ.didates for President and
Vice-President.
Rule 5. When a majority of the delegations from any two Stares shall
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demnncl tl1nt n vote he rccorclccl, the snmr shall be taken by St.1te~, tho Secretary calling the roll of Stutes in the order l1eretofore stilted.
lluw 0. In a recorded vote by St11tc8, the vote of each State shall be announced by the chairman of tho respccti rn <lclcgntion~, and in ca.«c the vote of
am: State sball he divided, the chairman Rhnll announce the numlx:r of vot08
cast for any canclidnte, or for or against any proposition.
Rule 7. 'l'but wbcn tllc previous qucHtion sbull be dcm:mdl'd hy a majority
of the dl'lc~tion fron1 any State, and the cl1m1nnd !<C<'onded hy two or more
States, and the c·nll suRtnined by a mnjority of the Convention, the question
shall then be 1>rocccdcd with und disposed of nccording to the rules of the
Ilon;;e of Rcprc~cntativc~ in similur CUS<!!l.
Rul~ 8. No member 11hnll speak more than once to the same que~tion, nor
longer tl111n five minute~, without the unanimous consent of the Convention.
Rule 0. The rules of thC,Ilou'\C of Hepr~.,;c•ntntivc.~ ~hall continue to be the
rule.~ of thi,; Convention, oo far as they arc applicable and not inconsi.~tent with
tltc fore~oing rules.
The report wns adoptetl.
Mr. R. F. D,un, of Ohio.-Thc Committee on the Order of Bu~iness han~ tlirected me to make this further report :

A National Union Committee shall he appointed, to consist of one memher
from each State, Territory and District rc1m,scnted in thi:! Convention. 'l'hc
roll shall he calletl, and the delegation frolll each such State, Territory uncl
District shall name a pe~ to net as a member of sai1 l committee.
The report was adopted.
REPORT ON CREDENTIALS.
Mr. PRESTON K1:-;o, of N. Y.-~Ir. President, the Committee on
Credentinls, after a very patient hearing of the rrprescntations made by
the geutlcmcn who hn\'e appt'ared and claimed s1'11ts in this Convention,
\I hercwr therl.' has bern a question of tlwir right to sit, from whatever
cause that qurstion may have aris('n, havl' come to conclusions which
they report as the report of the committee to the Convention, without,
however, entire unauimity in the committee on some points. Upon the
main questions n large majority of the committee have agreed. There
\\ ill, on some points, be a minority report with the as8cnt of the committee 11111.l of the Convention, by the nll'mber of the (•ommittce from
·west Ya., with some one or two others joining bim in it. I desired
that our report ~hould be regnrde<l as the report of the committee without any minority report; hut as I dilfen•<l from the committee on two
or three points, I gave them notice (and I hnve their assent), that I
should move to amend the report upon my individual responsibility as
a member of the Convention. I will now proccell to report to the Convention the points upon which the great mass of the committee agreed:
3
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"First, the committee find that the credentials of the delegates from the
States of Maine, New Ilampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Connecticut, New York, New Jersey, Delaware, Maryland, Kentucky, Ohio, Indiana,
Illinois, Michigan, Wisconsin, Iowa, Minnesota, California, Oregon, West Virginia, and Kansas, as presented by the delegates, are sufficient and satisfactory."
That of course admits their delegations.
"In the next place, the committee :find that the certificates from Pennsylvania are all regular, with the exception of the certificate for the first district of
that State. In that district, the certificate states tbat four delegates were
elected. The district is entit.led to but two. The facts were reported to the
committee, and the committee recommend that the two having the highest
number of votes, be admitted as delegates, and thlt the other two be admitted
as alternates.
"In the case of Missouri, the committee report and recommend that the
delegation known as the "Radical Union Delegation," be admitted to this
Convention. (Applause.]
•
" The Committee further report, that the delegations from Virginia, Tennessee, Louisiana, Florida, and Arkansas, be admitted to this Convention with
all the rights and privileges of delegates, except the right to vote.
" The committee report respecting South Carolina, that there is not·in their
judgment, sufficient reason for the admission of the delegation which appears
from there, and therefore reco=end that the delegation appearing from that
State, be not admitted.
" The committee also report, that the delegations from the organized Territories, and from the District of Columbia, be admifed to the Convention with
all the rights and privileges of delegates, except the right to vote."

This, Mr. President, is the report of the committee ; and I now ask
tl1at, before taking any action upon it, the Convention receive the minority
report which, by the assent of the committee, the delegate from West
Virginia was authorized to make as such, and then I shall moYc my own
proposition of amendment.
The PRESlDENT.-lt is moved that the minority report shall now be
read, reserving to the chairman of the Committee on Credentials the
privik•ge of moving amendments to the majority report.
The motion was agreed to.
Mr. W. E. STEVENSON, of West Virginia.-! desire to state, Mr.
President, that the minority report which I now present was prepared
very hastily this morning, the committee having labored until long after
midnight, and I have not been able to see a number of gentlemen of the
committee who desired to be consulted in reference to it, and therefore
I have been unable to obtain as many signatures as I designed. I will,
however, read the report and send it to the Chair :
"To the President of the National Union Convention :
"The undersigned concur in the report of the majority of the Com11littee
on Crcd1mtials, except that portion which proposes to exclude from the privilege of voting in the Convention the delegates from the States of Virginia,
Louisiana, Arkansas, Tennessee and Florida, and from the Territories of Colorado, Nevada, New Mexico, Dakota and Montana.
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"Therefore, the undersigned recommend that tl1e dcleg-ntes from the Stnt<'s
nnd Territories aforcAAid shall be entitled to vote upon all question~ hrougbt
.,J.,cfore the Convention.
.. W. E. STEVEKSON, W. Ya.,
W''
" IlifuUl S)IITII, Oregon."

)fr. PnKSTON Krxo, of ~ew ) ork.-I learn that since the n•port was
agreed upon, leave was also granlt-d to another gentleman of the committee to make a minority report. I am informed since I was last up
that the delegate from J{ansns d('sires also to submit brieAy a minority
report. It was fairly covered in the co11sent of the committee to these
geutlemeu, and l therefore hope the Con,ention "ill also l'Cl'Cive the
report of the delrgnte from Kansas as a minority of the Conunittee on
Cn•dentials.
•
The PnESrDE:-.T.-Is it the p]('nsure of the Convention that a second
minority report shall be received?
[Yes.]
)fr. ,I. II. LA~~, of Kansas.-)[r. President-At thr requrht of Mr.
lnsl<'y, the rncml>er from Kansas on the Com)llittec on Crcd<•ntials, I
pn•scnt a minority report prepnrccl by him, nm! I will rend it to the
c01wention:
"The undersigned respcctfuJly dc.,ires to present a minority report from the
Committee on Credentials, of which he is a memher, in relation to the ac'!mis8ion of the delegates from the Territories of Nebra8ka, Oolonulo and Nevcdn,
to !<Cats and votes in this Convention. Differing with the majority of the Committee only on this point, it is fitting that I present my rea!'Ons for the course
herein urged.
"First and foremost is the fact that the three Tcrritoric.~ nnmed nre nbout
to pass from the territorial condition of dependence on the General Government to thnt of St,ite sovereii,itie~, tiUbordinate onll to the supreme law and
n<'cessities of the nntion, the prcBent Congm;s bnving pa~scd ennblinit act11,
whereby these Territories receive a pledge of nclmis.,ion into the Federal Union,
1>rovided only they come clothed in the robe,; of th'<--<lom; nnd the people of
th<·sc Territories h:iving gladly accepted the 11upremc condition, are even now
<>ngnged in the work of State orgnl)1zntion, with a fair prospect of completing
the same in time to wheel into line with the other loyal State~, and, hy ,otiug
for the nominees of the lJnion party, 11itl politirally, a'I they have already
done mlltn·ially and by anns, in the establishment of the national nuthority,
• 1111<1 securing the perpetuity of the Union.
"Secondly, the recognition of the clelegl\tcs from those Tcrritoric", hy thi~
Con,ention, will very materially aid the pnrty of nntionality and freedom in
those communities.
"Our interests lie with the movements now being made, under the 1mthority
of Congrci<.,, for their orgnni1.ation and aclmi!-.,ion. It is our <luty, both os lo)·ol
mt"n seeking the supreme good of the nation, and as memh<•rs of a great party
having tl111t end for its primary purpose, to give all the aid nnd strength we
lc_gitimatcly may for the fortherancc of that ohjcct. It is believed that the re<:oh"Ilition of these delegates will materially l,encfit ourcau~e as well as the State
movemcnt'I now pending. The loyalty of these Tt•rritories none cnn question.
Nebraska has sent her citizens to tl1c field, nnd from Donel!'On to Chattanooga
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their courage and sacrifices have been freely offered. Colorado makes the proud
boast of never having had a Copperhead in her Territorial Legislature. She
has a prouder boast than this, in that campaign where her volunteers won suQk
imperishable honors, saving thereby the immensely important mountain Tc~
tories of the far West from being overrun by the Texan rebels, and securing uninterrupted our communications with the Pacific.
"For Nevada, let the treasury of the Sanitary Commission speak in praise.
Under the wise rule of Governor Nye, that distant territory is emerging as not
only one of the richest but one of the most loyal States.
"For these reasons, I urge the admission of these gentlemen with all the
rights of delegates, into this Convention. Let me refer you, as a precedent for
such action, to the course taken in relation to that State-Kansas-which I
have the honor in part to represent here. The Republican Convention of 1856
admitted its delegates to seats and votes. It was then seeking admission into
the Union under what was known as the Topeka constitution. Again, at Cbicago,-in 1860, was the same course adopted. Its admission was pending before
Congress, nor was it recognized as a State until the party of freedom, under the
lead of Abraham Lincoln, obtained power.
" It will not do in this hour, with this pl'ecedent, with the facts before us,
and the strong probability presented by these co=unities of being enabled to
swell the vote of the next President of the United States,_A.braham Lincob1, by
the welcome addition of three members of the Electoral ~ollege, to ignore the
claims of Nebraska, Colorado, and Nevada.
M. H. INSLEY."
Mr. PRESTON Krno, of New York.-Mr. President and gentlemen of
the Convention, the paper which I read to you was the report to which
the majority of the committee, the large majority I may say, agreed,
an<l the papers which have since been read embody the conclusions to
which the gentlemen who have made these other reports came, dissenting
from that majority. There was scarcely any pl'oposition upon which
some member did not dissent. I propose, upon three propositions on
which I dissented, to make a motion to amend the original report, as a
substitute for both propositions that have come in ; and I shall move to
amend because I determined that I would not muke a minority report.
I move, in tho first place, as a substitute for the proposition of the report
in regard to the Missouri case, the following :
" That the delegation, known as 'The Unconditional Union Delegation'
from Missouri, be admitted as delegates with 'The Radical Union Delegation'.
from that State, and tliat where the delegations agree they shall cast the vote
to which the State is entitled, and where they do not agree the vote of the
State shall not be cast."
The majority report, it will be remembered, proposes to admit the
delegates from certain States, and the Territories and District of Columbia, without the right of voting. I propose to amend it by providing
that all the delegates who shall be admitted to this Convention shall be
entitled to vote, and to all the rights and privileges of delegates without
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any cxcrption, but tl1nt the Di~trict of Columbia and the Tcrritoric•s
rcspectivdy shall be entitled to but two votes, and that 110 State, Distl'ict or Trnitory shall hr allowed to ca~t more vot<'s than it has dclegat<•s
prC'scnt in the Convention, and in no case more than it is <'ntitled lo
nuder the rules of the Convention. These arc the amendments whid1 J
offer as substitutes for the propositions of Hw committee.
The P11E~IDEXT.-The Chair understands that the question before the
Convention is upon tht' majority rq,ort and upon such amemlment,,; to
that report as may he proposed in their order. A minority report as
such cannot Le receivcJ. Any amendment in a minority n•port may be
oflercd in the form of nu amendment to the propositions of the majority
report. The question is now upon the amendments offered hy Mr. King,
in the ordC'r in which he has presented them. Before the qut•stion is put
to the Convention, however, the Chair desires to say that he has hl'('ll
informed by one of the gentlcnw11, lielonging to the so-elllkd Uncomlitional Uuion Delegation of ::Missouri, that he dcsirc>s to be heard by tltc
Convention b<:fore a vote shall be taken upon the report of the committee. If it is the ph•asure of the Convention to hear him, they "ill
so siguify.
The 11ucstion being pnt, the Convention refused to hear the gcntlem .n.
)Ir. C. C. SHOLE~, of \Visconsin.-I ask till' gentleman from New
York to withdraw his amendment ~o that we rnay eonsi<lc1· one question
at a time. I prefer first to take the vote on ndmitting the delegates from
the secc<led States; next in regard to the State of )fissouri; and next
in regard to the Territories and the> District of Columbia. I think it
will be impracticable to consider all these three questions together.
l\Ir. P1n:sTON Krno, of New York.-! prt•fr1· that the ,·otc shall b(•
taken together. I design to say a ve:ry few words upon the question.
Any memht•r of the Convention, I suppose, has a right to call for a division of a proposition" hich is divisible. It is his right, and he Juul
better make the call himself rathrr than requc;;t me to do it.
:Mr. C. C. SnoLER, of \Yisconsin.-In order that we may have a
properly constituted Convention, I desire to move fir.st that that portion
of the rt>port of the Committee which has been unanimously presented,
be adopt(•d by this Convention.
The PrrnsIDENT.-Th(• Chair thinks that tll(' amendments propos('U
by the gl'ntleman from New York are susceptihll' of a diYision.
)fr. PRt:sTox K1xo, of New Yurk.-,Vhen a call is made for a division.
Mr. A. IT. REEm:n, of Pennsylrnnia.-1 suggest to the gentleman of
New York that he withdraw his proposition until the rerort of the Com-
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mittee on Credentials be adopted, so far as relates to the uncontested
scats, because, before we get through wit'h these questions, we may have
to call the yeas aud nays, or take a vote by States, and to do that we
should have a Convention to vote.
Mr. PRESIDENT.-Does the gentleman from New York withdraw his
proposition for the present 7
Mr. PRESTON Krno, of New York.-I prefer not to withdraw the
motion, because I do not wish to lose the orJer in which the .questions
stand ; but, to obviate all difficulty about that, as I have a right to modify my own motion, I move first that that portion of the report be
adopted which relates to the uncontested seats of delegates, as reported
by the majority of the Comrnittee.
The PRESIDENT.-The Chair will put the question on that motion.
The motion was agreed to.
Mr. PRESTON KING, of New York.-Tho motion which has just been
adopted, refers to delegations from States which are uncontested, and
now 'we come to the other questions. The majority of the Committee
propose that the Radical Union Delegation from the State of l\Iissouri,
and they only shall be admitted as the delegates of that State. I propose to amend this clause of the report so as to read :
"That the delegation known as' The Unconditional Union Delegation' from
Missouri, be admitted with the delegates of 'The Radical Union Delegation,'
and that where the delegations agree frey shall cast the vote of the State, and
where they do not agree, the vote of the State shall not be cast."
The fRESIDENT.-The question is on the amendment just rc:ul by the
gentleman from New York.
l\Ir. PRESTON Krno, of New York.-Mr. President and gentlemenI think the suggestion of this proposition is all that is required by this
Convention. Unless its suggestion is such as meets its approb:ition, no
argument can carry it there. I make the suggestion, and simply say
that in the spirit of brotherhood and union and harmony with which we
come together here, and in the common determination that animates us
all to sustain oue an(lthcr and to strike down our common enemy and to
strike down nobody else, I have supposed it was wisest and best to admit
all these delegations as brethren [applause], with the powers and privileges that pertain to other delegates. I would not adopt all the propositions that I have made here, in ordinary times, and I do not propose
that they shall be a precedent. I hope we shall never have a condition
of affairs in this country (and I do not believe we ever shall) when things
done now may properly be quoted as a precedent for things to be done
-then. I ·have stated my proposition; I will not debate it.
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Mr. A. B11-ANDAGEE, of Conneeticut.-Mr. President, I was very much
struck by the observation of tlrn distinguished gentleman from New
York (Mr. Raymond) yesterday, in a speech in which he c,·oked order
out of chaos on this floor, in which he remark<'d that in the preliminary
stages of this Convention we were a mob, a mere .mass meeting,-a
respectable mob to be suro--but so far forth as parliamentary law was
concerned, an unorganized body ; but that the time would arrive when,
afte1· the report of the Committee on Credentials, this mob would
settle down into an orderly, parliamentary, organized, deliberative assembly. Now, sir, the proposition of the distinguished Chairman of thii
Committee of which I have had the honor to be an humble member, proposes to reverse that order, and at the very moment when the mob is
passing into a convention to resolve the convention back again into an
unorganized mob, because it proposes to admit upon this floor not delegates but gentlemen (for they are all gentlemen, as I suppose) coming
from States where theFedcral Government sits upon its iron clads alone
for protection, and can barely plant its foot upon the soil and territory of
those States-States that have been in rebellion from the beginning, and
are no\\·, and where the arm of the Federal Government scarcely extends
over a rood of the surface. It proposes to admit delegates here from
Territories that have no vote, and, in my 111.lmble judgment as a member
of the House of Representatives, will have none between now and the
November election.
The PRESIDENT.-The gentleman is not in order. The only qu~stion
now is as to the Missouri delegation.
Mr. A. BnANDAGEE, of Connecticut.-! understand that very well,
and I am coming right to that now. With reference to this contested
case from Missouri, there is a right and a wrong to it. There is.a delegatiQn here duly accredited, and there is but one. It is the duty of this
Con,ention to ascertain which of these contestants come here with the
accredited credenti~ls from some organized party association in that
State. Now I aver, and there is not a member upon the Committee
who, after the six hours examination we have given to this question, will
dispute the averment, that the Radical Delegation of Missouri is the
only delegation that represents he1·e a party or a constituency in that
State, or any respectable elemmt in the National party of the country.
[Great applause.] The Radical Delegation claiming seats here, proved
before your Committee last evening that they represented the only Repu bli<'an organization which existed at the time the Convention was
called for sending delegates to this National Convention. There was no
other party organization, except a rebel organization, existing in the State
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of Missouri at tho time when their Con\'Cntion was called to nominate
State officers and send delegates here. The Conv«.>ntion was c.illed, and
it was held n.t Jefferson City, tlw sent of Government of l\Iissouri. That,
Convention representecl eighty-five counties in that Rtate. Fo111· hundl'Cu
delegate~ appeared then•, the largest deh•gnte conwntion ever assembled,
either in war or pence times, 011 the soil of :Missouri. Aftc·r that Convention had been called, and when every loyal man in the State of Missouri hnd an opportunity of sending his representatives there, and of
having his wishes e,-:presse,1, the "Cla) hank" faction of the State of
Missouri, not satisfied with the call, not satisfied with the anticipated
temper of the Convention that was about to assemble, called a convcution of their own. AnJ. how was the c.ill made 7 Did it proceed from
any organization? Xot at all. Certain gcntlenwn, respec·tal,le g1-ntlcxnen, occupying high positions in the nation and in the State to be surl',
got together and signed a subscription p:1per, if it may be so styled, in
which tlll'y invited their fellow-citizens to meet at St. Loni,.,; nnd whnt
~Ort of a t·onvcntion did they hold there? ThcJ had a conwntion in
which it was stated before tlw Comrnilt(•e hut five counties were rcpre• scnted, and the highest claim that was made, even by the fri(•nds of that
delegation, was that there \\ Pn• one huncln·d and forty dclegaks in the
Convention, other pc•rsous stating that tlll'ro were J,nt seventy-five delegates. The question for you to-day is whether you will pcrpetu1ite this
feud in ~[is~ouri hy a,Imitting hoth thes<' sets of <lclc·g,itcs. Do that, and
you will 1wrpetuak it for all time to collll\1 just as the Democratic Convcntiou perpetuated the feud bl't" een Mozart and T!lmman). Exclude
those who h:we no rii;:ht to be represented here arnl they must come in.
The PnESIDE~T.-The gentkman's time is out.
Mr. H. ,T. )3&,;cxJNRIDGM1 of Ky.-I move to amend the amendment
offered lf) tho gentleman from N cw York, HO that, instead of sil(·ncing both
parties from Misso111·i when th1 y cannut agree, they may thPn cli\'ide 'tho
vote. The gentlent.111 who has just ad,ln,sscd the Convention, I undcr>itand, is from one of the cxtr('lllC Nortla•m States, Connccti<·ut, and of
course, th.-reforc, all the statenH"nts of foct made by him in rl'gard to
this matter, are stall'nwnts made at second hand. Ile has no personnl
knowkdgl' of them t•xccpt ns they wen' detailed to the Committee of
which ho was a member. I also Ii l'O remotely from Missouri, but a groat
deal nigher than he dot's. [ suppose he will atlmit that Missouri and
Kentuck), for good or for bad, arc more alike, as well as that they arc
nigher together than either of them is nigh or like Connecticut. I there•
fore suppose that my knowledge is as goud as his, ,vith the greatest pos-
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sible respect both for his statement of facts and his statement of inference. I have not a particle of doubt, and say to you to-day, if I were
in my old profession of the law, I would risk my head upon nrnking
twelve of you find that everything he has stated is either unfounded or
utterly exaggerated. Any twelve of you, if put in a jury box, would
find that the facts were not so. If yon pursue the course undertaken to
be recommended by that gentleman, you will get Missouri into a condition,
if possible, worse than it has already been in. But, for compromise's
sake, if you choose to admit both delegations without entering into any
question as to whethe1· this or that is the right one, it appears to me that,
as it is perfectly certain that one or the other is entitled to vote, it is
absurd in us to undertak~ to silence a State that is truly represented here
by somebody, and that the proper course would be for them, if they will
agree, to take half of the vote of the State from each delegation. I think
this is the only way to do under the ci1·cumstances. I suppose it ·would
not be strictly in order for me to discuss the difference bdween the
amendment as proposed by me, and the proposition of the Committee.
I will say one single thing more. My object is, if you let both in, not
to silence both, but to let them divide their vote-so that we can get the
vote of the State, for undoubtedly the State is entitled to a representation
here by somebody. Now, Sir, this Convention is in one sense a Republican Convention, but in a very vague sense. I took occasion to say, in
the remarks I made yesterday, that you had every sort of party men,
and that you had every sort of no-party men-that, in a word, we were
all united upon the naked proposition to maintain the Union, and do it
by whatsoever is absolutely necessary to be done in order to maintain
that Union, and are willing to adjourn over all other questions that must
come np in their course.
YorcEs.-01·der, order. The gentleman's time has expired.,
Mr. n. J. BRECKINRIDGE, of Rf-Gentlemen, I will ifiakc you a
present of what else I should have said if I had had a chance [laughter].
The PuESIDEN'r--The gentleman's time has expired.
:Mr. G. VOLNEY DonsEY, of Ohio.-1 wish to make a few remarks on
this subject, and I will not occupy over five minutes, which, by the rule
of the Convention, is allowed to each member. I want to call attention
to the fact that this Convention, for the purpose of deciding questions
which could not be decided in mass convention, nppointcd a Committee
on Credentials, because they knew that the facts could be better judged
of in tho quiet of 1t smnll room, before a small 11umller of persons, than
in a mass coin-cntion. Under the lead of the excellent Ch:tirmnn of the
Committee, the gentleman from :N'cw York, that Committee held a pro-
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l011gcd ~cs"ion of many hours. That Committee had brought beirc
tht>rn gent lcmcn representing both of tho contesting parties in the State
of Missouri, and with care and deliber1ition they listened to the arguments
of those t<>ntesting parties. The result drawn from the dcliherations of
that Committee, and ba~('d upon the statements mnde by the contesting
parties from ~fo,~ouri, this Convention has before it here this morning
in the report of the majority; and I beg leave to say to tho Convention,
with all respect to the Hon. Chairman, and without violating an1 of the
proprietic~ of that Committee Room, t}lat the very same proposition
prcsentc(l here before tlw Convention this morning by him, was presented
before that Committee and vot<-d down; and why so'! Is it improper,
thcu, to present the same question to this Convention as a whole?
Mo~t asstm·dly not; but remember that this Convention entrusted to that
Commiltc,· the care of deciding all these questions. They did decide.
They agrrt•<l to the report of the majority. They voted <lown tho very
proposition which the llooomble Ch11irman now propose:,i to the Convention.
,
The PnF.SIDE:-.T.-Will )fr. Dorsry stop for a moment 7 The Chair
did not call the gl•ntleman to order when he referred to the proceedings
of the Committee, in the hope that he would make a bare reference to
them. Tlw Chair now rules that it is not in order in a discussion in this
Convention to refer to the proreedings of a Committee.
:Mr. G. VoL:-.t:v DottnEY, of Ohio.-Then I will not do so. I only
intended to add to what l have said, that tho committee having been
eutruste1l hy this Convention to decide upon this important question
were moro competent to do so than n mass convention, for they have
listened carefully to the contestants, and the opinions presented by those
persons who wcrl• set forward to spenk as advocates of the contesting
parties, att<l thry have come carefully to the conclusion prt'sented by the
majority, ancf as such they feel willing to entrust the report of the majority to tho sousr and to the vote of the Convention.
Mr. S. 1\f. BnF.CKHilllDGE, of ,ns,;ouri.-)Ir. Prcsideut---8EvE1t.1L M1m0Ens.-Not on the roll.
Mr. S. M. B11Ecx1:-RJDGE, of Missouri.-! rise, gentlemc-n, not of my
own choicc--Mr. A. BRAND \GEE, of Connccticut.-Under what order of the Convention is the gentleman allow~•d to speak 1
The PnESIDENT.-Un<lcr the order of tho Convention adopted yesterday.
.
Mr. A_. BRANDAGEE, of Conneetiout.-Allow me to suggest to tho
Chnir that the credentials of tho Missouri delegation were referred to
the committee.
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:Mr. GEo. W. CoRTIS, of New York.-1 submit that this Convention
is at present composed only of those delegates whose seats are without
contest, and that has been decided by a vote taken this morning.
The. PRESIDEN'r.-The Chair was of the impression that a different
rule had been adopted yesterday under tl1e temporary arrangement, but
the gentleman from New York is correct, and Mr. Curtis has the floor.
Mr. GEo. W. Cu&T1s, of New York.--The Missouri question, Mr.
President, is no new question, either to this Com·ention or to the country.
It is a question which was almost coeval with that of the rebellion itself.
It is a question, with th.e most profound deference to our eminent friend
from Kentucky, which is well known in its details all over this country.
The Missouri question is a question which must be met, which must be
settled, and no where can it be met so well, and settled so conclusively,
as in this National Convention of Union men of the country. [Great
applause.] Now then, sir, we yesterday appointed a committee, as the
gentleman from Ohio has so well said, for the purpose of making all
those inquiries of detail which it was impossible for this Convention to
make, and we have the report of that committee, so far as appears
µnanimous, with the exception of my honored friend from New York,
that the Radical delegation from Missouri shall be admitted to this floor,
with all the· privileges of voting and all the other privileges of delegates.
[ Applause.] The question of fact so far as it may be hidden from us of
the Convention, has been settled, has been reported upon by the committee. Now, then, we encounter the question as the Union men of the
country, and I take my argument from the mouth of my most honored
friend who has introduced this amendment. It is because we wish to
strengthen the Union sentiment of this country ; it is because we wish, at
tl1is moment, to cheer and encourage the brave men with bared and
bleeding breasts who are standing firm as the radical men in Missouri,
from the beginning have stood firm for the great cause which underlies
this whole question. It is for that reason, sir, that I implore you, and I
implore the Convention, to give no uncertain sound, hut to let it ring out
to Missouri, out to the Territories, back again to 1faine and to the North,
that we recognize the radicals of Missouri, who have always been true.
I freely confess that we, of the North, have not had in our own persons
all the bitter sufferings that all our friends in the Border States have had;
yet I wish this report adopted, that we may be strengthened at home,
that at the West and in the Northwest the union sentiment may be
strengthened, that our army all along the line, with Sherman and Grant,
may hear no uncertain sound from us at the rear; because, as a practical
fact, there is not a man in this Gonvention who does not know that the
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admission of the radical delegation from Missouri is the practical settlement of that question, and the practical adhesion of the g1·cat Uniou party
of this country to the policy with which they have been identified, and
it is for that reason that I hope, sincerely, in the name of tge Union, in
the name of liberty, and for the sake of strengthening the loyal men of
the land, the recommendation of my eminent friend from Kentucky will
not prevail. [Great applause.]
Mr. DANIEL MACE, of Indiana.-In order to facilitate the organiza.
tion, and dispose of this question, I move to lay the proposed amendment on the table.
The PRESIDENT.-Is the gentleman aware that ·his motion, if adopted,
carries the whole subject to the table 1
l\Ir. DANIKL MACE, of Indiana.-! think not., according to the rules of
the House of Representatives. Certainly, when I was a memb.er of that
House, a motion to lay an amendment on the table did not carry the
original proposition.
·
The PRESIDENT.-The Chair understands that to be the rule, and
must so hold.
Mr. N. B. SMITHERS, of Del.-! suggest to the gentleman from Indiana to withdraw his motion and demand the previous question.
Mr. DANIEL MACE, of lnd.-I adopt that suggestion, and demand the
previous question.
Mr. THAllDEos STEVENS, of Penn.-Do I understand that the previous question is called on the whole proposition, or only on this amend•
mcnt1
Mr. DANIEL MACE, of Ind.-On the amendment.
The call for the previous question was sustained.
The PRESIDENT.-The question is on the amendment of the gentleman from Kentucky (Mr. BRECKINRIDGF.) to the amendment of the gentleman from N. Y. (Mr. P. Krno).
The amendment to the amendment was rejected.
The PRESillENT.-The question before the Convention now is the
amendment offered by Mr. Krno, of New York, to admit both delegations from Missouri.
The question was put, and the amendment was rejected.
Mr. PRESTON K1No, of New York.-A division was called on my
proposition. I made several distinct propositions.
The PRESIDENT.-The Convention will understand that a division was
called for on the amendment offered by the gentleman from New York.
The fit'st amendment has now been voted upon and decided in the negative. The question now before the House is upon the next amendment
in the order of the division.
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)Ir. R. ,T. BRF.CKISRIDM:, of Kentueky.-\Yill the Prcsi<lcnt state
distinctly to us in what condition it h•n.·cs the original rccommcn<lation
of the Committee in l'('g11rd to the Missouri d.:-lc•gation?
The PRESIDE:-T.-The Chair was misll·d. llc was of the imprcc:sion
that there wa» anotllC'r amendment relating to the Missouri que-;tion, but
it seems there is not, and thel'Cfore the question now is directlj upon
the report uf the Committee dirrctly on the Missouri qurstion.
Mr. R. J. BaECK1sarno•:, of Kentucky.-!'\\ ish to Hay one word on
thnt question.
SEVERAL DELEOAn:s.-Dehate is not in order.
The PnEs10•:NT.-Un<lcr the rull·, Dr. BnECKINRJl)GE, you cannot
speak to this question.
)Ir. R J. BRECKISRIDGE, of Kentucky.-! have not spoken to tt.s
question.
The Pa•:RJDENT.-The mnin question is now before tho Ilot;sc. Debate ii; out of order. The question i:s whether the Com·cntion will agree
to the report of the majority of the Cornmittrc in reference to the delegation from Missouri.
)Ir. R. J. BaecKISRIDGE, of Kentucky.-! submit that tho previous
quc'Stion was not in force when I claimed the floor, and therefore I have
a right to be heard.
The Pat:SJDENT.-The Chair understands tho previous question to
have applic<l to the whole report.
Mr. R. J. B1tECI<JN1t1DoE, of Kcntucky.-Only to tho amen<lmont. I
wbh to say a single st>ntcncc, that is all. I do not wish to be gagged.
The PnF.!iJDENT.-There is ob,iously a misapprehension as to what
is before tho Co1wention, growing doubtless out of the c·onfusion of the
Chair itself. Allow me, therefore, to say, that the question now heforo
the Convention is, under the operation pf tho previous; question, upon
thnt part of the report of the majority of the committee which relates to
the \fosouri cal.
Mr. CAMl'OELL TARR, of West Virginia, cnll<'d for a vote by States.
The PmmDENT.-The Sceretary will proceed to call the roll of States
on this question.
Mr. R. J. BRECKINRIDGE, of Kentnc·ky.-I rise to a qurstion of order.
Mr. TnADDEUS STEV&Ns, of Pennsylvania.-! rise, sir, to a personal
cxpltmation. By the rules of the House of Rt•prcsentativcs, the present
rules differing from what thry were formerly, when tho previous question is called on au amendment, it applies only to the amendment, and
docs not extend to the original proposition. It was for that reason, that
when the gentleman from Indiana called for the previous question, I
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inquired of him if it wns to apply only to the amendment, and I understood him to reply that it was.
The PnEs1o•;NT.-The gt'ntlemnn from Pennsylvania informs the
Chair. that there has hl'm a change in the rules of the House of Representatives in regard to the effect of the previous question; that the previous question being called and sustained, applies only to the amendment thl'n under consideration.
Mr. T11Aoo•:1Js Swv1rns, of Pcnnsylvania.-If so called.
The PRESIDl:NT.-That bt'ing the rule, the previous question does not
apply to so much of the rt'port of the majority of the committee as
relates to the :Missouri cru;e, and the gentleman from Kentucky is entitled to the floor upon that question.
Mr. R J. I31tECK1NRIDGE, of Kentucky.-! wi~h to make but a single
•remark upon this question. If I understand what you are about to do,
the vot<1 which you will now give (and with your present temper I have
no doubt you will give it), a delegation from a party in Missouri~ whose
main business for the past two years has been to support and sustain the
President of the U. S., whom we arc about to nominate by aeelnmation,
\\ ill b(', refust•<l scats here. The dt'k•gatcs whon'i you aro about to admit,
are sent, ~1cre by a convention that put before the people a platform,
which pl:ltform, as I understand the English language, pnt their support
on the condition that the President of the Uuitcd Stntes will agree to
be brow-beatt'll by thl'm. I will not vote to ~ay that any such del<•gntion from anj such party is the sole delegation from the State of Missouri. Least of all ,1 ill I do it as a Union.Lincoln man, favorable to the
L nion-Lineoln cause in the State of Missouri, and I tell you !lC're to-day,
that if j·ou give this vote and do this thing, you will, if you will allow a
PresbytL-rian preacher to say so, come as nigh to playing the devil ns
any set of gentlemen ever did with their eyes blindfolded.
Mr..\.. B11ANDAou:, of cJnnecticut.-1 call for the previous question
upon th:tt part of the majority repoi-t which refors to tho Missouri case.
The •·nil was sustained.
•
The PRE~IDENT.-The propo~tion is_ that the Rnclical Delegates
from :Missouri be admitted as full delegates on this floor. Upon this
question there has bct•n a call for a vote by States, and the Secretary
will proceed to call the roll.
Thl1 roll ,111s called with the following result:
)[nine....... . • . .. . . . . . . . . .
New Halllpshirc . . . . . . . . . . . .
Vermont...................

AV£~.

14
10
10

:uvs.
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MaMacl1usetts............. ..
Rhode Island . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Connt•cticut . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . .
New York.... ~-............
New Jersey .. , . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Pennsylvania . . . .. .. . .. . . .. . .
Delaware....................
Maryland...................
Kentucky . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Ohio .................. , .....
Indiana..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Illinois.... .. . . . . .. . . .. . • . .
)li~hi~ ..................•..
W1RConsm... ... . . ... . . ... . . ..
Iown......... ... ..... .... . ..
:Minnesota.. . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . . .
California.... .. . . . .. . . . . .. . . .
Oregon:.·:·.·...............
West Vrrguua.... ... . . ... . . . .
Kansas....................

24

8
12
66

14
49
6

14
21
42
26

8

1

32
16
16
16
8
10
6

10
6

440

4

The PRESIDENT.-Tho rC'sult is to admit tho Radical Delegation from
Mi~souri as the full delegation from that State. [Vociferous applause.]
.The next question i's on the amendment offered by the gentleman from
New York, in regard to the other States and Territories, which he will
read:
Mr. PRESTON Krno, of New York.-The proposition was diYidcd on
the caIJ of some gentlemen. This is the next clause which I propo~o :
"That the delegates admitted to this Convention from Virginia, Tennessee,
Loui~iann, Florida and .Arknn~:is, and from all the ora;anizcd Territories and
the District of Columbia, shnll be allowed nil the prinlcgcs of delegate.«, including the right to vote; hut that the Territories and the District of Columbia shall be nllowed two votes only; and that no State or Territory shall be
allowed to cast more votes tl1nn it has delegates prc:icnt, or more than it would
be entitled t-0 under the rules of the Convention."

Mr. THADDEUS STEVENS, of Pennsylvania.-! understand that proposition to embrace nil the amendments the gentleman from New York
has to oflcr. Am I right 1
Mr. PRESTOl'i Knw, of New York.-Yes, sir.
Mr. TnADDKUS STEVENS, of Pennsylvania..-Then the question comes
between that and the majority report, and I hdieve we nre pretty much
disposed to sustain the Commi.ttec alJ the way through. I call, therefore, for the previous question on the whole subject.
Mr. C. '\VALDOnN, of Pcnnsylvania.-1 desire to say n word at this
stage.
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~fr. T11.\1>DEl's 8TEVE'-S. of Pennsylrnnia.-It is out of order. I ha,e
called tor the previous quPstiou.
llfr. C. W ALDORN, of Pcnnsylvauia.-D~ I understand that I cannot
make a remark at this time 7
Mr. TnADDEus STEVENS, of Pennsyh-ania.-It is not in order.
Mr. C. WALBORN, of Pennsylvanili.-Mny I not ask to have the call
withdrawn 7
T11E Pnt:!;IDENT.-The Chair win state the question. The majority
report recommends that the delegates from the several States and Territories named shall be admitted with the rights of delegates, except that
they shiill not be allowed to vote. The amendment proposC>s to adu to
those privih•ges that of voting. TJpon this question the previous question has bcC'll called, which, if sustained, will bring the Convention to a
vote directly upon the amendment offered by the gentlemen from New
York,
The call for the previous question was sustained.
Tho P1u:s1DENT.-The question is on tho amendment offered by the
gentleman from New York.
Tho question was put and the amendment was rejected.
Se,·eral delegates called for a vote by States.
Mr. A. II. REEDER, of Pennsylvania.-The call is too late.
The Pni,;srnEXT.-The question before the Convention now is upon
the original report of the committee.
SEVERAL DELEGATES.-\\'e want to know if Tcnne~see and Louisiana
are included in this vote.
The Pn&smE:-.1.-I must ask the gentleman from Tew York to read
the portion of the report.
:Mr. Pn~:STON Krno, of New York.-All the clauses of the majority
report have been agreed to, except the following :
"That the delegations from Virginia, Tennessee, Louisiana, Florida, and

A.rknnRlls, be admitted with all the rights and privileges of delegates to this

Convention, except the right to vote. That the delegation asking admission
from South Carolillll be not adu1itted to the Convention. That the delegations
from the organized Territories, und from the District of Columbia, be admitted
to the Convention with all the rights and privileges of dclcgat~, except the
right to ,otc."

Mr. J. II. LA~E, of Kansas.-! ask for a division of the question.

The P1tESIDENT.-l understood the call of the gentleman from Pcnnsylvnuia for the previous qucsti9n to apply to all the matter:; relating to
this subject.
Mr. THADDEUS STEvE>is, of Pennsylvnnia.-Prccisely.
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The P1n:smENT.-This debate is not in order.
Mr. J. II. LANE, of Kansas.-! do not propose to debate, but I rise
to a question of privilege. I ask fol' the division of the question, so that
there may be a separate vote taken on the admission of Tennessee, Arkansas and Louisiana, and on the admission of Nevada, Nebraska. and
Colorado.
The PnESIDENT.-The Chair rule~ that under the call of the previous
question a diYision is not in order, but the Convention is brought to a
<lil'ect vote on the entire question.
:Mr. J. H. LANE, of Kansas.-! appeal from the decision of the Chair.
I appeal to every parliamentarian in this body if the decision is not an
error. The previous question brings the House to a direct vote upon
the question, but the proposition before the House is divisible at any
period before the vote is taken. [" That's right."]
The PRESIDEN·r.-The Chair has no pride or opinion to consult on this
question. The only object of the Chair is to conform to the rules
adopted by the Convention. The Chair has made this decisi~1 because
he thinks it is right. The Chair has no objection to the appeal. But if
there be any parliamentarian in the Com·cntion who can speak from his
knowledge of parliamentary law as applicable to this Convention, acting
under the rules of the House of Representatives, the Chair will be very
gfad to hear his explanation, and to correct the decision, if it be wrong.
Mr. J. II. LANE,of Kansas.-! understand that Ml'. Grow, who was for
some years Speaker of the House of Representatives, is here, and I am
perfectly willing to take his opinion 011 this question.
The PRESIDENT.-lf the Chair is wrong, he wi11 be happy to be corrected by Mr. Grow.
Mr. G. A. G&ow, of Pennsylvania.-! will state to the Chair that,
during the ldst Congress, the rules of the House of Representatives were
amended so as to allow the division of a question at any time before a
vote. Previous to that time, the decision must have been demanded
before the call of the previous question was sustained, or it could not
be divillcd.
The PaESIDENT.-The Chair very cheerfully accepts the suggestion
of the late Speaker of the House of Representatives, and therefore entertains the call of the gentleman from Kansas for a division of the question; but as the House is acting under the previous question, there can,
of course, be no debate.
Mr. J. JI. LANR, ofKansas.-The course of the Senate is that a Senator rises in his place and asks for a separate vote on any particular portion of a question• which is capable of division. I now ask that the q ues4
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tion may be taken on the general report, reserving a separate vote upon
the States and Territories I have named.
The PRESIDENT.-Does the gentleman propose to take a separate vote
on each State and Territory 7
Mr. J. H. LANE, of Kansas.-All I want is a separate vote as to Ten·
nessec, Louisiana and Arkansas, and as to Nebraska, Colorado and Nevada.
The PRESIDENr.-Does the gentleman propose that there shall be a
vote taken on each 1
Mr. J. II. LANE, of Kansas.-No; but let the question be taken separately. These three States stand in the same relation, as I understand.
At the suggestion of my friends, I will ask for a separate vote first on
the States of Tennessee, Louisiana and Arkansas. I will then ask for a
separate vote upon the Territories that are organizing State governments,
namely, Nevada, Nebraska and Colorado, and I desire to have the vote
in each ease taken by States.
The Pm,s1v1rnT.-The question then will be first in regard to the
States of Arkansas, Tennessee and Louisiana, and upon that question a
call is made for a vote by States.
Mr. C. M. ALLEN, of Indiana.-! ask for a further division of the
question, so that the vote shall first be taken upon Tennessee separately.
The PRESIDENT.-The Chair will entertain that division. The question now before the Convention is in regard to Tennessee.
Mr. GEORGE WILLIAM CuRTis, of New York.-Do I understand that
the question now to be submitted is whether the delegation from Tennessee shall be admitted to this floor with all the privileges of delegates,
including the right to vote?
Mr. J. IL LANE, of Kansas.-Certainly.
s~;VERAL DELEOATES.-No, no.
.
Mr. GEoRGB WILLIAM CURTIS, of New York.-1 ask the Chair if that
is the question.
The PnESIDENT.-The Chair has already stated that the report of the
majority of the Committee, as he is instructed by the Chairman of that
Committee, is that the Tennessee delegates be admitted without the
right to vote, but with all other rights ; and so of these other States.
Mr. E. l!'. DRAK~, of Ohio.-The question before us was on agreeing
to the report of the majority of the Committee, which excluded the delegations from these several States from voting. To that the gentleman
from New"York moved an amendment that the State and Territorial
delegates be allowed to Yote. Upon that question a vote was taken,
and tho result was announced by the Chair, pending Y\hir.)i a division
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was demanded. The Chair ruled the division to be out of order, and
afterwards reversed the decision. The question as it now stands is upon
voting on the amendment of the gentleman from New York in reference
to the State of Tennessee separately.
The PR:ESIDKNT.-Do I understand the gentleman from Kansas
aright, that he did not propose to allow the delegates to vote ? I understood him to move a division of the question upon these several States
and Territories, leaving them in the condition reported by the Committee, that is to say, that their delegates should not be entitled to vote.
Mr. J. H. LANE, of Kansas.~he Chairman of the Committee moved
an amendment to give the delegates from several States and Territories
the right to vote. That question is pending. "'When the gentleman from
Pennsylvania moved the previous question, I asked for a division of the
proposition, and, as I understand, if themotion that I have made prevails,
it gives to the State of Tennessee, the State of Louisiana and the State
of Arkansas, and the Territories of Nebraska, Colorado and Nevada, a
del<!gation here with a right to vote.
The PRESIDENT..-The motion of the gentleman from Kansas is that
this division shall be upon the amendment offered by the gentleman from
·New York, the effect of which, if carried, will be to give a vote to each
of the delegates named by him. Upon this question a vote by States
has been called. Those in favor of admitting the delegation from Tennessee upon this floor with a right to vote, will say "aye," and those
who a.re opp~sed to it will say "no." The Secretary will proceed to
call the roll.
The roll was called, with the following result:
Maine.......................
New Hampshire ......... : .. .
Vermont..... . . . . . ... . . .. . ..
Massachusetts .. . . . . ........ .
Rhode Island. . . . .. . .. . . . . . . .
Connecticut.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
New York ..................
New Jersey.... . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Pennsylvania...............
Delaware........ . . . . . . . . . .
Matyland............ ... .. . . .
Missouri....................
Kentucky..................
Ohio . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Indiana.....................
Illinois. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
)fi~higa~ . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . .
Wisconsin..................

AYES,

3

2
2
10

66
14
31 '•.......
1

1

19

NOES,

11

10

8
24
6
2

21

4
13
3

4

18

24

2

2
115

14

42

32

1

•
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Iowa....................... 9
Minnesota . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
California... . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . 10
Oregon:.·;.................. 6
West VugJIDa.............. 10
Kansas..................... 6

7

7

151
810
[New York at first voted 48 ayes, 18 noes; Missouri 4 ayes, 16 noes; Indiana 18 ayes, 8 noes; Illinois 32 noes, and California 8 ayes, 2 noes, but changed
their votes before the result was aimounced, as above stated.]

The PnESIDENT.-The amendment the gentleman from Kansas has
been agreed to, and now the question before the Convention is upon the
proposition as amended to admit the delegates from Tennessee with the
right to vote.
The motion was agreed to, amid deafening applause.
The PnESIDENT.-The Chair will now ask the chairman of the delegation from Tennessee to advise the Chair of the number and the names
of the delegates from that State to be entered on the roll.
•
Mr. IIonACE MAYNARD, of Tennessee.-The number of delegates
present from the State at large and the several districts, some of which
are represented by a single delegate only, is fifteen. I might give the
reason for that particular number, but it would not inform the Convention or the President. Tho fact is, that there is that number of delegates
present. Mr. President, I am instructed by this delegation to express
to the Convention their profound sense of gratitude for this J)Xpression of
confidence in the patriotism, the loyalty and the devotion to country of
our constituents at home [applause], to whose breasts this vote will
carry a joy second only to that of a great victory upon the field of arms.
[Great applause.]
The PREsIDENT.-Thc Chair understands the chairman of the delegation from Tennessee to report that there are fifteen delegates present
frorn that State. The chairman will please send their names on paper
to the Secretary, that they may be enrolled.
Mr. HORACE MAYNARD, of Tennessec.-Gertainly.
Mr. A. II. REEDER, of Penn.-May I inquire of the gentleman from
Tennessee whether they represent fifteen congressional districts?
The PRESIDENT.-Each district has two delegates, the gentleman is
aware.
Mr. A. II. REEDER, of Penn.-1 am aware of that, but I desire to
know how many congressional districts they represent.
:Mr. IlortACE MAYNARD, of Tennessee. -A portion of them represent the State at large, and the remainder represent the several districts
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into which the State is divided. One district has one representative, and
the others havo two. The reason for this peculiar number is well
known. The State of Tennessee in the electoral college would be entitled, if admitted to the college, to ten votes, two for her senators and
eight for her representatives in Congress. That would entitle her to
twenty votes here if her delegation was full. A portion of the present
delegation were elected to represent the State at large, another portion
to represent the several _districts, and one district is represented by but
a single delegate. The district in which I myself reside, I representing
the State at large, is represented in the person of my friend, the Rev .
• Dr. Brownlow. [ Applause.] These facts will be presented to the
Secretary of the Convention, iO that the matter may be perfectly understood.
The PRESIDENT.-The question now is upon the admission.
Mr. C. DELANO, of Ohio.-! rise to make an inquiry, through the
Chair, of the gentleman from Kimsas, and it is whether he is not willing
now, after the expression of opinion that he has had from the Conv~ntion, to withdraw his proposition for a further division, and permit us to
come to a settlement of this question by a single vote.
Mr. J. IL LANE, of Kansas.-1 was on my feet to make that very
suggestion. W c have admitted Tennessee without a State organization.
Louisiana and Arkansas have free State organizations, and I was about
to move, and I will move, with the approbation of the Convention, that
Arkansas and Louisiana be admitted by acclamation.
The PRESIDENT.-The motion is not in order, except by the universal
consent of the Convention.
Several Delegates objected.
Mr. TuADDEus STEVENS, of Pennsylvania.-! call for a vote by
States on this question.
The PRESIDENT.-Thc Chair will state the question. The motion is
that the delegates from Arkansas and Louisiana be admitted to this
Convention with the full rights of delegates, including the right to vote,
upon which the gentleman from Pennsylvania calls for a vote by States.
Is that call seconded 1 [Yes.] The roll will be called, and those in
favor of admitting the delegates from Arkansas and Louisiana, with the
full rights of delegates, including the right to vote, will say " aye," and
those who arc against it will say "no."
The vote was taken, with the following result :
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AYES.

)In.inc.......................

NOF.S.

11

3

New Ilampshirc............ .
Vermont.................... 5
Mas,;achusctts ....... , ..... .
1
Rhode Islan!l................
Connecticut................ 10
New Y:ork... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 61
New Jersey... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14
Pennsylvania................
5
Delaware ................. .
Maryland.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
)fiR-<O\lri,..... , . , • , , • , • . . . . . . 17
Tennessee . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15
Kentucky . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12
Ohio ......................• 42
Indiana.................... 22
Illinois . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 32
Mi~lliga~...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10
W1RConsrn.... .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . • 1;:;
Iowa . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14
}tirincsota................... .
Califomin .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . 6
Oregon._. . : . : . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . 6
We!<t Vuguua.............. 10
Kalli;.'ls.. . .......... . ...... 6

10
(i

. ....... 24
7

........

2
3

47

(i

18
0

10

........

4
0

1

2
8

........

4

Total. . ., ........ 807 ........ 167

The announcement of the result was received with great applause.
The PRESIDENT.-Thc Chair will now request the clmirmen of the
delegations from the St 1tcs of Arkans.'ls and Louisiana to furnish the
Secretary with n list and number of the delegation from those two States.
Mr. A. JI. Hi;;Eo~:R, of Pennsylvania.-! suggest, also, that they
furnish a list of the congressional di::itricts represented.
The PRESIDENT.-Tho Chair should first put the question on tl1e
motion ns amcn<lcd, the amendment only having been adopted. The
motion as amende<l is, that the delegates from Arkansas nnd Louisiana
be admitted with the right to vote.
The motion was agreed to.
The PRES1ox:-T.-Thc next question lx>fore the Con\"ention relates to
the Territories of Nebraska, Colorado nn<l Nevndn; an<l it is moved
that the delegates present from those three Territories be admitted to all
the rights of ddcgatcs in this Convention, including the right to volt'.
Mr. J. II. LANE, of Kansas.-These three Territories aro in course
of organization ns States, and will cast their votes for the. nominees of
this Convention at the .November election. The day of election for the
State organization in those Territories is fixed for the second Tuesday
of September.
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Mr. THADDEUS S·rEVENs, of Pennsylvania.-! call the gentleman to
order. He knows that we are acting under the previous question.
The PRESIDENl'.-The motion is to admit the delegates from these
three Territories, with the right to vote.
The motion was agreed to.
The PRESIDENT.-Thc question now before the Convention is on the
remaining portion of the majority report.
Mr. J. Y. SCAMMON, of lllinois.-1 wish to know what, in the report,
is done with Virginia and South Carolina.
The PRESIDENT.-The chairman of the committee will read the report
in regard to that matter.
Mr. PRESTON Krno, of New York.-The parts of the majority report
which have not been acted upon, and have not been covered by the
amendments made, propose to a-dmit the delegates from Virginia and
Florida without the right to vote, and to reject the delegates from South
Carolina. It also admits the delegates from all the organized Territorles,
without the right to vote.
Mr. CAMPBELL TARR, of 1.Vest Virginia.-! move that the report be
amended by allowing the delegates from the State of Virginia to vote.
Virginia has been put upon the back seat; and when delegates have
been admitted from the other States, and even from Territories, I think
she is certainly entitled to a place in tl1e list.
Mr. J. A. J. CRESWELL, of Maryland.-! rise to a point of order. I
make the point that the call for the previous question having been sustained, the amendment is not in order.
. The PRESIDENT.-The point of order is well taken.
Mr. THADDEUS STEVENS, of Pennsylvania.-! move to reconsider the
vote ordering the previous question, so as to allow amendments to be
made. I think all ought now to come in alike. I move, therefore, to
reconsider the vote ordering the previous question.
The motion to reconsider was not agreed to.
Mr. C. M. ALLEN, of Indiana.-What disposition does the report
make of New Mexico and the District of Columbia 1
Mr. PRESTON Krno, of New York.-It admits their delegates to the
Convention, with all the privileges of delegates, except that of votiug.
:Mr. E. D. SMITH, of South Carolina.-! ask, as chairman of the delegation sent here from South Carolitia, whether or not it is in order for
that delegation to be heard in favor of the claims of that State here, and
whether it is not in order to make a motion to amend the teport of the
Committee which rejects those delegates from the floor altogether. I
wish to know whether I may not be allowed to advocate the right of
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that delegation to appear before thhs Convention to sit upon the' floor
without the privikgc of voting, the same ns the District of Columbia 1
The PRESIDENT.-The Chair "ill inform the gentleman that, under
the operation of tl10 previous question, such a motion is out of order.
The question before the Conventio11 now is, ns stated by the C'hair,
the adoption of the report of the majority of the Committee, as
amcu<l~d.
The report wns adopted.
Mr. )f. B. Low1tv, of PennsJlmnia, addressed the Chair, and w:is
recognized.
Mr. CA"PDELL TARR, of "\Vest Virginin.-I wish to know where the
State of Virginia :stands in this Convention 7
The PnESIOEN·r.-Preciscly where tho Committee reported that it
sho~ld stand. The delegates are admitkd witl1out the right to vote.
Mr. CAMPBELL TARR, of West Virginia.-! move a reeonsidt•ration.
I demand that the State of Virginia lShall have a right to vote on this
floor.
The PHESIDENT.-Thc gentleman is not in order. Mr. Lownv, of
Pennsyh-anin, is entitled to the floor.
Mr. M. B. Low1tY, of Pennsylvania.-! rise to inquire how many
delegates arc reported as coming from :--fcbraska, nnd who they are. I
am told that there arc two sets of delegatt>,; from that Territory.
The PnESIDENT.-The cliairman of the clelegntion from Nebraska has
not yet reported the list of delegates. He will please sC'nd his list to
the Chair, as will the chairmen of the other territorinl delegations.
Mr. J. F. HANKS, of Arkansas.-My origin was in New York, but I
have lived in Arknusas for twenty-seven yt•ars, and I claim that" e have
a right to be taken to the bosom and under the protection of the Stars
and Stripes.
o thank the Convention for having admitted us to seats.
Mr. J. IL LANK, of Kansas.-! move that the Committee on Resolutions be called upon to mukc their report.
Mr. A. B11ANDAO}:E, of Connecticut.-Do I unclcrstand that the report
of the Committee on Credentials has been u<lopte<l 7
The PaKSIDEN'l'.-lt has been ndopted as amended.
:Mr. .J. STEWART, of l\fnryland.-As one who voted for the adoption of that report for the purpose of moving a reconsideration, I now
rise to make that motion, and I will state my reason for so doing. Arkonsas, Louisiana and Tenn('ssee have been admitted, but Virginia hns
been excluded. (" Order," "order.")
The 1'11r.S1DENT.-Thc gentleman is not in orcler. The gentleman
from Kansas has made a motion calling for the report of tho Committee
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011 Resolutions.
Tho Chair rules that to be in order, and the question
is on that motion.
The motion was ngreed to.

RESOLUTIONS.
Mr. IlENRY J. RAYMOND, of New York.-I am instructed by the
Committee on Resolutions and Platform to present for the consideration
and ndion of this- Convention the following series of resolutions:
1. Re1<0lred, That it i~ the highr~t duty of every American citizen to maintain
ag11in~t nil their enemie11 the integrity of the t.:'nion and the paramount authority
of the Constitution and laws of the United States; 1md that, laying n~idc all
diffc1·enees of political opinion, we pledge ourselvc~, as Union men, animated
by n {'Ommon sentiment 1md aiming at a common object, to do everything in
our power to aid the Government in quelling by force of arms tlle Rebellion now
rag-in~ against its authority, nnd in bringing to the punishuwnt due to their
crimt•~ the Rebels and traitors arrayed aguinst it. [Prolonged applause.]
2. &solrctl, That we approve the detrrntlnation of the Government of the
United States not to compromi.~ with Hebel~, or to offer them any terms of
pe11t·P, except such as may be bused upon 11n unconditional ijurrcnder of their
hostility and 11 return to their just allegiunce to tho Constitution and lnws of
the United States, and llint we cnll upon the Government to mnintain this position, and to prosecute the war with the utmost po"-•ible vi~or to the complete
suppression of the Rebellion, in full rcliunce upon the self-sacrificing patriotmn, the lleroic valor and the undying devotion of the Ame1ican people to
their country nnd its free institutions. (1\pplause.)
3. Re;iolred, That as Sla,ery w11s the cau~, and now constitutes the !\trcngth,
of this Rebellion, and os it must he, nlways ond e,erywhere, ho~tile to the principleA of Republican Govcrnmcnt,justice ancl the National safoty ctemancl it A utter
and complete extirpation from the soil of the Republic [applnu,e) :-and that,
while we uphold nnd mnintain the acts and proclamations by which the Government, in its own defericc, has aimed a deatb-1,Jow at this gigantic evil, we are in
favor, furthennore, of surh an amrndmcnt to the Constitution, to be made by the
people in conformity with its provisions, us shall terminate and forever prohibit
the existence of Slavery within the limits or the jurisdiction of the {;nited
Stnk,., (Tremendous n1>plnuse, the delegittcs rising and waving their hat~.)
4. RCl!olverl, That the thanks of the American people arc due to the soldiers
and sailors of the Army nnd Navy [applause], who hnve periled their lives in defence of their country and in vindication of the honor of its flag; that the nation
owe~ to them wme pennnnent re<'ognition of their patrioti.~m und their valor,
and nmple and permanent provision for those of their survivors who l11we received disablin~ and honorable wounds in tho service of the country; nnd that
the memori~
those who have fallen in its defence shall he held in grateful
and cvcrlastin~ remembrance. [Lourl applnuse and cheers.]
5. R~'!()l7!u1, That we approve nnd applaud the practical wisdom, the unselfiMh patrioti~m and the unswerving fidelity to the Constitution and the principles of Anwricnn liberty, with which AnR.UU)t Lc.coJ.N has discbnrged,
under circum~tances of unparalleled difficulty, the great duties and responsibilities of the Presidential office; that we approve and endon<e, ns demanded
by the emergency nnd CSHential to the prc.<icrvation of the nation and as within
the provisions of the Constitution, the measures and ucts which he has adopted
to defond the nation against itg open nntl l!(.'Cret foes: that we approve, e:.--pccially, the Proclamation of Emancipation, and the employment as Union sol-
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diers of men heretofore held in slavery [applause]; and that we have full
confidence in his determination to carry these and all other Constitutional
measures essential to the salvation of the counh·y into full and complete effect.
[Vociferous applause.)
6. Resolved, That we deem it essential to the general welfar~ that harmony
should prevail in the National Councils, and we regard as worthy of public
confidence and official trust those only who cordially endorse the principles proclaimed in these resolutions, and which should characterize the administration
of the Government. [Applause.)
7. Resowed, That the Government owes to all men employed in its armies,
without regard to distinction of color, the full protection of the laws of war[applause]-and that any violation of these laws, or of the usages of civilized nations in time of war, by the Rebels now in arms, should be made the subject of
prompt ancl full redress. [Prolonged applause.]
8. Resolved, That foreign immigration, which in the past bas aclcled so much
to the wealth, development of resources and increase of power to this nation,
the asylum of the oppressed of all nations, should be fostered and encouraged
by a liberal and just policy. [Applause.]
9. Resolved. That we are in favor of the speedy construc~n of the Raih-oad
to the Pacific coast. [Applause.J
10. Resolved, That the National faith, pledged for the redemption of the
public debt, must be kept inviolate, aild that for this purpose we recommend
economy and rigid responsibility in the public c:i..-pcnditures, and a vigorous
and just system of taxation; and that it is the duty of every loyal State to sustain the credit and promote the use of the National currency. [Applause.]
11. &solved, That we approve the position taken by tbe Government that
the people of the United States can never regard with indifference the attempt
of any European Power to overthrow by force or to supplant by fraud the institutions of any Republican Government on the Western Continent-[prolonged
applause)-and that they will view with extreme jealousy, as menacing to the
peace and independence of their own country, the efforta of any such })OWer to
obtain new footholds for Monarchial Governments, sustained by foreign military force, in near proximity to the United States. [Long-continued applause.)
Mr. C. S. Bc-snNELL, of Connecticut.-Those resolutions are their
own argumcut. I move their adoption by acclamation.
The motion was agreed to, amid enthusiastic applause.
NOMINATION

OF PRESIDENT.

Mr. C. DELANO, of Ohio.-1 move that this Conventioq now proceed
to the nomination of candidates for President and Vice-President of the
United States. [Great applause.]
Mr. SrMoN CAMERON, of Pennsylvania.-! move, as a substitute for
the motion of the gentleman from Ohio, the following:

" Resolved, That AnnArrAM LINCOLN, of Illinois [great applause], be declared
the choice of the Union party for the President, and HANNIBAL HA?dLIN, of
Maine, be the candidate for Vice-President of the same party."
[" No," " no."] ,
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Mr. J. A. J. CRESWELL, of Muryland.-I eall for.a division.
Mr. WILLIAM M. STONE, of Jowa.-1 ask, sir, if I cmmot submit a
motion to amend the resolution, not the substitute of the gentleman from
Pennsylrnnia, but the original rtsolution?
.
The PnESIDENT.-Thc gcntJt,ni.m from PennsJlvania ht\S offered this
as a snhstitute for tho motion of tho gentl<'man from Ohio.
Mr. \V1LLIAM M. STONE, of Iowu.-1 move to lay it upon the table.
The PRESIDENT put the question on the motion to lay upon the table,
and declared that it was agreed to.
Mr. TnADDEUS STEVENS, of Pennsylvania, and others called for a vote
by States.
Mr. B. C. Co01r, of lllinois.-1 move that Abraham Lincoln, of Illinois, be declared the choice of this Cournntion. [Great applause.]
Mr. WM. M. Sron, of lowa.-1 insist on my motion.
The PnESIDENT.-The gentleman from Iowa moved that the resolution offered by the gt•utleman frorn Pennsylvania be lai<l upon the tablo.
That motion was put to the Ilousc,.-md dedarcd to be carried; and the
Chair then recognized Mr. Cook, of Illinois, as having the floor.
Mr. T11ADDEUS STEVENS, of Ponn.-1 called for a vote by States before the result was declared.
The PnESIDE:-T.-The Chair did not hear the gentleman from Pennsylvanin.
Mr. THADDEUS S•rEvENS, of Penn.-! supposed so, for there was a
'
univer:sal yell everywhere.
Mr. W1LLll:.J :,.r. STONE, of Iowa.-1 have not yet yielded the floor.
The PRESlDENT.-Does the gt'lltloman from Pennsylvania insist upon
a call of the States, upon the motion of the gentleman from Iowa to lay
upon the table the resolution of the other gentleman from Pennsylvania
(Mr. Cameron)?
l\fr. TnADDEUS Str.VENS, of Pcnn.-1 do, sir.
SEvEttAL DELEGATEs.-It is too late.
The P1tESIDENT.-The·gentlt•m:m from Pennsylvania informs the Chair
that, bl'foro the motion was put to the CouYcntion, he called for a vote
by State~.
Mr. TnADDEUS STEVENS, of Penn.-Beforo it was announced.
Tho PnESIDENT.-The call was made before the vote was announced,
but not ht.fore the question was put. Under the rules, as I understand,
before the announcement of a vote upon a proposition, n delegate has a
right to call for a vote by States; and that being so, the Convention will
now vote upon the adoption of the substitute oflered by the gentleman
from Pennsylvania.

GO
Mr. ,J. A. J. CRESWELL, of Maryland.-! call for a division of the
question on the substitute.
The PttESIDENT.-That is not now in order, because the question before the Convention is, shall the rc~olution offered by General Cameron
be laid upon the table 1 and upon that.question a vote by States is called.
Mr. R J. BnEcKJNIUDoE, of Kl•ntucky.-I wish to make a motion
covering the" hole subject, if I muy be ullowed one moment to do so.
I wish to move to by all those resolutions on the table for tho pmpose
of declaring by accl!lmation that Abraham Lin<'oln i,; our choice for
President of the United States. [Trcmeudous applause.]
Mr. J. II. LANE, of Kausas.-1 appeal to the genth•man from Pcnnsylv::mia, Gcncrul Cameron, with the com;cnt of the Convention, to withdraw hi~ resolution. It places us in a very awkwurd predicament indeed.
I do hope that he, consulting the best interests of the country, will withdrnw his resolution, and Jct us voto upon the motion made by the gentleman from Iowa. (Applaus<'.]
Mr. SrMoN CAMERON, of Pcnn.-Allow me to say a word to the gentleman from Kansas. If ho thinks it is iujuriom; to the best inh-re:;ts of
the country for me to p<'rsist in my resolution, I wiH now agrc<', to save
all this troubl<', to withdraw my proposition. (Applaus<'.]
:Mr. J. II. LANE, of Knnsas.-Now give us "Old Abe." [Great
cheering.]
The PRESIDENT.-The motion of the gl•ntleman from Pennsylvania
bciJg withdrawn, ~fr. Cook, of Illinois, is entitlod to tho floor.
Mr. SrnoK CA¥EIION, of Penn.-1 b<'g pardon, I am not done. I
was about to say that I woul<l withdraw my resolution and move, instead
of it, th11t thi~ Convention nominal<' by ncclamution Abraham Lincoln
for the seconu t<'rm. [V ocifcrous applause.]
:Mr. ·wM. M. STONE, of Iowa.-! do not want the gentleman to cheat
me out of my motion. [L:rnght<'r.]
·
The PnEsrnENT.-Gencral Cam('ron withdraws his resolution upon
condition. The Chair cannot recognize the right of the gentleman to
withdraw upon condition.
SEVERAL DELEOA1'Es.-Lct General Cameron withdraw it unconditionally.
The PnESJDF.NT.-lt mu~t be an absolute withdrawn!, or not at all.
Does the gentlC'man withdraw his resolution?
Mr. SIMON CAMERON, of Penn.-1 modify my resolution in the way
I have suggested.
:Mr. \V1LLIAM M. STONE, of Iowa.-Is tho substitute of the gentleman
from Pcnnsylv11nia withdrawn?
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The PnESIDRNT -The gentleman from Pennsylvania has not answered
the question of the Chair.
Mr. SIMON CAMERON, of Penn.-J say my resolution is not withdrawn,
but modified.
The PRESIDENT.-The Chair does not recognize that as being within
the rules. The resolution offered by the gentleman from Pennsylvania
not being withdrawn, it is before tho House, and a vote by States has
been called for upon it.
Mr. HENRY J. RAYMOND, of New York.-1 understand, sir, that the
motion now before the Convention is that substituted by the gontl('man
from Pennsylvania (Mr. S. Cameron) for the one which he offered & little
while ago, but afterwards withdrew; and that motion is, that Abraham
Lincoln be nominated by acclamation as our candidate for President.
Now, sir, on that point I desire to say one word. I take it fo1· granted,
and I believe, that there is no man in this Convention, no matter from
what State he may come, who will not, however the vote may be taken,
whether by acclamation, by a call of States, or by a call of individual
delegates, give his vote in just that way. It cannot, therefore, be from
any apprehension as to the result of the vote, that this particular way of
taking it is proposed. Hence we must look to other considerations in
deciding how we shall take it. Sir, I desire to submit one consideration
to this Convention. It is very well known that attempts have been
made, though" I believe without success, to convey the impression that
the nomination of Abraham Lincoln is to be rushed through this Convention by some demonstration that will not allo,v the exercise of individual opinion. Is it wise, under these circumstances, to take a vote by
acclamation, which cannot possibly change the result, which can add no
weight whatever to it, but which m11y give rise to misconstruction 1 I
suggest, therefore (and I shall move ns a substitute a resolution embodying my view), that the wisest course would be to allow the roll of States
represented in this Convention to be called, and let every delegation
declare its vote, and I believe there will be a unanimous vote from every
delc>gation precisely to the same effect. (Great applause.] I think the
moral ('{feet of that vote will be greater than ouc taken originally by
acclamation. It can be reinforced, as it will bo reinforced in this ConYention and throughout the country, by the loud acclamations of the
American people. [Renewed applause.] Now, sir, I move as a substitute for the motion of the gentleman from Pennsylvania, that the roll of
States be called, and that each delegation be called upon to name its
candidate for President of the United States.
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Mr. E. M. MADDEN, of New York.-And upon that resolution I call
for the previous question.
Mr. SrnoN CAMERON, of Penn-I desire to accept the suggestion of
the gentleman from New York (Mr. Raymond).
Mr. B. C. Coox, of lllinois.-Mr. President, the State of Illinois
again presents to the loyal people of this Nation, for President of the
United States, Abraham Lincoln. God bless him. [Great applause.]
Mr. "'IVM. M. STONE, of Iowa.-In the name of the great \Vest, I demand that the roll be called.
The PaESIDENT.-The gentleman from Ohio moved that this Convention pr•ceed to the nomination of candidates for President and VicePrcsident. Thereupon a resolution was offered by the gentlem,an from
Pennsylvania, which has been discussed, and upon that the gentleman
from New York moves that we p1·occed to the nomination of a candidate for President alone. I ask the gentleman from Ohio whether he
accepts that as a substitute for his motion.
Mr. \VM. M. SroNE, of Iowa.-The gentleman from Iowa, you mean.
Ml·. C. DELANO, of Ohio.-Allow me a word of explanation. It was
with a full comprehension of the necessity of having an expression of
opinion in favor of Abraham Lincoln, in order that there should be no
misapprehension, no claim that he had been nominated by clamor, and
that public sentiment had been suppressed, as has been suggested by the
gentleman from New York, that I desired to have the nomination made in
. the mode indicated by my motion. No man desires his nomination more
than I. I assisted in it in a small majority in my own delegation four
years ago. I thank God for the privilege. I now accept the resolution
offered by the gentleman from New York as a substitute for miue, for
that accomplishes the object I have in view, and then I shall be glad to
see gentlemen express their opinions by acclamation until their throats
are sore.
The PitESIDENr.-Thc question before the Convention is on the motion
that we proceed to the nomination of a candidate for President by the
call of States.
Mr. W. M, SroXE, of Iowa.-1 submitted a motion to lay on the
table the substitute of the gentleman from Pennsylvania, and that motion has been adopted.
Mr. J. II. LANE, of Kansas.-GiYc us a little magnanimity, STONE,
and let us vote.
Mr. W. M. SToNJ,, of lowa.-Then I moved that Abraham Lincoln,
of Illinois, be declared the nominee by acclamation. [" Vote, vote."]
I accept the amendment of Mr. Raymond, of New York, and in the name
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of tho Great 1,Vest, I again demand that tho roll shall bo calle<l. [ A pplausc.]
Mr. TnoMrsoN C,u,rnnL, of California.-! rise, sir, to second the
nomination mudc by the hon. gcntlcmnn from Illinois. Coming as I do
from one of the most distant States of this Union, of which it can be
said in truth that there is no more intensely or uncompromisingly loyal
State, considering that she is the golc1en link in that mysterious chain
by which the various parts of this great nation arc bound together in
indis~oluble bonds which ncYcr can he separated by rebellion's hou<ls[" Vote, vote."J-1 ask to be allowe,l to say but lialf a dozen wol'<ls. In
the name.of the great constituency which sent us here, l second the nomination of the pn•scnt President of the Unitl•tl States, and I feel as<;urcd
that, under his lead, we shall go on triumph:mtly to victory, an<l conquer
pcacl).
The PnESIDENT.-Thc question is on the resolution offered by the
gentleman from New York p!r. lfa~·mon<l).
The resolution was ngrced to.
The PRESJDENT.-Tho roll will now be called hy the Sec1·rt11ry.
The Secrctnry procer<ll'd to call the roll, nnd as each State was railed,
responses were made by the Chairmen of the respective Delegations as
follows:
1\LuNE.-Maine casts her entire vote for Abrnl111111 Lincoln, of
Illinois.-14 votrs.
K f;W lIAMPl:iHJRE.-N' t•w Hampshire, the Granite Stale, in her convention on the 6th dny of January last, m11\uimously pussed a rc11olution, nominating Abraham Lincoln for re-<•lrction as President of tho
United Stutes. New Hampshire to-1fay, by her dell•gatcs, c.1st-< her
ton votes, first and last, for Abrahmn Lincoln, of lllinoi~.
\' t:n~iONT.-Thc Green Mountain State casts her small hut entii·c vote
of ten for Abraham Lincoln, of ]llinois.
MAssACITUSETTs.-1\Ins,mchusetts gives hot· entire vote, twenty-four,
to Abraham Lincoln.
RuonE IsLANn.-Rho<lc hland cn<:ts her entire eight votes for Abra.ham Lincoln.
CoNNECT!Ct:T.-Conneetiqut giYcs her twelve votes to that pure and
patriotic statesman, Abraham Lincoln, of Illinois.
il<EW YoRK.-~ew York C.'lSts sixty-six ,·otcs, her entire vote, for
Abraham Lincoln, of Illinois, for Pre<:ident of the Lmtcd States.
Ni::w J:&nSEY.-Ncw Jersey gives fourtcrn votes for Abraham Lin•
eoln.
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PENNSYLVANIA.-Pennsylvania gives her entire vote, fifty-two, for
Abraham Lincoln, "nigger" troops, and all. [Laughter.]
DELAWARE.-Dela.ware gives her vote, six, for Abraham Lincoln.
MARYLAND.-Maryland casts fourteen votes for Abraham Lincoln, of
Illinois.
LoUISIANA.-Louisiana gives her fourteen votes for Abraham Lincoln.
ARKANSAs.-Arkansas casts all her votes, ten, for Abraham Lincoln.
Mrnsouax.-Mr. J. F. IIuME.-Misspuri comes into this Convention
purified by its action, and her delegates "'ill support the nominees made
here, and do the utmost in our power to secure for them the electoral
vote of the State. It is but right and proper, however, that I should
state that, in the convention which 9esignated us as delegates to this
Convention, we were instructed, and we cannot, upon the first ballot,
give our votes in unanimity with those who have already cast their votes.
[" Order," " order."]
Mr. J. H. LANE, of Kansas.-I appeal to the Convention to hear
Missouri.
The PnESIDENT.-The gentleman from Missouri is not in order unless
by consent of the House.
Mr. J. I-I. LANE, of Kansas.-! move that consent be given.
The motion was agreed to unanimously.
Mr. J. F. Ilu111E, of Missouri.-It is a matter of much regret that
we now differ from the Convention which has been so kind to the Radie represent those
cals of Missouri ; but we come here instructed.
who are behind us at home, and we recognize the right of instruction, and
intend to obey our.instructions; but in doing so, we declare emphatically
that we are with the Union party of this Nation, and we intend to fight
the battle through with it, and assist in ca.rrying its banner to victory in
the end, and we will support your nominees, be they who they may.
[Great applause.] I will read the resolution adopted by the convention
which sent us here:

,v

"That we extend our heartfelt thanks to the soldiers of Missouri, who have
been, and are now, baring their breasts to the storm of battle for the preservation of our free institutions. That we hail them as the practical Radicals of
the Nation, whose arguments are invincible, and whose policy for putting down
the rebellion is first in importance and effectivenesa"

Mr. PRESIDENT-In the spirit of that resolution, I cast the twenty-two
votes of Missouri for tho man who stands at the head of the fighting
Radicals of the Nation, Ulysses S. Grant.
The calling of the roll was continued as follows :
Ti,:NNESSEE,-The convention that sent us here instructed us to say
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that, in their opinion, tho election by the American people to the office
of President of any other man than he who now fills the Executive Chair,
would be regarded both at home and abroad as a concession of something
to the Rebellion, and instructed us, by all means in our power, to secure
the nomination of Abraham Lincoln, and J now give him the fifteen votes
of Tennessee. [Applause.]
KENTUCKY.-Kcntucky casts her twenty-two votes fot· Abraham Lincoln, and will ratify that nomination in N ovcmber. [Great applause.]
Omo.-Ohio gives her forty-two votes for "Old Abe" for President.
lNorANA.-Indiana casts her twenty-six votes for Abraham Lincoln.
ILLrno1s.-lllinois gives thirty-two votes for Abraham Lincoln.
Mi'tmIGAN.-Michigan gives sixteen votes for Abraham Lincoln.
\V1sc0Nsrn.-Wisconsin casts sixteen votes for Alm.tham Lincoln, of
Illinois.
lowA.-Iowa casts sixteen votes for Abraham Lincoln.
Mrnin:soTA.-Minncsota casts eight votes for Abraham Lincoln.
CALIFORNIA.-California casts ten votes, all for Abraham Lincoln.
OitEGON.-Orcgon casts six votes, all of them, first, last and all the
time for Abraham Lincoln, of Jllinois.
KANsAs.-Radical Kansas casts her six votes for "Honest Old Abe."
WEST VmormA.-\Vest Virginia remembers her friends. She casts
her ten votes in this Com·ention, tho entire vote of the State of \Vest
Virginia, representing almost the entire loyal vote of the State, for Abraham Lincoln. [Applause.]
NEnRASKA.-Nebraska has one man in her delegation who was never
a Lincoln man, but who belongs to that proud party called the War
Union Democrats, and I am requested by that dekgate to s11y, that he
submits to the Convention, and I give the six votes of Nebraska for
Abraham Lincoln, whom we regard as the second saYiour of the world.
[ Appliiuso.]
CoLORADo.-Colorado casts her six YOtes for Abraham Lincoln.
NEVADA.-Neva<la gives six votes for Abraham Lincoln, of Illinois.
The PnESIDEN'r.-The call of the States and Territories !ms now been
completed.
Mr. J. F. Ilu~IE, of Missouri.-The ,·otc has not been announced,
but I wi~h to make a motion now, without waiting fur the announcement,
inasmuch as it is well understood ,1 hat the res nit of the ballot just given
is. I move that the nomination of Abraham Lincoln, of Illinois, be do-clared unanimous. [ Applausc.]
SEVERAL DELEGATES~Chango your votes.
Mr. J. F. IIUME, of Missouri.-Our vote was given under instructions, and therefore I do not know that we can change it.
6
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The P.1tESIDENT.-The gentleman's motion is not in order until the
vote shall have been announced.
1'he Secretary proceeded to announce the vote as follows:
LmcoLN.
GnA.'iT.
Maine...................... 14
New Hampshire . . . . . . . . . . . . 10
Vermont................... 10
Massachusetts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 24
Rhode Island . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8
Connecticut . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12
New York .................. 66
New Jersey................. 14
Pennsylvania ..............~. 52
Delaware.................... 6 . . . . . . . .
:Maryland ................... 14 ....... .
Louisiana.................. 14
Arkansas . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 ....... .
Missouri . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Tennessee. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15
Kentucky . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 22 ....... .

•
22

Ohio ........................ 42
Indiana.................... 26
Illinois. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . 82
lii~l1igai_1.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . .

16

California... . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .
Oregon.....................

7
6

..•..•••

Nebraska...................
Colorado. • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

6
6

....... .

Wiscousm... .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . 16
Iowa........................ 16
Minnesota.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8
West Virginia................ 10
Kansas....................
6
Nevada....................

6

Total. ............... 484

22

The PRESIDENT.-The total number of votes cast is 506, of which

484 have been cast for Abraham Lincoln, and 22 for Ulysses S. Grant.

[Great Applause.]
Mr. J. F. IIu~rn, of Missouri.-! now move that the nomination of
Abraham Lincoln be declared unanimous; and I do not care whether
the vote of Missouri is changed or not.
SEVERAL DELEGATEs.-Change the vote.
Mr. J. F . IluME.-1 am authorized now to change the vote of Missouri to Abraham Lincoln, of Illinois. [Great Applause.]
The SECRETARIES announced that the vote was unanimous-506 for
Abraham Lincoln.
The delegates and the audience simultancotTsly rose to their foet, and
greeted the announcement with vociferous applause. The band struck up
"Hail Columbia" and" Yankee Doodle," which were rapturously received.

G7
'l'he PnESIDENT.-Gcntlemen of the Convention-Although it b unnccc,sary after what has take11 place, yet, 11~ a part of my dut.), I announce the unanimou~ nomination of A braham Lincol11 for thP next
Presidency, for the term commencing on the 4th of Mardi next. [Great

appl:1ust•.]
Mr. \V. :M. STO:l,E, of Jo,,a.-I mo'l'e that

\\l now proceed to Yotc
for a c:nulidatc for \ ice-President hy the eall of th<! Statt•s.
Mr. LEONARD Swv.AT, of lllinoi~.-J um re•1111"sted on bc!H1lf of tl1c
<ll'11•gation from Illinois, to n•turn to this Convention their thauks for the
honor 1•011fcrrcd upon our Stnte, in the nomination of Ahrnham Lincoln.
\\ c ti ,lllk these delei;ates, we th, nk tht•ir constituent><, we tiiank all
men of nil parties, who have contributed to this result. In I SGO, when
the Con,·ention at Chicago, from the illustrious Ji,;t of statc~mc:n there
presented, selected Mr. Lincoln ai; the standard-bearer for that great
struggle - Mr. \\'rLLIA~ A. DAnT, of ::'\l'W York.-1 ohjcct to the g,mtlem:m
locating Mr. L incoln in Illinois. l k lielongs to the Union.
The PREs101-.xr.-The Chair thinks the point is well taken.
Mr. LEONARD Sw1-:t1.T, of Illinois.-! confess that the point is well
taken, awl also the word was taken out of Ill_\' mouth which I wns about
saying. J was going to say that we fl'lt, then, thitt l\fr. Lincoln was onr
citizen: but when we gave him, then, to the countt·y, we felt that our
claims upon him were i-clic·vcd; a.id now, more than ever, we teel that
thifl C,111\'ention, in 1·c nominating him, hns nomiuuted not csp1·<"iully the
child of Illinois, but the fin ored child of this great nation. [GrMt
Applause.], I will not detain this C'o1we11tiou by remarks, but I wish to
11ny that we n~oice at the unauiwity dh,playctl in tlw i;elcdiou of a
man \\ lwm we know to be honest nud faithful, :in<l who was r1•arcd m1<l
has liwd in our State. "\V r <lo not forget the honor, and we shall not
ct•asc
be grntcful for it; and we shall mauifr,st that gratitude not
by prulougcd words, but hy doing, in rcfcrmre to the great struggle
still pt•11.Ji11g, ,1 hat we hu, c done in the pai;t. "\\ 1• have 1mt one hundrc<l
and sc, l'Hty r<'giments into thl• field, un<l if this war shall last four years
more. we will cvidl'nce our zeal hy putti11g in a-s ma11y"111ore, if ncccs~ary. I again return the thanks of lllinois to the Convention.

NEWS FR01l Tirn AIUlY.
Th<' PRESIOtNT.-Gentlcmcn, 1 will ask your attention to the. reading
of a despatch, which I have just received, addre;;sed to me by the Secretary of War.
The despatch was read as follo11 s :
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"WAR DEPARTMENT,
"June 8, 1864.-1.30 p.m.
"A despatch from Mr. Dana, at General Grant's headquarters, elated last
.night at 8.30 p.m., announce.'! a victory by General Hunter over the rebels beyond Staunton, and that the rebel General Jones was killed on the battle-field.
The despatch is as follows:
" ' Richm<Yfld E:caminor of to-day speaks of the defeat of General W. E.
Jones by General Hunter, twelve 1niles beyond Staunton, Va. Genei-al Jones
was killed on the field. His successor retired to Waynesboro, and now hold.'!
the mountains between Charlottesville and Strnmton. The paper further states
that no hospital stores were captured by Iluntcr.'
" Another despatch announces that our forces occupy Staw1ton.
"Ilunter's victory, and that our troops occupy Staunton, is confirmed by
the following despatch, just received from Geueral Butler:
" 'All is quiet on my line. Richmoud papers of JW1e 7 give iutclligcnce of
a fight at :Mount Crawford between General Hunter and General Jones, iu
which IIunter was victorious, aud Jones, rebel commander, was killed. Staunton was afterwards occupied by the Union forces. The fighting was on
Sunday.'
"EDWIN 111. STANTON,
"Secretary of War."
The reading of the despatch was followed by great cheering.
OREGON ELECTION.

•

Mr. T. II. PEAR:NE, of Oregon.-:Mr. President, I have just received,
as Chairman of the Delegation from Oregon, a despatch from that State,
in reference to the General State Election which was held on the day
before yc;tcrday. This despatch informs me that she has gone largely
for the Union. [ Applause.] 'Ihc Union majority, in my own county, is
six hundred. Last election it was less than three hundred. It is the
first gun of the campaign. [Great Applause.]
NO:\fINATION FOR VICE-PRESIDE~T.
The P1tESIDENT.-The question before the Convention is the motion
of the gentleman from Iowa, to proceed to the nominal ion of a candidate
for the Vice-Presidency of tho United States.
Mr. R. F. ANDREWS, ofNcwYork.-1 move that the r11fo relative to
debate, which was adopted by this House, be so far amended as to allow
each gentleman presenting a candidate for Vice-President to have twenty
minutes to present the merits of his claims. ["No,"" no."]
Mr. A.H. REEDER, of Penn.-1 move that that motion 1c laid on the
table.
The motion to lay on the table was agreed to.
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Mr. C. M. ALLEN, of Indiana.-Is it now in order to make nomina.
tions for the Vice-Presidency 1
The PREBJDEN'r.-It is.
Mr. C. M. Ar.LEN, of Indiana.-Indiana presents the name of Andrew
Johnson, of the State of Tennessee. [Great applause.]
Mr. W. M. S-roNE, of lowa.-The State of Iowa seconds tho nomination of Indiana. ,[Great applause.]
Mr. Sn10N CAMERON, of Penn.-I am instructed by tho State of
Pennsylvania to present the nume of Hannibal Hamlin for Vice-President. [Great applause.]
Mr. R. K. WrutAMs, of Ky.-Kcntucky nominates General L. IL
Rousseau. [Applause.]
Mr. LYMAN TREMAINE, of Now York.-In b"ohalf of a portion of the
New Yol'k dcl<.>gation, I nominate Daniel S. Dickinson. [Great n.pplausc.]
Mr. IIonACE MAYNARD, of Tennossec.-Mr. President, we but represent tho sentiment of those who sent here the delegation from Tennessee, when we announce that if no one else had made the nomination
of Andrew Johnson, which is now before the Co1weution, it would have
been our duty to make it by one of our own delegation. That citizen,
known, honored, distinguished, has been presented to this Convention
for the second place in tho gift of tho Amoriean people. It needs not
that I should add worus of commendation of him hero. From the time
he rose in tho S,mate of the United States, where he then was, on the
J7th of December, 1860, and met the leaders of treason face to face,
and denounced them there, and declared that the laws of the country
must and shoulu be enforced, for which ho was hanged in effigy in the
city of Memphis, in his own State, by the hands of a negro slave, and
burned in effigy, I know not in how many more places throughout that
portion of the country-from that time, or during the residue of that
session of Senate until he returned to Tennessee, after the firing upon Fort
Sumter, when he was mobbed in the city of Lynchburg in Virginia, on
through the memorable canvass that followed in Tennessee, till he passed
through Cumberland Gap on his way north to invoke the aid of the
Government for his people; his position of determined ana undying
hostility to this Rebellion that now ravages the land has been so well
known that it is a part of the household knowledge of every loyal fam.
ily in the country. [Great applause.] Of his sentiments on tho questions
that now agitate the public mind, and his present attitude before the
country, it is equally unnecessary for ~e to speak. Ile himself has
spoken in words unmistakable, not only iri his own State, from Memphis
on all the way to Knoxville; not once, but repeatedly; not in a corner, but
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before thousands of our own citizens and persons assembled from other
portions of the State, and from other States; but he has spoken, also, in
the capital of the Nation, spoken, also, in this city,.spokcn, also, I know
not in how many State capitals throughout the entire country. His
opinions arc upon record; they are known and read of all men. I have
only to say in addition upon that point, that when he secs yuur resolutions that you have adopted here by acclamation, he will respond to
them as containing his sentiments, and I pledge myself by all that I
have to pledge before such an assemblage as this, that whetl1er he be
elected to this high place, or whether he retire to prfrate life, he will
adhere to those sentiments, and to the doctrines of those resolutions as
long as his reason remains unimpaired, and as long as breath is given
him by his God. [Great applause.]
Mr. LYMAN TREMAINE, of N cw Y ork.-Gentlemen of the Convention
-In behalf of a portion of the New York delegation, I beg your indulgence while I submit a few considerations in farnr of the nomination of
Daniel S . Dickinson of New York. I have no time to answer the question who i8 Daniel S. Dickinson, and what are his claims to recognition
in a National Union Convention. Although an adopted son of New
York, he is a native of New England, of that same New Englan1l which,
thank God, is not yet out of the Union [applause], but is represented
to-day on the floor of this Convention by representatives engaged in the
great work for which her sons arc pouring out their life on the field of
battle. Daniel S. Dickinson, by force of his own talents, without the
aid of wealth or influential friends, has worked his way up to an honorable and prominent position, having held the best offices within the gift
of the people of New York. He has been our Lieutcnant-Go,·ernor,
our Attorney-General, our Senator for six years in the Senate of the
United States.
The question, then, comes back-Is D aniel S. Dickinson popular in
this State of N cw Yol'k, that can cast thirty-three electoral votes for the
nominees of this Convention 1 On that subject let me submit a single
statement of fact'. In 1861 a Union Convention was called in the State
of New York, which nominated Daniel S. Dickinson for the first office
then before the people, the office of Attorney-General, almost by acclamation; and that nbminatiou was sustained, by a majority of OYcr one hundred thousand votes, at the ballot-box, Daniel S. Dickinson leading the
ticket and receiving a majority of one hundred and eight thousand votes.
[App lause.] H as anything occurred since to change that popularity 1
Jf fidelity to the nominations and principles of the party which elected
him, if an undying zeal in the cause of the Union, if to plead with nouncertain sound wherever his services were required in favor of the Union
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and against the wicked Rebellion, has weakened his popularity, then, and
only under those circumstances, is Danicl-S. Dickinson less able to carry
the State of New York to-day by one hundred thousand majority thau
he was in 1861. Nay, more; since that time the soldiers of New York
have been allowed to vote, and I venture to express the opinion here
to-day, that with Lincoln and Dickinson as our standard-bearers, we can
give to the nominees of this Convention more than one hundred thousand
majority in New Y01·k at the next election. I ask for Daniel S. Dickinson a recognition as the representative of the "\Var Democracy, who have
joined their fortunes with the Union party. [Great Applause.] It was
well said by the temporary and by the permanent Chairman that we
meet not here as Republicans. If we do, I have no place in this Convention. I have been a life-long Democrat; but, like Daniel S. Dickinson,
when the first gun was fired on Sumter, I felt that I should have been
false to my revolutionary ancestry (for although I differed with Massachusetts on political questions, I should have been false to my paternal
grandfather, a soldier of the Revolution, whose bones lie buried beneath
the soil of Massachusetts) if I could have hesitated to cast partizan tics
to the breeze, and rally around the flag of the Union for the preservation
of the Government. [Great Applause.] Daniel S. Dickinson has cast
all partizan prejudices to the wind. Ile has received the storm of obloquy
and abuse more than has been showered upon any one by the friends of
Jeff. Davis, and the murderous, traitorous crew who have rallied
around him. I ask that he be recognized by this Convention, not for
himself-he makes no claim-when his name was spontaneously suggested, he withdrew from attending at this Convention as a delegate - The PRESIDENT.-The gentleman's time is out.
Mr. R. F. ANDREWS, of New York.-1 move that the gentleman be
allowed to proceed ten minutes longer.
The motion was not agreed to.
Mr. N. B. SMt'l'REus, of Delaware.-.-1 move that we proceed to call
the roll, and on that motion I call for the previous question.
The call for the previous question was sustained, and the motion was
agreed to.
The SECUETARY proceeded to call the roll, and, ns each State was
called, the Chairman of the Delegation responded. The responses wer!,'J
as follows:
MArnE.-Maine casts her entire vote for Hannibal IIamlin-14.
N Ew IIAMPSUIRE.-Ncw Ilampshirc gives one vote for Andrew Johnson, of Tennessee; two votes for Benjamin F. Butler, of Massachusetts;
three votes for Daniel S. Dickinson, of New York; and four votes for
Hannibal Hamlin, of Maine.
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Y i,;n)tOXT.-Vcrmout gives a divided vote for Vice-President, ns follows: for Hannibal Ifamlin, €wo votes; for Daniel S. Dickinson, one
vote ; for Bcujamin F. Butler, two \·Otes; for Andrew Johnson, five votes.
MAssAcnusi::n:s.-Mas,-achusetts gives for Ill'njamin F. Butler, two
votes; for Joseph Holt, two votl's; for Ifonuibal Hamlin, three votes;
and for Daniel S. Dickiuson, sevl'ntcen vote~.
RnoDE lsLA?.D.-Rho<le Island gives three votes for Ilannibal Hamlin,
two votes for Am brose E. Burnside, two votes for Benjamin F. Butler,
and one vote for Daniel S. Dickinson.
CoN-;ECTICUT.-Connccticut gives her twelve votes solid for Andrew
J olmson, of Tennessee.
N t.w Y ORK.-New York ca'!ts for Andrew.Johnson, thirty-two votl's;
for Daniel S. Dickinson, twenty-eight vote:;; and for Hannibal Hamlin,
six votes.
Nxw JER~Ev.-New Jersey ca:sts twelve votes for Daniel S. Dickinson, and two for Andrew Johnson.
PENNSYLVANIA.-Pennsylvauia casts her fifl;y-two votes fot· Hannibal
llarnlin.

Dt.LAWARE.-Delaware throws six votes for Daniel S. Dickinson.
MARYLANo.-1\farylaud gives eleven votes for Daniel S. Dickinson,
two votes for .\.ndrew Johnson, :ind one vote for Ilnnnibal Hamlin.
LousrANA.-Louisinna gives seven votes for Andrew Johnson, and
seven votes for Daniel S. Dickinson.
A1tKANSAS. --Arkansas gives ten volt's for Andrew Johnson.
l\foisoun1.-:Missouri gives two votes for Andrew Johnson, and twenty
for B(•njamin 1''. Butler.
Ti,;:,.NESSEE.-Tennc,;sec gives fifteen votes for Andrew ,fohnson.
Kf:~TUCKY.· Kentucky casts twenty-one votes for Lo,·cll I-I. Rousseau, and one for David Tod, of Ohio.
O1110.-Ohio casts her fort,>-two votes for Andrew Johnson, of Tennessee.
lt>DIANA.-Indiana gives twenty-six votes for Andrew ,Johnson.
ILLINOis.-Illinois casts thirty-two votes for I fannibal J lnmlin.
M1c1110Ai..-Michig-an gives h,•r sixteen votes for Hannibal Hamlin.
WtscoNsrn.-Wisconsin givc,i four votes fol' Il annibal Hamlin, two
for Andrew Johnson, and ton for Daniel S. Dickinson.
low\.-lowa gives sixteen ,otes for Andrew Johnson.
MINNESOTA.-Minnesota gives three votes for Daniel S. Dickinson,
and fiYC votes for Hannibal Ifomlin.
CALIFORNJA.-California cast:! fh·c votes for Hannibal Hamlin, and
five for Andrew Johnson.
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0REOON.-Oregon casts six votes for Schuyler Colfox.
KANSA.s.-Kansas gives two votes for Hannibal Hamlin, two for
Daniel S. Dickinson, and two for Andrew Johnson.
WEST Vmorn1A.-West Virginia casts her ten votes for Andrew
Johnson.
NEBRASKA.-Ncbraska gives one vote for Preston King, of New
York; one for Hannibal Hamlin; one for Daniel S. Dickinson, and three
for Andrew Johnson.
CoLORAno.-Colorado gives her six votes for Daniel S. Dickinson.
NEV ADA.-Nevada casts six votes for Andl'cw Johnson.
The PRESIDENT.-The call or" the roll is completed.
The result of the ballot as it stood when the call was completed was
as follows:
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Maine ........... .
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While the Sccr<'tarics were computing the vote, the following proceedin~s took pine<' :
Mr. R K. \Vu,LIAMs, of Ky.-Kontucky nsks l<'nve to change her
vote by casting twenty-one for Andrew Johnson, instead of for General
Rousseau. [ Applause.]
Mr. T. II. PE\RNE, of Or<'gon.-After con~ultation, the del<'gnte,,
from Oregon wish to change thC'ir voks, and cast the six votes of that
State for Andy Johnson. [Applause.]
)fr. J. TI. L.1.sE, of Kan,,.ao;;.-l de.s ire to change the votc> of Kansas,
and <•nst it ~olid for Andrew Johnson, of TC'nnC'ssee. [ApplausC'.]
Mr. SrnoN C.u!ERos, of Pcnn.-1 nm dirPctcd by the Penns) lrnnia
delegation to change her vote, and give her fifty-two votes for Andrew
Johnson. [Great applause.]
Mr. "\\' n.u.rn A . .NEWELL, of .New Jers<'y.-1 drsire to record the
whole vote of New Jersey for Andrrw Johnson, of Tennessee. [Applause.]
Mr. L. M. MORRILL, of Maino.-Mnine desires to change her vote,
and cast her entire vote for Andrew J ohuson, of Tennessee. [Great
applause.]
Mr. 1'uoMPSOr,; CAMPBELL, of California.-California chaugcs her vote,
and C.'\Sts ten unanimously for \ndrew Johnson. (Applause.]
Mr. WILLIAM HAILE, of N. IL-New Hampshire changes her entire
vote of ten to Andrew Johnson. [Applause.]
Mr. C. BuLLIT'r, of Louisiana.-Louisiann. directs me to cast her entire vote of fourteen for Andrew Johnson. [ Appluuse.]
Mr. S. Foor, of Vermont.-! am directed hy the delegation from the
Green Mountain State to follow the lead of the State of Maine, which
surrenders her own son for Andrew Johnson. Vermont ca.sts her entire
vote for the noblest Roman in the country, Andrew Johnson, of Tennc.~see. (Great applause.]
Mr. IJ. "\V. IloFFMAN, of Maryland.-Miiryland casts her fourteen
votes for Andrew Johnson. [Applause.]
Mr. A. H. BuLLOCK, of l\fnssachusetts.- l.fossaehusC'tts desires to
change her vote so that it may stand three for Daniel S. Dickinson, and
twenty-one for Andrew ,Johnson. [ Applause.]
Mr. B. C. CooK, of Illinoh1.-Illinois changes her vote of thirty-two
to Andrew Johnson. [Great applause.]
Mr. M. B. s~11TJIERS, of Delawarc.-Delaware casts her six votes
for Andrew Johnson. (Applause.]
Mr. J. F. Ilu~IE, of Missouri. Missouri changes her vote, and casts
her cntiro twenty-two votes for Andrew Johnson. [Great applause.]
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Mr. T. DunFEE, of Rhode Island.-Rhode Island wishes to change
her vote so that it shall stand seven for Andrew Johnson and one for
Daniel S. Dickinson. [Applause.]
Mr. JonN A. Krno, of New York.-New York desires to make her
vote un~nimous. She casts sixty-six votes for Andrew Johnson, of '.Pennesscc. [Great applause.]
The delegates from Colorado and Nebraska also cl1anged their votes
to Andrew J ohuson.
Mr. A. BLAm, of 1fichigan.-The del('gation from 11ichigan change
their vote to Andrew Johnson. [ Applause.]
The various corrections having been made, the result of the balloting
was announced as follows : ,
}fame .............. .
New Hampshire ... .

Vermont .......... .
Massachusetts ..... .
Rhode Island ...... .
Connecticut ....... .
New York ........ .
New Jersey ....... .

Pennsylvania ...... .
Delaware ......... .
Maryland ......... .
Louisiana ......... .
Arkansas ......... .
:Missouri .......... .
Tennessee ......... .
Kentucky ......... .
Ohio ............. .
Indiana ........... .
Illinois ........... .
l\Iichlgan ......... .
Wisconsin ......... .
Iowa ............. .
Minnesota ......... .
California ......... .
Oregon ........... .
West Virginia ..... .
Kansas............ .
Nebraska .......... .

Colorado .......... .
Nevada ........... .
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The PnESIDENT.-Gentlcmcn of the Convention-Andrew Johnson
having received a majority of all the votes, is declared duly nominated
as the candidate of the National Union Party for the Vice-Presidency.
[Tremendous applause.]
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Mr. LYMAN TREMAYNE, of New York.-1 move that the nomination
of Mr. Johnson be made unanimous.
The motion was agreed to unanimously, amid great enthusiasm.
NATIONAL COMMITTEE.
Mr. J. II. LANE, of Kansas.-! now move that the list of States be
called over, and as they arc called, that the chairmen of the respective
delegations name one member from each Slate to constitute the National
Committee:
The motion was agreed to.
The roll was ca1led, and the following gentlemen were named to constitute the Committee:

Maine ................... . . SAMUEL F. IIERSEY.
New Ilampshire ............ . JouN B. CLARKE.
Vermont .................. . ABRATTAM B. GARDNER.
Jfassachusetts ............... WILLIAM CLAFLIN.
Rhtxle Island. . ............ TrroMAS G. TURNER.
Oonnecticut ................ N. D. SPElmY.
New Y01·k ................ . IIENltY J. RAYMOND.
New Jersey ................. MARCUS L. WARD.
Pennsylvania .............•. S. A. PunvIANCE.
IJelawai·e .................. NATITANIEL B. SMITIIERS.
.MariJland ................. II. W. HoFnIAN.
Flrn-ida . ................... CALVIN L. RoBINSON.
Lvuis-iana . ..................CUTilllERT BOLLIT'r.
..drkansas .. .................JAMES l'tl. JOHNSTON.
Jfissouri . .................. S. II. BoYD.
1'ennessee . ..................JOSEPII s. FOWLER.
Kentucky . ................ , R. K. W ILLIAMB.
Ohio ...................... G. B. SENTER.
Indiana .................. . J. D. DEFREES.
Illinois . ................... BURT C. CooK.
.Michigan ................. . M ,\RSII GIDDINGS.
Wisconsin .................. S. JUDD.
](nJ)a, •••.••••••••••••••••• • D. B. STUBBS.
Oalifornia ........•....... . JAMES OTis.
.Minn/J8ota .......... ........ TIIOMAS SnrrSON.
Oregon ................... . ERASMUS D. SnATTUCK.
WestVii'ginia .............. . A. W. CAMPBELL.
Kansas ................... JAMES II. LANE.
Oolorado . ..................JEROME P. CHAFFEE.
Nebraska .................. W. H. JI. WATERS.
Nevada. . .....•.••.•...... II. D. }1oRGAN.
IJakntah . ....•............. G. M. BINNEY.
Utah ........ ............. JOIIN w. KERR.
Washington . •.............. A. A. DENNY.
Idaho ........•..... . .....WILLIAM II.WALLACE•
.A1'1Z<lna ....••.•••......... JAMES S. TuR..N.Ell.
JfontaM ........... ........ N. P. LANKFORD.
New .Me:r;u;(} .... ............ JoJIN S. W AT'I'S.
IJist. of Columbia. .......... J. J. COOlllBS.
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RIGHT OF TERRITORIES TO VOTE.
Mr. FRANCISCO PEREA, of New Mexico.-I ask the unanimous lonsent of the Convention to allow the delegates from New .Mexico to record
their votes for President and Vice-President of the United States.
The PRESIDBNT.-The motion is not in order.
Mr. FRANCISCO PE1tEA, of New Mexico.-I ask the unanimous consent of the Convention.
ML'. J. S. vVA'.l'Ts, of New Mexico.-I move that the remainingorganizcd Te1Titories of the United States, which have sent delegates to this
Convention, be now called, and that their delegates be permitted to record their votes for Pre,;ident and Vice-President of the United States.
We are ready to pour out our life-blood in carrying your glorious
heaven-born banner wherever the honor of our country requires it to be
carried. \Ve feel as patriotic and as much disposed to sustain it as any
other portion of the country, and I hope that we shall not be denied the
privileges which have been granted to other sister Territories upon this
floor. I want an opportunity to record our votes for Abraham Lincoln
and Andrew Johnson.
Mr. J. II. LANE, of Kansa!,.-I move to amend the motion of the
gentleman from New Mexico, by including South Carolina and the District of Columbia. [" Oh, nd."J
Mr. J . S. WAT1·s, of New Mc~ico.-1 object to that. Sir, I think the
gentleman from Kansas should not make that motion. His State has
been built up by our trade. \Ve take $2,000,000 worth of produce from
the State of Kansas into Now Mexico; and I hope he will not tum his
back upon us when we ask the privilege of being heard on this floor.
Mr. J. II. LANE, of Kansas.-] desire to state that there is a delegation here from South Carolina, and one from Jnorida, and one from Virginia, and one from the District of Columbia. They represent loyal
men. This is a small boon to extend to them, the privilege of recording
their votes, after they have been at the expense of traveling, at a good
deal of exposure, thi,; great distance. It seems to me that this small
boon shoulJ be extended not only to the Tcnitory of New Mexico, but
to all those States which arc wrestling, as Kansas wrestled at an early
day, to overthrow the accursed institution of human slavery.
Mr. FRANcrsco PEREA, of New Mexico.-The question, I understand,
is on the motion of my <"ollcaguc, which is, that all the Tenitories which
have not already voted be allowed to record their votes on the question of the Prctii<lency and the Vice-PJ"csidency.
The PaESIDENT.-The gentleman from Kansas has moved to amend
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that motion by including Virginia, South Carolina and Florida, and the
District of Columbia.
Mr. E. M. MADDEN, of New York.-! call for a division, so that we
may take the question on the motion to admit New :Mexico alone.
Mr. J. S. W ATTS1 of New Mexico.-1 hope my friend from Kansas
will do me the fa,vor to withdraw his amendment, and present it as a
separate proposition, if he desires to have it Yoted upon. In the name
of justice and in the name of right, do not embarrass so small an act of
justice as I propose, with any other considerations. There has never
been any question about the loyalty of New Mexico.
The PnESIDENT.-It is always an unpleasant duty to the Chair not to
respond to the generous and patriotic promptings of gentlemen who may
submit motions to be entertained by the Convention; but the Chair regards
the propriety of this motion as being so q ucstionable, that he will ask the
advice of the Convention before he entertains the motion. The Convention will bear in mind that when it was full, some l1ours since, it determined by its recorded vote that the Territories and the States embraced
within the motion and the amendment now pending should not be allo,ved
to cast votes in this body. The Convention will also bear in mind that
the Presidency and Vice-Presidency have been voted upon, and Abraham
Lincoln and Andrew Johnson have been declared the unanimous nominees of this Convention. That has gono OYcr the wires to the farthest
extent of the country. It is now proposed, with the Convention very
much thinned out, to allow other votes to come in, which may change
the unanimity of this Convention in regard to tho candidates that have
been nominated; and I therC'fore ask the advice of the Com-ention before I put the motion. I do not want tho Convention to vote down a
proposition such as that submitted by the gentleman from New .Mexico,
which appeals to the heart of every member present as it will appeal to
the country.
Mr. J. IL LAN.E1 of Kansas.-The question of propriety suggested
by the Chair strikes me with a great deal of force, and therefore l wilI,
so far as I am concerned, withdraw my amendment.
Mr. A. \Y. RANDALL, of \Visconsin.-1 do not understand how we
can proceed any further with this question, unless we re-consider the
previous action of the Convention.
Mr. J. S. WATTS, of New Mexieo.-Thc unanimous consent of the
House can permit the remaining Territories to be called, and record
their votes.
Mr. T. II. PEARNB, of Oregon.-1 mo,·e that the delegates from New
Mexico be allowed to record their votes fo1· Abraham Lincoln and
Andrew Johnson.
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Mr. J. S. WATTS, of New Mexico.-1 accept the amendment.
Mr. T. E. CocrrnANE, of Penn.-It seems to me impossible that that
motion !;J1ould be entertained. It is in direct conflict with the solemn
vote of the Convention taken to-day by States.
The PRESIDENT,-The Chair will not entertain the motion unless by
unanimous consent.
Several delegates objected.
The PRESIDENT.-Thc Chair is compelled Yery relu~tantly to overrule the motion of the gentleman from New Mexico.
Mr. E. DELAFIELD SM11'n, of New York.-1 move that the Secretaries
receive any communications that these various delegations may see fit to
make, showing their sentiments in favor of the nomination of Lincoln
and Johnson, in order that those communications may go on the minutes.
The motion was agreed to.

COMMITTEE TO WAIT ON NOMINEES.
Mr. C. S. BusHNELL, of Conn.-1 move that the President of this
Convention be authorized to select one from each State as a Committee
to inform President Lincoln and Andrew Johnson of their nomination.
Mr. GEOlWE W. CunT1s, of New York.-1 mov',) to amend the motion by providing that the roll of the Convention be now called, and
that each State, by the ,chairman of its delegation, name a member of
that Committee.
The amendment was adopted, and the motion as amended was
agreed to.
Mr. J. JI. LANE, of Kansas.-Before the roll is caUed, I move that
the President of the Convention shall be Chairman of that Committee,
and I will put the motion myself.
•
The motion was agreed to unanimously.
The PRESIDENT.-The Chair is under Yery great obligations to the
Con vcntion for this expression of their kindness. The roll will now be
called for the purpose of naming members of the Committee.
The roll was called, and the following gentlemen were named to con•
stitute the Committee:
Maine . ................ . ....... J OSIAll H. DnmntO:!\"'D,
New Hampshire..... ... , ........ THOMAS E. SAWYER.
Vermont ....•................. . B. BARLOW.
Massachusetts.. . . . . ............. A. II. BULLOCK.
Rhode Island ..... , ............ . A. M. CAMPBELL,
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Oonnecticut .................... C. S. BUSlINELL.
New York . . . . ................ GEORGE WM. CURTIS.
Neu; Je1·se1J ..• ................. WrttrAM A. NEWELL.
Penmylvan'ia. . . . . . . . . . ........ IlENRY J OIINSON.
Delaware ...................... N. B. Sm•rnEns.
.Maryl,anii, ..................... W. L. W. SEABltOOK.
Louisiana ..................... . A. A. ATOCUA.
Arkamas ..•................... V J.L. DELL.
Musouri ...................... . JOUN F. Hmm.

1'ennessee ...................... M. M. BRYAN.
Kentucky ...................... G. W. HAIGHT.
Ohio . ......................... E. P. PYFFE.
Ind'iana ....................... CYRUS 111. ALLEN.
Illinou. . .................... w. BUSHNELL.
Mwhi,gan ..................... . L. P. ALEX.U."'DER.
Wiswn8in ..................... . .A.. W.

RANDALL.

Iowa ......................... . PETER VALINDA.
Califm·nia ..••................. ,Jo!IN

BIDWELL.

Oregon ........................ Trro)rAS H. PEARNE.
We.;t Virgin'ia ................. . LEROY KRAMER.

Kansas ....................... . A. C. WILDEU,
Nebraska ...................... A. S. PADDOCK.

Colorail,o .... .................. JOHN A.

Nevada ... ':' ................... . T.

NYE.
WINTER.

THANKS TO TIIE OFFICERS.
Mr. Jo11N A. Krno, of New York.-1 beg leave, sir, in behalf of this
Convention, to tender the thanks of its members to the President and
other officers for their able and continued services in behalf of the Convention ; and I do it with the more pleasure as there has been nothing
which has occuncd among us to mar its harmony or to make it otherwise than unanimous and honorable to the gentlemen who are here. I
thcrrforc make that motion.
The Vice-President (:Mr. W. A. NEWELL) put the question on the
resolution of thanks, and it was unanimously agreed to.
PUBLICATION OF PROCEEDINGS.
On the motion of Mr. W. J. Gnow, of New Yo1·k, it was ordered
that the proceedings of the C01n-ention be published in pamphlet form,
under the direction of the officers.
Mr. T. II. PE 1RNE, of Oregon.-! move that the Secretary be instructed to send a copy of the pamphlet to each member of the Convention.
Mr. J. \V. RAY, of Indiana.-! would suggrst, as one of the Secretaries, that the result of that would b(\ to require the Secretary to pay
two cents postage for the pl'ivilcge of accommodating rach member.
The motion was agreed to.
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ADDITIONAL MEMBERS OF COMMITTEES.
Mr. J. J. REDDICK, of Nebraska.-At the time the Committees on
Credentials and on Resolutions were appointed, the Territory of Nebraska had not been admitted with the right to vote, and therefore was not
represented on the Committee. I therefore suggest that the Secretary
be directed to add to those Committees the following names-Mr. J. Y. SCAMMON, of lllinois.-Do not let us make ourselves ridiculous by saying here, at the end of this Convention, things that are not
true.. If we comply with the request that has just been made, we shall
insert on our record what we all know is not true; and the motion is not
in order.
The VICE-PRESIDENT (Mr. NEwELL).-In the opinion of the Chair,
the motion cannot be entertained.
INVITATIONS, &c.
The PRESIDENT read a letter from Mrs. Almira Lincoln Phelps, presenting to the Convention a copy of her book-" Our Country "-for
each of the States, to be deposited in the State libraries.
They were received with the thanks of the Convention, and distributed
to the different chairmen of the delegations.
An invitation was received to visit Patterson Park Hospital, where
over one thousand wounded men, representing all the States of the
Union, will be gratified to meet their delegates.
Mr. G. W. Cun1•rs, of New York.-! move that the thanks of the
Convention be returned to the officers who have sent the invitation, and
that the delegates will, if possible, avail themselves of it.
The motion was agreed to.
THANKS TO CITY COUNCILS.
Mr. A. B. BuTLER, of Ohio.-1 move that the thanks of this Convention be tendered to the City Councils of Baltimore for having prepared
and provided this room for the use of the Convention.
The motion was agreed to unanimously.
ADJOURNMENT SINE DIE.
Several delegates moved that the Convention adjourn sine die.
The PRESIDENT.-Gentlemen of the Convention : There is no further
business for the Convention, except for me, on behalf of the officers of
6
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the Convention, as well as for myself, to tender their thanks and my
thanks for the very kind resolution offe1·ed by the gentleman from New
York, and for the very kind treatment the Chair has received from the
Convention during its sitting. I ventured to predict, in the fow remarks
that I had the honor to make on taking the Chair, that the proceedings
of this Convention would be marked with the greatest harmony. That
prediction has been fulfilled, and that spirit of harmony which has prevailed and been the leading characteristic of the Union organization
since its first inception, has been illustrated by the acts and the conduct
of this Convention to-day.
I congratulate you, gentlemen of the Convention, upon these auspicious results. I congratulate you upon what you have done in presenting to the country two such men as Abraham Lincoln and Andrew
Johnson for the two highest offices within the gift of the people. I congratulate you upon the news received to-day, showing that our armies
are making steady progress towards the suppression of this Rebellion. I
congratulate you upon all the indications of the future so far as it pleases
Providence to make those indications known to us.
Now, gentlemen, having returned you the thanks of the officers of
the Convention and my own, nothing remains to be done on my part
except to express my earnest wish and sincere prayer that it may suit
the purposes of Providence to take you all safely to your homes to meet
your families in health and prosperity, and your constituents approving,
as I have no doubt they will approve, the acts of this Convention.
The Convention now stands adjourned sine die.
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LIST OF DELEGATES.
:MAINE.
P. 0. A<ldrns.

.Allernates.

Ddegtit~.
l'. 0 . .ArhlreM.
J. H. Drummond .. .. ........... Portland.
Thomas Quimby............... Biddeford.
Lot M. lllorrill .................. Augu~ta.
Nahum )Iorrill................... .Auburn.
B. W. Norri~ .............. • • Skowhegan.
Joseph Clarke................. Waldboro.
Geo. K. Jewett .................. Bangor.
E.G. Dunn ................... Aroostook.
Wm. )lcGilvery .. . ............. Searsport.
L. L. Wadsworth .............. Pembroke.

.,171(rnates.

Delegates at Large.

N. A.. Farwell ................. Rockland.
S. F. HcNCy ..................... Banl{Or.
John 11. Burleigh .......... South Berwick.
James Drummond .................. Bath.
1
2
3
4
5

NEW IIAMPSIIIRE.

1Jel.~ates at Large.

1'. 0. A<l<lreAR.
Onslow Stems .................. Concor<l.
Wm. Haile .................... Ilinsdalc.
John B. Clarke................ 1riunchcstcr.
Thomas C. Sawyer ................. Dover.

1Jele9ata.

,.

P. 0 . .A<l,,lreAs.

Joseph B. Adams ..... . ...... Portsmouth.
1 B. J. Cole ................. Lake Village.
Edward Spaulding ............... Nashua.
2
David Cross . ....... .• .... . ... llfanche.stcr.
Shepard L. Bowers .............. NeW})Ort.
3
E. L. Colby .................... Lancaster.

.Alternate,.

.Alternatei.
D. II. Buffum.
.A. T. Joy.
ChaR. P. Danforth.
J. B. Perkins.
E. L. Goddard.
T. P. Cheney.

VER)[ONT.

1Jele9ates at Lar9e.
1'. 0. Addreu.
Solomon Foot.. . . . . . . . . . . ...... Rutland.
E. P. Walton..................Montpelier.
A.. P. Hunton ...... . ........ • .... Bethel.
Carolus Noyes .... • ........... Burlington.

Alternates.
T. W. Park.

Moses Kettridgc.
A. Stoddard.
W. C. Smith.
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IJe'legates.
P. 0. Address.
1 Edwin Hammond............. Middlebury.
A. B. Gardner ................ Bennington.
Horace Fairbanks .......... St. Johnsbury.
2 B. W. Bartholemew .......... Washington.
Braclley Barlow................ St. Albans.
3
Henry Stowell. , .............. Cambridge.

Alternates.

Bela Hawe.
Henry C. Dwight.
S. P. Flagg.
Artemus Cushman.
Jed. P. Ladd.
James Simpson.

MASSACIIUSETTS.

IJe'legates at Lurge.
P. 0. Atldress.
Alexander H. Bullock .......... Worcester.
William Clafiin .................. Newton.
John A. Andrew ................. Boston.
James T. Robinson .......... North Adams.
IJel,egaus.
P. 0. Address.
Geo. Marston ................. Barnstable.
1
J. Bourne, Jr............... New Bedford.
B. W. Ilarris ............ East Bridgwater.
2 H. A. Scudder ................ Dorchester.
Geo. A. Shaw .................... Boston.
3 Ginery Twichell................ Brookline.
F. B. Fay .... . .................. Chelsea.
4 R. 1 Burbank.................... Boston.
S. H. Phillips .................... Salem.
5 J. G. Hurd ................... Amesbury.
G. W. Cochran ................. Methuen.
6 G. 0. Brastow ................ Somerville.
C.R. Train ................ Framingham.
7
T. Wentworth .................... Lowell.
A. C. Mayhew. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... Milford.
8 C. Adams, Jr . . . . . ......... N. Brookfield.
!l C. G. Stevens .................... Clinton.
Chas. A. Stevens ................... Ware.
j Henry Alexander, Jr .......... Springfield.
10 / li.. J. Waterman .................. Lenox.

Altcmates.

William Whiting.
Julius Rockwell.
Moses Kimball.
Jonathan E. Field.

Alternates.
C. F. Swift.
Foster Hooper.
B. F. White.
Caleb Swan.
Albert J. Wright.
Geo. S. Hale.
E. F. Porter.
Isaac F. Morse.

Ed,vin Waldon.
II. B. Smith.

F. l'tl. Stone.
N. B. Bryant.
J.C. Ayer.
G. S. Boutwell.
C. D. Wheeler.
F. W. Bird.
Henry James.
A. II. Merriam.
R. W. Kellogg.
Henry Chickering.

RilODE ISLAND.

.l)elf{lates at Large.
P. 0. Atldress.
Thomas Durfee ............... Providence.
Joel l\I. Spencer ................ Coventry.
Edward Harris .............. Cumberland.
Asa M. Gammell ................. Warren.

Alternates.

IJel,egates.
P. 0. Aad1·ess.
Jas.
DeWolf
Perry
.............•..
Bristol.
1 Henry II. Fay .................. Newport.
G.D. Cross .................... Westerly.
2 John J. Reynolds ....... North Kingston.

Alternates.

l

,
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CONNECTICUT.

1
<>

"'
3
.1

D,ltg,de, at Lllrge.
P. 0. Atl,lre&•.
Joseph R. Hawley. . . . . . . . . . . . . . Hartford.
Augustus Brandagee ......... New London.
C. S. Bu~hnell ................ New llaven.
Wm. T. Minor. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Stamfor<l

Alkrnntt1.

.D~legates.
P. 0. Addre,"8.
H. A. Grant .................... Endficld.
Jasper II. Bolton ................ Stafford.
Orville II. Platt...•............. )Icriclcn.
Samuel L. Warner ........... )Iiddletown.
G. W. Phillips .................. ·;utn~m.
James Lloyd Green .............. Norwich.
Oliver II. Perry ................ Southport.
W.W. Welch ................... Norfolk.

Alternate,.

l
l

NEW YORK.

•
1

2
3
4
5

6

7
S

Ikl~altl at Large.
P. 0 . .t!ddres.•.
Henry J. Raymond ......... , .. New York.
Daniel S. Dickinson .......... Dinghnmton.
Lymnn Tremaine ................. Albany.
Preston King ............... Ogdcnsburgh.

Alternatu.
Geo. Babcock.
J. S. T. Strannlinn.
Thomas HillhouHC.
Nonh Davi~.

Delegates.
P. 0. A<ldm,.
Geo. Wm. Curtis ........ ... North Shore.
John A. King .................. Jamnic11,
Charle~ L. Benedict ............. Brooklyn.
A.. M. Bliss....................
"
W. A. Cobb...................
"
Anthony F. Oamplicll. . . . . . . . . . .
"
J. B. Tnylor ....................... N. Y.
Sheridan Shook.. .. .. . .. .. .. . . . . . . "
David )liller. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . "
Sanford L. Macomber. . . . . . . . . . . . . . "
Simeon Draper. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . "
John Kcy1:1Cr.... . . . .. . . . . • . . . . . . . . . "
W. E. Duryea . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . "
R. F. Andrews . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . "
T. R. :Murphy. .. .. .. . . .. . . .. . . . . . .. "
Wm. R. Stewart................... "

Altemata.
Geo. Huntington.
F. A. Potts.
Hcnrv Hill.
wm:,r. Thoma,.
George Ricard.
John Cnshow.
0. W. Brennnn.
B. F. Weymouth.
Reuben C. )Iills.
John L. Seymour.
Hu,zh Gardner.
H. Vnn Schaick.
John Lalor.
Lewi~ J. Kirke.
R. Busteed.
J. D. Ottiwell.
James E. Coulter.
Ira A. Allen.
S. D. GitforJ.
A.. Rider.
David Clement~.
Ena Furrington.
John S. Ray.
R. Peck.
'Wm. S. Kenyon.
John S. Donnelly,

,vakeman..................
9 Abram
Amor J. ,villiamson................
10
11

12
13

14

''

"
W.II. Robertson ................ Kntonnll.
John W. Ferdon ............... Piennont.
William ,J. Groo .............. Jlfonticello.
E. )I. )fodden ............... Middletown.
John Cadman ..... Cbatllam Four Come~.
John D. Dutcher .........•...... Pawling.
William Masten ............... Kingiiton.
Reubm Coffin ................... Cat.~kill.
Geo. Wolford .................... .Albany.
"
Clark D. Cochrane. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

A.lexnnclcr Greer:

Hobart Krum.

l
l
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JJel,egates.
P. 0 . .Address.
Alternates.
J. Thomas Davis.
Aschel
C.
Geer
.....................
Troy.
15
John T. Masters ............... Greenwich.
Dennis P. Ney.
Byron Pond.
16 Geo. W. Palmer .............. Plattsb~1·gh.
W.W. Rockwell ........ Saratoga Spnngs.
Orlando Kellogg.
Iliram Horton.
j W. S. Dickinson ................. Bangor.
17 / W. A. Dart ....................Potsdam.
C. T. llurlburd.
II. Baker.
Charles
Stanford
............
Scl1enectacly.
18 A. H. Ayer............. . ...... Fort Plain.
J. 8. Landon.
D. II. Clark.
L. J. Walworth.
.
19 R. S. Hughston .................... Delhi
Ilarman Bennett.
E. A. Brown.
J. 0. Donnell ..................Lowville.
20 Il.
A. II. Prescott.
}{.Burch ................. Little Falls.
D. B. Danforth.
'Ellis IL Roberts. . . . . ............. Utica.
21 Samuel Campbell.................. "
J. S. Avery.
II. K. W. Bruce.
L. II. Conklin .................... Mexico.
22 Charles L. Kennedy ........... Morrisville.
Harvey Palmer.
D. McCarthy.
T. B. Fitch .................... Syracuse.
23 R. H. Duell ................ Cortland ville. • C. T. Longstreet.
S. B. Gavitt ...................... Lyons.
S. K. Williams.
24 Wm. Burroughs ............. Seneca Falls.
J. K. Webster.
S. II. Torrey.
M. H. Lawrence ............... Penn Yan.
25 W. II. Smith ............... Canandaigua.
Geo. N. Wilson.
Geo. W. Schuyler.
j M. llf. Cass ..................... Watkins.
26 / W. S. Lincoln ............. Newark Valley.
Geo. Bartlett.
G. G. narrower.
j AsherTyler: .....................Elmira.
27 I E. D. Lovendge ................... Cuba.
A. B. Hull.
l
Dan. IT. Cole ..................... Albion.
R. TI. Sperry.
28 f John Van Voorhies ............ Rochester.
A. M. Ives.
.A.. W. Haskell.
Wilbur ................... Batavia.
29 H~rry
?t'L C. Richardson.
Hiram Gardner ................. Lockport.
Jacob Beyer.
Rufus Wheeler ................... Buffalo.
30 0. J. Green. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . "
J. B. Youngs.
John l\Ianley.
Henry Yan Aernum ......... Franklinville.
31 Geo. W. Patterson .............. Westfield.
0. E. Jones.

1

1

NEW JERSEY.

JJelegates at Lai·ge.
P. 0 . .Address.
Wm. A. Newell ............... Allentown.
:uarcus L. Ward ................. Newark.
Joseph T. Crowell ............... Rahway.
James M. Scovell ................ Cnmden.

l

JJew;ates.
P. 0. Address.
Edward
~ettle
........
:
.........
Catnden.
1 T. Pauldmg ......... Plttsgrove, Salem
Co.
W. F. Brown .... Point Pleasant, Ocean Co.
2 S. A. Dobbins...............Mount IIolly.
John J. Blair................... Belvidere.
3 A. D. Hope ................... Somerville.
j Joseph Coult .................... Newton.
4 / Socrates Tuttle.................. Paterson.
Ii j Charles R. Waugh ............... Newark.
J l Benj. G. Clark. ............... Jersey City.

.Altei-nates.

G. D. Ilorner.
Bcnj. Buckley.
John Chetwood.
P. C. Brink.
Alternates.
Joseph L. Reeve.
J. F. Leaming.
D. L. Wilbur.
A. B. Dayton.
Moses F. Webb.
E. R. Bullock.
C. H. Voorhees.
Richard Speer.
Walter Rutherford.
Cornelius Walsh.
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PENNSYLV .A.NIA..

Delegates at La1·ge.
P. 0. Address.
Simon Cameron ............... Ilarrisburg.
A. K. McClure ............. C11ambersburg.
W. W. Ketchum ............. Wilkesbarre.
M. B. Lowry ....................... Erie.
A. B. Slonaker . . . . . . . . . . . .. Philadelphfa.
11
Eliot W urd. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
"

Delegates.

P. 0 . .Address.

Peter C. Ellmaker. . . . . . . . . . .
"
2 John Holmes...............
"
J. l'rf. Fox..................
"
3 William Andrews . . . . . . . . . . .
"
"
} C. A. Walborn..............
4
I Charle.<J Thompson.
5 Stephen II. Phillips.
J. G. Hurd.
Daniel 0. ~itner.... . . . . . . . . , Norristown.
6 John II. Oliver................. Allentown.
William E. Barber.
7 H. Jones Brooke .................. Media.
S Levi B. Smith .................. Reading.
Edward Brooke ................ Birdsboro.
Thaddeus Stevens .............. Lancaster.
9 Thomas E. Franklin. . . . . . . . . . . .
"
James H. Campbell ............. Pottsville.
10 G. Dawson Coleman .............. Lebanon.
Andrew H. Reeder ............... Easton.
11 William Lilly .............. Mauch Chunk.
Galusha A. Grow ............... Glenwood.
12 F. T. Atherton............... Wilkesbarre.
B. F. Powell .................... Towanda.
13 P. John ...................... Bloomsburg.
George Bergner ................ Hanisburg.
14 John B. Packer .................. Sunbury.
Thomas E. Cochran ................. Y 01·k.
15 Levi Kauffman........... »Icchanicsburgh.
John Stewart............. Chambersburgb.
16 Edward Scull ................... Somerset.
R. B. Wigton ................ Iluntingdon.
17 J. E. Chandler ................ Johnstown.
Ilcnry Jolmson ...... Murray, Lycoming Co.
18 S. F. Wilson ........ Wellesboro', Tioga Co.
Joseph Henderson .............. Brookville.
19 William Benson ..................... Ede.
David V. Derrickson ............ Meadville.
20 L. J. Rogers .................... Franklin.
Wm. R. Spear .......... Blairsville, Ind. Co.
21 Cyrus P. Markle ............ West Newton.
A. M. Brown ................... Pittsburg.
22 Wm. B. Negley . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
"
S. A. Purviance.. .. .. . . . . . . . . . .
"
23 A. Reynolds .................... Kittaning.
} Jas. A J. Buchanan .......... Waynesboro'.
24 I W.W. Irvin .............. New Brighton.

l

Alternates.

.Alternates.
James Gillingham.
John :u. Butler.
John Thompson.
Isaac Coleshury.
John G. Clothier.
Amos Knight.
Henry Carey Lea.
Geo. S. Keyser.
Wm. J\1int7:er.
E. J. More.
Joshua P. Eyre.
W. M. Beard.
Wm. Trexler.

David E. Small.
A. K. Rheem.
E. G. Fahnestock.
Geo. W. Rupp.
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DELAWARE.

IJe7,egates.

P. 0 . .Address.

Alternates.

Edward G. Bradford. ......... Wilmington.
George Z. Tybout ...... Red Lion, N. C. Co.
William Cummins ....... Smyrna, Kent Co.
Nathaniel B. Smithers ..... Dover, Kent Co.
Jacob Moore.......... Georgetown, Sussex.
Benjamin Burton .......Millsboro', Sussex.
MARYLAND.

Del,egates at Large.
P. 0 . .Add1·ess.
H. H. Goldsborough .............. Easton.
Henry W. Hoffman ............. Baltimore.
John A.. J. Creswell............... Elkton.
.Albert C. Green ................ Frostburg.

.Alternates.

IJel,egates.
P. 0. Address.
W.
J.
Leonard
....................
Berlin.
1
L. E. Staughn ................ Cambridge.
Joseph J. Stewart ........... Tows~ntown.
2 E. }I. A.lien ..................Darlington.
I A.rcbibald Sterling ............. Baltimore.
3
/ Hugh L. Bond.................
"
S
Frederick A.. Schley ............ Frederick.
4
/ Isaac Nesbitt ................ Hagerstown.
{ John C. Holland .............. Catonsville.
5 W. L. W. Seabrook ............ A.nnapolis.

.Alternates.

j

OHIO.
IJel,egates at Large.
P. 0. Address.
Wm. Dennison................. Columbus.
David Tod.................. Youngstown.
Columbus Delano ............. Mt. Vernon.
G. Volney Dorsey.............. Columbus.
IJelegates.
P. 0 . .Address.
M.A. Jacobi.. ................. Cincinnati.
1
A. F. Perry.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
"
S. F. Cary.....................
"
2 ~'.L
P. Gadilis.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
"
Geo. R. Sage ................... Lebanon.
8 L. Dunham ....... • ............... Eaton.
W. A.. Weston ................. Greenville.
4 E. P. Fyffe....................... Urbana.
J. D. Clark .................... Van Wert.
6 C. Parmenter ...................... Lima.
Baird ............. Georgetown.
6 1· Chambers
W. R. Smith ......•......... Hillsborough.
E. F. Drake ...................... Xenia.
7
A. B. Buttles .................. Columbus.
P. B. Cole............. , ....... Marysville.
8 H. C. Hedges .................. Manafield.

.Alternates.

D. D. Shryrock.
G. B. Senter.
D. S. Shorter.
Joseph Landon.

.Altemates.

J. 0. Baum.

L. A.. Harris.
Warren Munger, Jr.

W. T. Bascom.

A. Toland.
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IJelegat,es.

P. 0 . .Address.

L. Q. Rawson ................... Fremont.
L. G. Harkness.................. Norwalk.
Geo. William ................Perrysburgh.
10 D.
W. H. Howard ..............Wauseon.
Geo. A. Waller............... Portsmouth.
11
Wm. Ellison ................. West Union.
John A. Hunter ................ Lancaster.
12 Daniel Kilgore .................. Waverly.
John C. Devin ................ Mt. Vernon.
13 E. E. Evans............. . ...... Zanesville.
Smith Orr ...................... Wooster.
14 H. G. Blake ..................... Medina.
l5 j JOS. Kessinger.................... Athens.
l Ed. Archbold................. Woodsfield.
j Chas. Hare..................... Caldwell
16
( Isaac Morton ................. Cambridge:
j L. W. Potter ................. New Lisbon.
17
l Robert Sherrard.............. Steubenville.
'\V. II. Upson ..................... Akron.
18 D.
R. Tilden . . . . . . . . .......... Cleveland.
M. 0. Canfield................... Chardon.
19 F. Kinsman. ..................... Warren.

1

.Alternaus.

C. Foster.
- Sanders.

Kent Jarvis.
J. H. Tripp.
John Johnson.
Peter Thatcher.

INDIAN.A..

IJelegaus at Large.

P. 0 . .AddrCliil.

Daniel Mace .................... Lafayette.
James L. Yater ................Versailles.
John Beard ............... Crawfordsville.
Isaac Jenkinson .............. Fort Wayne.

Delegates.

1
2

3

4
5
6
7

8
9

10
11

P. 0. .A<lbess.

L. Q. De Bruler................. Rockport.
0. M. Allen ................... Vincennes.
Jesse J. Brown .............. New Albany.
H. Woodbury ..............Leavenworth.
W. M. Dunn .................... Madison.
Geo. A. Buskirk ............. Bloomington.
Wilson Morrow.
John Ferris ............... Lawrenceburg.
Miles Murphy ................. Newcastle.
Benj. F. Miller ................... Liberty.
John W. Ray ................ Indianapolis.
Levi Ritter ...................... Danville.
Dr. Stevenson. . . . . . . . . . . . . Green Castle.
Ezra Reed .................. Terra Haute.
D. P. Vinton................... Lafayette.
Lewis B. Simms .................. Delphi.
J.M. Reynolds ................ St. Joseph.
D. R. Bearss ....................... Peru.
Isaac Jenkinson.............. Fort Wayne.
James S. Collins ........... Colwnbia City.
John L. Wilson.................. Blufton.
Daniel L. Brown .............. Noblesville.

.Alternates.

Victor Bisch.
John E. Mann.
C.H. Mason.
D. W. La Follett.
T. M.Adams.
Smith Vawter.
W. A. Cullen.
James Berkshire.
Silas Colgrove.
John F. Kibby.
P. Foley.
J. B. McFadden.
J. M. Hinkle.
D. C. Stankard.

J. D. Turner.
J. M. Justice.

W. M. Clap.
C. W. Chapman.
J. M. Haynes.
T. C. Phillips.
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Dele(lates at Lar(JC.

IOWA..
P. 0 . .Adheas.

W. }I. Stone.. . . . . . . . . . ...... Des Moines.
J. T. Clark ................ New Oregon.
Francis Springer ................ Wapello.
D. D. Chase .......... : ..... Webster City.

l

Dele(lates.
P. 0. .Address.
1 j G. W. McCrarey ................. Keokuk.
l D. P. Stubbs .................... l!'airficld.
W. Ellis ...................... Clinton.
2 D.
John S. Stacy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Anamosa.
J. S. Woodward ............ Independence.
3
G. Kerndt ................... Dutlanburg.
D. G. W ord~n ................... Signory.
4 J.
}1. Hendrick .................. Ottawa.
Cole Noel.. ........................ Adel.
5
Frank Street ................ Council Bluff.
j G. M. Woodbury ............ Marshal town.
6 l P. Melendy ...................... Onawa.

j

.Alternates.

J. II. Rotherock.
J. R. Needham.
J. W. Bell.
Benj. Crabbe.

.Alternates.

A. II. C. Scott.
G. W. Edwards.
Chas. Oberman.
John W. Earl.
J. }1. Brayton.
J. Nicholas.
J. N. Allen.
N. Udell.
J. Street.
Charles Henton.
F. G. Woodruff.
A. Olener.

Il.LINOIS.

Dele(lates at Larve.

P. 0. Address.
B. C. Cook ...................... Ottawa.
Leonard Swett .............. Bloomington.
J. A. Powell ...................... Peoria.
A. H. Burley.

Del.evates.
P. 0. .Address.
I J. Y. Scammon .................. Chicago.
1 ( Lorenz Brentano ................ Chicago.
j Geo. S. Bangs ................... Aurora.
2 l E. P. Ferry .............. . .... Waukegan.
J. W. Shaffer ................... Freeport.
3 James }1cCoy ............... Fulton City.
Harrison Dills.
4 Solon Burroughs.
F. Royce.
5 II.
Clark E. CaIT .................. Princeton.
·Joseph L. Braden.
6
W. Bushnell.
· G. W. Reeves.
7
James Cone.
R.H. Fell.
8 J.M. Brown.
W. A. Grimshaw.
9 W. B. Green.
J. L. Mo1rison.
10 J. T. Alexander.
W. II. Robinson.
11 D. T. 1\1. Sams.
John Thomas.
12 William Copp.
L. Rhodes.
13 Morris P. Brown.

.Alternates.

G. W. Gage.
John E. Rosette.
Chas. Atkinson.
Isaac Miller.

.Alternates.

C. N. Holden.
E. S. Isham.
D. B. James.
J. S. Hildreth.
Joseph Utley.
Henry A. i\fills.
James Stark.
Robert Moir.
W. S. Wiley.
Geo. Henderson.
J. P. Southworth.
E. A. Lake.
John Cunningham.
J. Bold.
R. D. Cassell.
J. T. Jenkins.
A. E. Babcock.
W. K. Ray.
B. Sammons.
David Pearson.
J. W. W elshear.
S. P. Tufts.
A. W. Metcalf.
John Stehr.
J. C. Barbour.
John Wheeler.
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MINNESOTA.

Delegates at Large.
P. 0. A.ildress.
Thos. Simvson .................. Winona.
W. G. Butler ................ Clear \Vater.
Daniel Cameron .............. La Crescent.
Charles :u. Daily ................ St. Paul.

l

De'le9ates.

P. 0. Address.

1 Charles Taylor ................. Fa.. ribault.
John )foCusick ................ Stillwater.
D. G. Shillock.................. New Ulm.
9
" Warren Bristol. ............... ReJ Wing.

Alternates.

Thos. N. Armstrong.
Z. )I. )Iitehell.
Geo. F. Potter.
Andrew R. Kieffer.

Alternates.

George ,vatson.
R Blakely.
E. B. Freeman.
Eli Robinson.

KANSAS.

Delegates at Lmrge.

,.

P. 0. A.dd1·css.
J. II. Lane ..................... La'l'i-:rcnce.
A. II. Insley.
A. C. Wilder ................... Lawrence.
F. W. Potter.

Alternates.

. Delegates.
T. :M:. Bowen.

Altemate.~.

:U. W. Delahcy.
MICIDGAN.

Delegates at Lai·ge.

P. 0. Address.

Austin Blair ................... Jackson.
Marsh Giddings............... Kalamazoo.
Neil Gray ........................ Romeo.
C. W. Clisbee .................. Blumfield.

l

Delegates.
P. 0. Address.
1 II. Kiefer ........................ Detro!t,
Wm. R. Noyes ... .. .............. Dch'o1t.
L. P. Alexander .............. Buchannan.
2
J. H. Kelsey ................ Three Rivers.
3 C. T. Gorham ................... Marshall.
E. Lawrence .................. Ann 1\J:bor.
4 Osmond Tower .................... Ionia.
W. T. Cornwell ................. Newaygo.
;; Charles Draper................... Pontiac.
0. D. Conger ................ Port Iluron.
J.B. Walker ...................... Flint.
6
R. Sheldon ................... Houghton.

Alternates.

Emmons Buell.
Perry Hnnnah.
Perley Bills.
D. C. Gage.

Alternates.
W.R. Noyes.
E. Dorsch.

B. F. Frankenberg.
D. Monroe.
Eugene Pringle.
Henry A. Shaw.
James A. Sweezey.
A. X. Carey.
J. P. Bingham.
James Turrill.
D. G. Slafter.
J. W. Edwards.

WISCONSIN.

Deleuates at Large.

P. 0. Address.

Edward Saloman .............. :mlwaukie.
A. W. Randall. ......... Washington, D. C.
Angus Cameron ................ La Crosse.
Stoddard Judd ................ Fox Lake.

Alternates.
0. H. Wal<lo.
A. G. G. Darwin.
Carson Graham.
E. II. Galloway.
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IJekgata.

P. 0. Addre&.

1 John F. Potter .. , ....... l\Iontrcal, Canada.
C. C. Scholes •.................. Kenosha.
2 J. F. }!oak ................... Watertown.
J. B. Cassoday ................. J uncavillc.
3 S. S. Wilkinson ................. B11ruboo.
J. A. Bingham ....•.............. )Ionroe.
4 L. H. Carey .................. Sheboygan.
J. M. Gillet . . .............. Fon Du Lac.
5 P. Sawyer ...................... Oshkosh.
l\I. L. Kimball .................... Berlin.
6 L. E. Webb.
C. C. Pope.............. Black River Falls.

l

Alternates.

E. :IL Danforth.
J. 11. Bundy.
J. M. Bingham.
S. J. Todd.
W.R. Beach.
J. H. Vivian.
L. Frost.
G. S. GravCll.
0 . B. Goodwin.
II. Brig~.
C. B. Cox.
G. E. Fo~ter.

MISSOURI.
IJelegatu at Large.
P. 0. A<ldrea.
Chauncey I. Filley .............. St. Louis.
Bcnj. F. Loan ................. St. Joseph.
C. P. Drake ....... . ............ St. Louis.
J. F. Benjamin. ................. St. Louis.
IJcl.egates.
P. 0. Addre88.
George
K.
Budd
................
St. Louis.
1
J. W. Parish ................... St. Louis.
2 John F. Hume .................. St. Louis.
II. T. Blow ........... . ........ St. Louis.
A. M. Jackson.
8
James Lindsay.
JI. Boyd ................... Springfield.
4 S.
John B. Clark, Jr ........... Jeffen.on City.
5 J. W. llcClurg.
A. C. Widdecombe......•....... Boonville.
R. T. Van Ilorn .............. KanAns City.
6
A. Holcomb.................. Kani-ns City.
7 J J. A.G. Barker ................ St. Joseph.
l A. J. Holland ...................Savannah.
} A. L. Gilstrap ................ Macon ~ty.
8
l C. II. llowc ....... . ......... Macon City.
9 j W alli!\ Lovelace.
l L J. Sumbler.

l

Aluru,atu.

Alte1w,t cs.
George Diibcock.

Enos Clark.
D. Q. Onie.
A. Valle.
James Lindsay.
G. W. Wheeler.
J. B. Clark, Jr.
S. H. Boyd.
J. T. l\Iack.

F. Cool<'y.
George Smith.
J. S. K. Hayward.
E . .A. Katzer.
M. L. Harrigher.
J. H. Elli~.
W. B. Adam!\.
J. II. Wad~worth.

KE}.."'rUCKY.
IJ,1e(Jafa at Large.
P. 0. Addre8A.
R. J. Breckinridge ............... Danville.
Samuel Lusk. •
R. K. Williams... . .............. May1icld.
F. Bristow. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Elkton.

Delegat.e8.

P. 0. Addre88.

1 j L. Anderson .............. . ..... Paducah.
lJ. Bollinger..................... Paducah.
j Willinm Davcn1>0rt.
2
l H. C. Burges.

Alternntea.
S. F. Swope. '
George Downy.
Lucien Anderson.
James Weir.

Alternrtt.ell.

J. W . Finn<'y.
Col. Henry.
C. :Maxwell.
Q. C. Shanks.
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Del,egates.
P. 0. AddresB.
lGeorge
D.
Blakely
.........
Bowling
8 J. W. Calvert ............. Bowling Green.
Green.
George White.............. Elizabethtown.
4 R. L. Wintersmith.
A. B. ·Temple.
5 James Speed. .................. Louisville.
G 5Green Clay Smith .............. Covington.
l William 'l'rimble.
} J. A. Prall......................... Paris.
7 /A.G. Hodges .................. Frankfort.
j J. W. Coperton.
8 l W. B. Anderson.
JD. E. Roberts.
9 l J. J. Anderson.

.Alternates.
Joseph R. Glover.
Richard Vance.
J. M. Fiddler.
T. Q. Walker. R. Ayres.
Edwin Bryant.
C. A. Preston.
J.C. Rccard.
S. S. Goodloe.
Milton Stevenson.
J. G. Pond.
W. R. Randall.
P. 8. Layton.
John Seaton.

CALIFORNIA..

Delegates at Large.
P. 0. Acldress.
Thompson Campbell ........ San Francisco.
John Bidwell ..................... Chico.
M. C. Briggs.... ........ Sacramento City.
.A.. S. Randall............... .Albion, N. Y.
Del,egates.
P. 0. Address.
5James Otis ..... , .......... Sau Francisco.
1 l W. S. Mc:Murtry ................ San Jos6.
j 0. II. Bradbury............... Janestown.
2 !William Ritter........... Sacramento City.
}Nathan Coombs .......... Sacramento City.
8 IRobert Gardner .......... Sacramento City.

Alternates.
David Mahoney.
Samuel Brannan.
John S. Newell.

.Alternates.
W. R. Culver.
A. P. Jourdan.
C. P. Huntington.
C. C. Rynerson.
A. G. Snyder.
A. W. Thompson.

OREGON.

Del,egates at Large.
P. 0 . .Add1·ess.
T. H. Pearne................... Portland.
Hiram Smith ................. Harrisburg.
F. A. Charman .............. Oregon City.
Josiah Failing .................. Portland.
J. W. Southworth ............... Corvalla.
M. Hirsch ........................ Salem.
NEBRASKA.

Delegate$ at Large.
P. 0. Acldress.
John I. Redick............... Omaha City.
B. F. Lushbaugh ............ Omaha City.
D. B. Wheeler............... Plattsmouth.
W. H. H. Waters........... Nebraska City.
A. 8. Paddock. .............. Omaha City.
S. G. Dailey.................. Brownsville.

None.
There are no alternates elected from this
State, and all of the
delegates are elected at
large, there being but
one custrict in the State.

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA.

JJelegata ut Large.
P. 0. Aililre&8.
LcwiR Clephanc .............. Wa~hington.
J. H. Elvans ................. Washington.
Jo.-cph J. Coombs.
Noble D. Lamer.

Co11te~taut~.

Alter,ml"'3,
William P. Wood.
IIcnry Ulkc.

Asbury Lloyd.
Joseph F. llodgson.

DA.KOT.UI.

Dd.l'grzU at Large.
William E. Gleason.

Alter11ate.
George M. Pinney.
COLOR.ADO.

Dclegrztea at Largo.
P. 0. Atlhea3,
,Tolm A. Nye................. Denver City.
S. S. Curtis ........... . ...... Denver City.
S. II. Ebert ................. Denver City.
J. 13. Chaffee................. Central City.
Edward Brown .............. Ccntml City.

Alternates.

~"EW }IEXICO.

J)elegatea at forge.
P. 0. A<l<lress.
Frunci~co Pi>rca . . . . . . . ........... Taos.
John S. Watts .................. Santa Fe.
Jo~hua Jonell, Jr .............. Port Union.

.Alternates.

WASIIINGTON.

]).legate at Large.
P. 0 . .Atldrest.
Hugh A. Goldsborough .. Washington, D. C.

Alterlltlte.

